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Preface

DNA chips are gaining increasing importance in different fields ranging from
medicine to analytical chemistry with applications in the latter in food safety
and food quality issues as well as in environmental protection. In the medical
field, DNA chips are frequently used in arrays for gene expression studies (e.g.
to identify diseased cells due to over- or under-expression of certain genes, to
follow the response of drug treatments, or to grade cancers), for genotyping
of individuals, for the detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms, point
mutations, and short tandem reports, or moreover for genome and transcrip-
tome analyses in the quasi post-genomic sequencing era. Furthermore, due to
some unique properties of DNA molecules, self-assembled layers of DNA are
promising candidates in the field of molecular electronics.

One crucial and hence central step in the design, fabrication and operation
of DNA chips, DNA microarrays, genosensors and further DNA-based systems
described here (e.g. nanometer-sized DNA crafted beads in microfluidic net-
works) is the immobilization of DNA on different solid supports. Therefore,
the main focus of these two volumes is on the immobilization chemistry, con-
sidering the various aspects of the immobilization process itself, since different
types of nucleic acids, support materials, surface activation chemistries and
patterning tools are of key concern.

Immobilization techniques described so far include two main strategies:
(1) The direct on-surface synthesis of DNA via photolithography or ink-
jet methods by photoactivatable chemistries or standard phosphoramidite
chemistries, and (2) The immobilization or automated deposition of prefab-
ricated DNA onto chemically activated surfaces. In applying these two main
strategies, different types of nucleic acids or their analogues have to be se-
lected for immobilization depending on the final purpose. In several chapters
immobilization regimes are described for different types of nucleic acid probes
as, e.g. complementary DNA, oligonucleotides and peptide nucleic acids, with
one chapter focussing on nucleic acids modified for special purposes (e.g.
aptamers, catalytic nucleic acids or nucleozymes, native protein binding se-
quences, and nanoscale scaffolds). The quality of DNA arrays is highly depen-
dent on the support material and in subsequence on its surface chemistry as
the manifold surface types employed also dictate, in most cases, the appro-
priate detection method (i.e. optical or electrochemical detection with both
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principles being discussed in some of the chapters). Solid supports reported
as transducing materials for electrochemical analytical devices focus on con-
ducting metal substrates (e.g. platinum, gold, indium-tin oxide, copper solid
amalgam, and mercury) but as described in some chapters engineered carbons
as graphite, glassy carbon, carbon-film and more recently carbon nanotubes
have also been successfully used. The majority of DNA-based microdevices
employing optical detection principles is manufactured from glass or silica as
support materials. Further surface types used and described in several chap-
ters are oxidized silicon, polymers, and hydrogels. To study DNA immobilized
on surfaces, to characterize the immobilized DNA layers, and finally to decide
for a suitable surface and coupling chemistry advanced microscopy techniques
are required. As a representative example, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was
chosen and its versatility discussed in the respective chapter. In some chap-
ters there is also a brief overview given about the different techniques used
to pattern (e.g. photolithographic techniques, ink-jetting, printing, dip-pen
nanolithography and nanografting) the solid support surface for DNA array
fabrication.

However, the focus of the major part of the chapters lies on the coupling
chemistry used for DNA immobilization. Successful immobilization tech-
niques for DNA appear to either involve a multi-site attachment of DNA (pref-
erentially by electrochemical and/or physical adsorption) or a single-point
attachment of DNA (mainly by surface activation and covalent immobiliza-
tion or (strept)avidin-biotin linkage). Immobilization methods described here
comprise physical or electrochemical adsorption, cross-linking or entrapment
in polymeric films, (strept)avidin-biotin complexation, a surface activation via
self-assembled monolayers using thiol linker chemistry or silanization proce-
dures, and finally covalent coupling strategies.

Physical or electrochemical adsorption uses non-covalent forces to affix the
nucleic acid to the solid support and represents a relatively simple mecha-
nism for attachment that is easy to automate. Adsorption was favoured and
described in some chapters as suitable immobilization technique when multi-
site attachment of DNA is needed to exploit the intrinsic DNA oxidation signal
in hybridization reactions. Dendrimers such as polyamidoamine with a high
density of terminal amino groups have been reported to increase the sur-
face coverage of physically adsorbed DNA to the surface. Furthermore, elec-
trochemical adsorption is described as a useful immobilization strategy for
electrochemical genosensor fabrication.

Another coupling method, i.e. cross-linking or entrapment in polymeric
films, which has been used to create a more permanent nucleic acid surface, is
described in some chapters (e.g. conductive electroactive polymers for DNA
immobilization and self-assembly DNA-conjugated polymers). One chapter
reviews the basic characteristics of the biotin-(strept)avidin system laying the
emphasis on nucleic acids applications. The biotin-(strept)avidin system can
be also used for rapid prototyping to test a large number of protocols and
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molecules, which is one major advantage. In some chapters the use of thiol
linkers and silanization as two methods of surface preparation or activation
strategy is compared and discussed. In the case of the thiol linker the nucleic
acid can be constructed with a thiol group that can be used to directly complex
to gold surfaces. In the case of silanization many organosilanes have been
used to create functionalized surfaces on glasses, silicas, optical fibres, silicon
and metal oxides. The silanes hydrolyze onto the surface to form a robust
siloxane bond with surface silanols, and also crosslink themselves to further
increase adhesion. Silanized surfaces, i.e. surfaces modified with some type
of adhesion agent, can be used for covalent coupling processes in a next step.
An overview of coupling strategies leading to covalent and therefore stable
bonds is indicated in more than one chapter as it is desirable to fix the nucleic
acid covalently to the surface by a linker attached to one of the ends of the
nucleic acid chain. By doing so, the nucleic acid probe should remain quite
free to change its conformation in a way that hybridization can take place, yet
in such a way that the covalently coupled probe cannot be displaced from the
solid support. There is a large variety of potential reagents and methods for
covalent coupling with one of the earliest attempts being based on attaching
the 3′-hydroxyl or phosphate group of the DNA molecule to different kinds of
modified celluloses.

To give the reader an idea of the practical effort of the immobilization
strategies discussed, applications of these DNA chips are also included, e.g.
with one chapter describing the immobilization step included in a “short
oligonucleotide ligation assay on DNA chip” (SOLAC) to identify mutations
in a gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in clinic isolates indicating rifampin
resistance.

Neubrandenburg, August 2005 Christine Wittmann
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Abstract The immobilization of DNA on different solid supports has become an import-
ant issue in different fields ranging from medicine to analytical chemistry and, more
recently, molecular electronics. Among the different immobilization procedures, adsorp-
tion is the simplest and the easiest to automate, avoiding the use of procedures based on
previous activation/modification of the substrate and subsequent immobilization, which
are tedious, expensive and time-consuming. Carbon-based materials are widely used for
this task due to their electrochemical, physical and mechanical properties, their commer-
cial availability, and their compatibility with modern microchip fabrication technology.
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Moreover, carbonaceous materials are widely used as transducers for electrochemical sen-
sors. The knowledge of the adsorbed DNA morphology on carbon surfaces can be used
to develop stable and functional DNA layers for their use in DNA analytical devices with
improved properties.

Presented here is a concise description of surface immobilization of DNA, oligonu-
cleotides, and DNA derivatives by adsorption onto carbonaceous materials, and the
properties of the DNA layer adsorbed on carbonaceous solid phase.

Keywords DNA · Adsorption · Materials · Graphite · Carbon · Composite · Nanotube ·
Electrochemical sensing

Abbreviations
A Adenine
ABS Acetate buffer solution
AFM Atomic force microscopy
BDD Boron-doped diamond
BLM Bilayer lipid membrane
C Cytosine
CNT Carbon nanotube
CNTP Carbon nanotube paste
CP Carbon paste
dsDNA Double-stranded DNA or native DNA
G Guanine
GC Glassy carbon
GC(ox) Anodized glassy carbon
GEC Graphite epoxy composite
HOPG Highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
MWCNT Multi-wall carbon nanotube
ODN Oligodeoxynucleotide
PBS Phosphate buffer solution
PG Pyrolytic graphite
SCE Saturated calomel electrode
ssDNA Single-stranded DNA or denatured DNA
SWCNT Single-wall carbon nanotube
T Thymine

1
Introduction

The growing demand for genetic information in an increasingly broad range
of disciplines has led to research into the development of new techniques
for genetic analysis. The Human Genome Project (HGP) [1] has stimulated
the development of analytical methods that yield genetic information quickly
and reliably. Examples of this development are the DNA chips [2–4] and lab-
on-a-chips based on micro fluidic techniques [5]. Additionally, the knowledge
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obtained from the HGP has expanded the market that requires genetic de-
vices, hence generating new applications. However, this expanding market
would obviously benefit from simple, cheap and easy to use analytical de-
vices, especially for industrial applications.

Therefore, the development of new methodologies possessing the con-
venience of solid-phase reaction, along with advantages of rapid response,
sensitivity and ease of multiplexing is now a challenge in the development of
new biochemical diagnostic tools. Electrochemical biosensors and chips can
meet these demands, offering considerable promise for obtaining sequence-
specific information in a faster, simpler and cheaper manner than traditional
hybridization assays. Such devices possess great potential for numerous ap-
plications, ranging from decentralized clinical testing, to environmental mon-
itoring, food safety and forensic investigations.

The use of nucleic acids recognition layers is a new and exciting area in
analytical chemistry which requires extensive research.

To prepare electroanalytical devices based on DNA, the immobilization
of the biological species must be carefully considered. The most success-
ful immobilization techniques for DNA appear to be those involving multi-
site attachment (either electrochemical or physical adsorption) or single-
point attachment (mainly covalent immobilization or strept(avidin)/biotin
linkage) [6]. Single-point attachment is beneficial to hybridization kinetics,
especially if a spacer arm is used. However, among the different DNA im-
mobilization procedures reported, multi-site adsorption is the simplest and
most easily automated technique, avoiding the use of pre-treatment proced-
ures based on previous activation/modification of the surface transducer and
subsequent DNA immobilization. Such pre-treatment steps are known to be
tedious, expensive and time-consuming. Furthermore, the adsorption prop-
erties of DNA on various supports (e.g., nylon, nitrocellulose) have been
known for a long time [7].

Electrochemical detection of successful DNA hybridization events should
be also considered. Although it is based mostly on external electrochemical
markers, such as electroactive indicators or enzymes, the exploitation of the
intrinsic DNA oxidation signal requires a multi-site attachment such as ad-
sorption as the immobilization technique.

The direct electrochemical detection of DNA was initially proposed by
Paleček [8, 9], who recognized the capability of both DNA and RNA to yield
reduction and oxidation signals after being adsorbed. The DNA oxidation was
shown to be strongly dependent on the DNA adsorption on the substrate; it
requires meticulous control of the DNA-adsorbed layer.

While immobilization and detection are important features, the choice of
a suitable electrochemical substrate is also of great significance in determin-
ing the overall performance of the analytical electrochemical-based device,
especially regarding the immobilization efficiency of DNA.
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The development of new transducing materials for DNA analysis is a key
issue in the current research efforts in electrochemical-based DNA analytical
devices. The use of platinum, gold, indium–tin oxide, copper solid amal-
gam, mercury and other continuous conducting metal substrates has been
reported [6]. However, this chapter is focused on carbon-based materials and
their properties for immobilizing DNA by simple adsorption procedures.

2
Carbonaceous Materials

The extraordinary ability of carbon to combine with itself and other chemical
elements in different ways is the basis of organic chemistry. As a consequence,
there is a rich diversity of structural forms of solid carbon because it can exist
as any of several allotropes. It is found abundantly in nature as coal, as natural
graphite and also in much less abundant form as diamond.

Engineered carbons [10] are the product of the carbonization process of
a carbon-containing material, conducted in an oxygen-free atmosphere. De-
pending on the starting precursor material (hydrocarbon gases, petroleum-
derived products, coals, polymers, biomass), the product of a carbonization
process will have different properties, including the adsorption capability.
Traditional engineered carbons can take many forms, such as coke, graph-
ite, carbon and graphite fiber, carbon monoliths, glassy carbon (GC), carbon
black, carbon film, and diamond-like film [10]. More recently, a promising
new carbon-based material—carbon nanotubes—has been developed using
the vapor deposition technique.

Engineered carbons have found intensive use as adsorbents because of
their porous and highly developed internal surface areas as well as their com-
plex chemical structures.

As with the majority of organic molecules, DNA can be easily adsorbed
on carbon-based material. Adsorption processes can be driven in both liquid
and gaseous media by physical forces. The porous structure and the chem-
ical nature of the carbon surface are significantly related to its crystalline
constitution. The crystal structure of graphite consists of parallel layers of
condensed, regular hexagonal rings. The in-plane C – C distance is interme-
diate between the Csp3–Csp3 and the Csp2 = Csp2 bond lengths (Fig. 1).

The pore structure and surface area of carbon-based materials deter-
mine their physical characteristics, while the surface chemical structure af-
fects interactions with polar and nonpolar molecules due to the presence of
chemically reactive functional groups. Active sites—edges, dislocations, and
discontinuities—determine the reactivity of the carbon surface. As shown in
Fig. 1, graphitic materials have at least two distinct types of surface sites,
namely, the basal-plane and edge-plane sites [11]. It is generally considered
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Fig. 1 Positional relationship between two identical graphene planes. Graphite structure
can be described as an alternate succession of these basal planes. The right panel was
taken from the image gallery of Prof. R. Smalley (to be found at http://smalley.rice.edu/
and reprinted with his kind permission

that the active sites for electrochemical reactions are associated with the
edge-plane sites, while the basal plane is mostly inactive.

Heteroatoms (usually oxygen) play an important role in the chemical na-
ture of the carbon “active” surface [10]. The adsorption process is thus
strongly dependent on the type, quantity, and bonding of these functional
groups in the structure. Heteroatoms distributed randomly in the core of the
carbon matrix may be non-reactive due to their inaccessibility. However, the
heteroatoms can be also concentrated at the exposed surface of carbons or
presented as an “active” dislocation of the microcrystalline structure. Much of
the research being carried out is focused on the identification and character-
ization of oxygen-containing functional groups in oxidized carbon surfaces,
such as carboxyl, phenolic, quinonic, and lactones, but also in the changes
that take place in the carbon surface under different oxidation treatments.

The electrochemical oxidation pretreatment was found to improve the
electrochemical behavior by introducing more active edge sites on the treated
carbon surface. The effect of oxidation on the chemical composition is re-
lated to the increased concentration of strong and weak acidic groups found
upon electrochemical oxidation of the graphite surface [12]. The acidity of
carboxylic groups on the oxidized carbon surface could be stronger than that
of a carboxylic resin. The weight increase after electrochemical pretreatment
was attributed to the formation of the oxidized graphite and the intercalation
of solvent molecules and anions into graphitic material. A model of a frag-
ment of oxidized carbon surface illustrating the general chemical character of
the oxidized carbon surface is shown in Fig. 2.

Among the different carbonaceous materials, GC and pyrolytic graphite
(PG) and the graphite-powder-based composites such as carbon paste (CP)
are the most popular choices as electrochemical transducer materials.

GC is made by heating a high molecular weight carbonaceous polymer to
600–800 ◦C. Most of the non-carbon elements are volatilized, but the back-
bone is not degraded. Regions of hexagonal sp2 carbon are formed during
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Fig. 2 Hypothetical fragment of an oxidized carbon surface. The figure was taken
from [10] with kind permission from Prof. M. Streat

this treatment, but they are unable to form extensive graphitic domains with-
out breaking the original polymer chain. GC is impermeable to liquid, so
porosity is not an issue [13]. Pretreated GC has been obtained by (1) pol-
ishing and/or ultrasonication, (2) chemical oxidation or (3) electrochemical
anodization treatments [14]. These surface treatments have been extensively
used to improve the electrochemical performance of GC [15]. Suggested rea-
sons for activation have been the removal of contaminants from the surface,
and the increase in the surface area due to the roughening of the surface or
the exposure of fresh carbon edges, microparticles and defects that may be
sites for electron transfer. On the other hand, the increase in surface func-
tional groups that may act as electron transfer mediators could play a role.
While some of these factors are related to improvements in the electrochem-
ical performance, others are related to both electrochemical and physical
features. As an example, the increment in the surface roughness can cause
enhancement of the heterogeneous electron transfer rates as the effective
area for electron transfer is greater than the geometric area, but can also
improve the physisorption of a given molecule. GC is well known for the
exhibition of a wide range of functional groups, including carboxylic acids,
quinones/hydroquinone, phenols, peroxides, aldehydes, ethers, esters, ke-
tones, and alcohols, which could interact differently with DNA molecules
stabilizing the adsorbed molecule, but may also improve the electron transfer,
acting as mediators. The activation method most commonly used relies on
the electrochemical activation to obtain anodized GC (GC(ox)). It was found
that the dominant process during electrochemical activation of the GC sur-
face is the formation of a near-transparent homogeneous different phase [15].
The layer was shown to be porous, hydrated and nonconductive, contain-
ing a significant amount of microcrystallinity and graphite oxide. Once the
film is grown, the surface becomes richer in oxygenated groups that make it
more hydrophilic. It is observed that the anodization of the GC induces ad-
sorption: despite the nonconductive nature of graphite oxide, it intercalates
aromatic molecules quite well. Only the portion immediately adjacent to the
GC substrate seems to be electronically connected to the substrate. The outer
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nonelectroactive portion of the layer concentrates the redox species near to
the electroactive surface.

PG is made by the pyrolysis of light hydrocarbons onto a hot (800 ◦C)
stage, often followed by heat treatment to higher temperatures. Highly-
oriented PG (HOPG) is made from PG by pressure annealing in a hot press at
3000 ◦C and several kilobars. HOPG has a smooth, shiny basal surface, while
PG is mottled and dull [13]. The dominant structural property of PG and
HOPG is the long-range order of the graphitic layers (Fig. 1) and the remark-
able anisotropy and hydrophobic behavior. HOPG is single-crystal graphite
with edge planes and cleavage surfaces (basal plane) that serve as the oriented
surface for electrochemical studies. An important advantage of HOPG with
respect to other carbonaceous materials is the possibility of performing stud-
ies by means of high resolution techniques—even down to the atomic level—
by scanning probe microscopy, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM). The
rough and complex surface of GC is not suitable for AFM surface character-
ization. For AFM studies, an atomically flat substrate is required to clearly
resolve the molecular adsorbed layer. GC presents a root-mean-square (rms)
roughness of 2.10 nm while HOPG surface presents a rms roughness of less
than 0.06 nm (both calculated from AFM images in air) [16]. This fact has
stimulated the use of HOPG instead of other carbonaceous materials such as
GC or CP [17].

Carbon composites result from the combination of carbon with one or
more dissimilar materials. Each individual component maintains its original
characteristics while giving the composite distinctive chemical, mechanical
and physical properties. The capability of integrating various materials is
one of their main advantages. Some components incorporated within the
composite result in enhanced sensitivity and selectivity. The best compos-
ite compounds will give the resulting material improved chemical, physical
and mechanical properties. As such, it is possible to choose between differ-
ent binders and polymeric matrices in order to obtain a better signal-to-noise
ratio, a lower nonspecific adsorption, and improved electrochemical proper-
ties (electron transfer rate and electrocatalytic behavior).

Powdered carbon is frequently used as the conductive phase in composite
electrodes due to its high chemical inertness, wide range of working po-
tentials, low electrical resistance and a crystal structure responsible for low
residual currents. A key property of polycrystalline graphite is porosity. Most
polycrystalline graphite—such as powdered carbon—is made by heat treat-
ment of high molecular weight petroleum fractions at high temperatures to
perform graphitization. The term “graphite” is used to designate materials
that have been subjected to high temperatures, and thus have aligned the sp2

planes parallel to each other.
Regarding their mechanical properties carbon composites can thus be

classified as rigid composites [18, 19] or soft composites—the carbon
pastes – [20]. The composites are also classified by the arrangement of their
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particles, which can be either dispersed or grouped randomly in clearly de-
fined conducting zones within the insulating zones.

The inherent electrical properties of the composite depend on the nature
of each of the components, their relative quantities and their distribution.
The electrical resistance is determined by the connectivity of the conducting
particles inside the nonconducting matrix, and therefore the relative amount
of each composite component has to be assessed to achieve optimal com-
position. Carbon composites show improved electrochemical performances,
similar to an array of carbon fibers separated by an insulating matrix and
connected in parallel. The signal produced by this macroelectrode formed by
a carbon fiber ensemble is the sum of the signals of the individual micro-
electrodes. Composite electrodes thus showed a higher signal-to-noise (S/N)
ratio than the corresponding pure conductors, accompanied by an improved
(lower) detection limit.

Rigid composites are obtained by mixing graphite powder with a non-
conducting polymeric matrix, obtaining a soft paste that becomes rigid after
a curing step [18, 19]. They could be classified according to the nature of
the binder or the polymeric matrix, in epoxy composites, methacrylate com-
posites, or silicone composites. Graphite–epoxy composite (GEC) has been
extensively used in our laboratories showing to be suitable for electrochem-
ical sensing due to its unique physical, and electrochemical properties.

Soft composites or CPs are the result of mixing an inert conductor (e.g.,
graphite powder) with an insulating compound (e.g., paraffin oil, silicone,
Nujol, mineral oil) [20]. The insulating liquid has a specific viscosity and the
paste has a certain consistency. The resulting material is easy to prepare and
inexpensive. Compared with other solid materials, CP electrodes have shown
some advantages, including wide potential window and low background cur-
rent. However, these pastes have limited mechanical and physical stabilities,
especially in flow systems. Additionally, the pastes are dissolved by some non-
polar solvents.

Fullerenes (C60) (Fig. 3) have a structure similar to that of truncated icosa-
hedron, made out of five- and six-member rings of sp2 carbons. Higher
fullerenes are also made of five- and six-member carbon rings.

In late 1991, the first synthesis and characterization of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) was reported [21]. CNTs are attractive carbonaceous materials with
well defined nanoscale geometry. They have a closed topology and tubular
structure that are typically several nanometers in diameter and many mi-
crometers in length. CNTs are produced as single-wall Carbon Nanotubes
(SWCNTs) and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). SWCNTs are made
out of a single graphite sheet rolled seamlessly with 1–2 nm in tube diam-
eter (Fig. 3). MWCNTs are composed of coaxial tubules, each formed with
a rolled graphite sheet, with diameters ranging from 2 to 50 nm. The con-
centric single-walled cylinders are held together by relatively weak Van der
Waals forces with an interlayer spacing of 0.34 nm (Fig. 3). CNTs aggregate
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Fig. 3 Structure of fullerenes C60, C70, C80 and single-wall carbon nanotube. The fig-
ures were taken with permission of Prof. C. Dekker from the image gallery found
at http://online.itp.ucsb.edu/online/qhall_c98/dekker/. Transmission electron microscopy
image of multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) treated with iodinated and platinate
DNA. The figure was taken from [24] with kind permission from Prof. P. Sadler

easily, forming bundles of tens to hundreds of nanotubes in parallel and in
contact with each other [22]. CNTs can be grown by the arc discharge method
or laser ablation of a graphite rod, as well as by chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) [23].

Changes in the winding angle of the hexagonal carbon lattice along the
tube (i.e., the chirality) would have a strong effect on the conductive prop-
erty, resulting in either semiconducting or metallic behavior [23] of CNTs.
Mechanically, the CNT is stronger than steel, but lighter. Thermally, it is
more conductive than most crystals. Chemically, it is inert everywhere along
its length except at the ends or at the site of a bend or kink [24, 25]. It
has been shown that while amorphous carbon can be attacked from any
direction, CNTs can be oxidized only from the ends. When treated with con-
centrated oxidizing acid, the ends and surfaces of carbon nanotubes become
covered with oxygen-containing groups such as carboxyl groups and ether
groups [26]. As graphite is considered to be hydrophobic, CNTs—which cor-
respond to hollow cylinders of rolled-up graphene—and fullerenes are found
to have a low solubility in water. The presence of hydrophilic groups (e.g.,
– OH and – COOH) in the interior of the CNT could play an important role in
its properties [26, 27]. Isolated SWCNTs are insoluble in most solvents unless
a surfactant is used or chemical modifications to the tubes are carried out.
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Such insolubility and the strong Van der Waals attraction between tubes cause
them to bundle together as ropes.

Compared with SWCNTs, the much cheaper MWCNTs produced by the
CVD method are known to have more defects and can provide more sites for
the immobilization of DNA.

CNTs present a larger surface area and outstanding charge-transport char-
acteristics and might therefore greatly promote electron transfer reactions
which can dramatically improve electrochemical performance compared to
that of other carbonaceous materials [26]. The open end of a MWCNT is
expected to show a fast electron transfer rate similar to the graphite edge-
plane electrode while the sidewall is inert like the graphite basal-plane (Figs. 1
and 3). Fast electron transfer rate is demonstrated along the tube axis [28].
CNTs are expected to present a wide electrochemical window, flexible sur-
face chemistry, and biocompatibility, similar to other widely used carbon
materials [28].

The next section will be focused on the description of the most important
features related to DNA adsorption strategies that have found applications in
DNA electrochemical analysis.

3
DNA Adsorption Strategies

3.1
Nucleic Acid Structure and Adsorption Properties

Adsorption is an easy way to attach nucleic acids to surfaces, since no
reagents or modified DNA are required. Adsorption is a complex interplay be-
tween the chemical properties, structure and porosity of the substrate surface
with the molecule being adsorbed. Regarding the solid support, the rough-
ness, the size of pores, the uniformity and the permeability, the chemical
nature, surface polarity and the presence of chemically reactive functional
groups should all be considered. In the case of carbon-based materials, these
parameters vary dramatically depending on the nature and the source of car-
bon: graphite powder composites, graphite leads, PG, GC, CNTs.

The main parameters affecting the adsorption process of a given molecule
in solution involve its size, shape, polarity, and chemical structure.

DNA is a structurally polymorphic macromolecule which, depending on
nucleotide sequence and environmental conditions, can adopt a variety of
conformations. The double helical structure of DNA (dsDNA) consists of two
strands, each of them on the outside of the double helix and formed by al-
ternating phosphate and pentose groups in which phosphodiester bridges
provide the covalent continuity. The two chains of the double helix are held
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together by hydrogen bonds between purine and pyrimidine bases. The
sugar–phosphate backbone is responsible for the polyanionic characteristic of
DNA. In the double helix structure, the bases exist in a highly hydrophobic
environment inside the helix, while the outer, negatively charged backbone
allows the dsDNA molecule to interact freely with the hydrophilic environ-
ment. The dsDNA is considered a highly hydrophilic molecule. As a negatively
charged molecule, it can be easily stabilized on positively charged substrates.
While dsDNA only partially shows its hydrophobic domain through its ma-
jor and minor grooves or through those sites where dsDNA is open and
exposing DNA bases, ssDNA has the hydrophobic bases freely available for in-
teractions with hydrophobic surfaces. As such, ssDNA is dual in nature, the
highly hydrophilic backbone and the hydrophobic DNA moieties coexisting
in the same molecule. These structural and chemical differences between ss
and dsDNA are reflected in different adsorption patterns for both molecules.
The greater size and the more rigid shape of dsDNA with respect to ssDNA
are other parameters affecting the adsorption. Another important compound
that should be considered for the adsorption of DNA is its oxidation product
8-oxoguanine that can arise from DNA through the direct attack of reactive
oxygen species on chromatin [29]. It is directly associated with promutagenic
events and other cellular disorders both in vivo and in vitro. The formation
of 8-oxoguanine in the DNA moiety, considered the most commonly meas-
ured product of DNA oxidation, causes important mutagenic lesions. In the
DNA double helix this adduct pairs more easily with adenine (A) than with
cytosine (C). This could lead to the substitution of C in the complementary
chain by A, which in turn leads to the substitution of the original guanine
(G) by thymine (T) initiating a cellular dysfunction. PNA is an analogue of
DNA in which the entire negatively charged sugar–phosphate backbone is
replaced with a neutral “peptide-like” backbone consisting of repeated N-
(2-aminoethyl)glycine units linked by amide bonds [30]. The four natural
nucleobases (i.e., A, C, G, and T) come off the backbone at equal spacing to
the DNA bases. Such a structure is not prone to degradation by nucleases or
proteases, thus offering high biological stability. The unique chemical proper-
ties of the neutral PNA molecule have been extensively studied and compared
with the negatively charged DNA counterpart.

Beside the DNA molecule and the carbon substrate, the solvent, normally
water, and in particular the ionic strength, pH and the nature of the solutes,
play an important role in the adsorption process, mainly in the stabilization
of the adsorbed molecule on the substrate.

DNA adsorption properties were first studied using a variety of solid sup-
ports for classical analysis methods including Southern and Northern trans-
fers, dot-blotting, colony hybridization and plaque-lifts [31, 32]. Studies of
the interactions between nucleic acids and nitrocellulose revealed that mo-
lecular weight, finite macromolecular conformation, ionic forces and weaker
forces of attraction all play a role. DNA is retained on nitrocellulose only in
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buffers of high ionic strength. This may be because increasing salt concentra-
tion correlates with decreasing electrostatic repulsion between the phosphate
groups of the DNA backbone, yielding more aggregated DNA molecules that
are more easily retained on the filter. Nylon membranes are able to bind both
native and denatured nucleic acids in buffers of low ionic strength [33]. Pos-
itively charged nylon membranes provide an ionic interaction between the
negatively charged phosphate groups of the nucleic acid and the positively
charged groups of the membrane. Although nylon and nitrocellulose are the
most commonly used solid supports in DNA classical analysis, studies of the
interaction between DNA and other surfaces such as polystyrenes (microw-
ells, beads), glass, dextran, latex and magnetic beads have also been reported.

Although DNA has been widely attached onto carbonaceous materials, the
underlying mechanism of adsorption has not been fully clarified. The next
section focuses on the different strategies for the adsorption of nucleic acid
(ssDNA, dsDNA, ODN and DNA bases) on carbon-based material.

3.2
DNA Adsorption Methods

The unique practical properties of adsorption have promoted its extensive
use in genetic analysis. The disadvantages of adsorption with respect to cova-
lent immobilization are mainly that (1) nucleic acids may be readily desorbed
from the substrate, and (2) base moieties may be unavailable for hybridiza-
tion if they are bonded to the substrate in multiple sites [34]. However, the
electrochemical detection strategy based on the intrinsic oxidation of DNA
requires the DNA to be adsorbed in close contact with the electrochemical
substrate by multi-point attachment. This multi-site attachment of DNA can
be thus detrimental for its hybridization but is crucial for the detection based
on its oxidation signals.

The common methods for the multi-site adsorption of DNA on carbona-
ceous-based material can be classified into physical (dry and wet) adsorption
and electrostatic adsorption.

Dry adsorption relies on leaving DNA to dry on the carbonaceous sur-
face. Dry adsorption can be assisted by light treatment (except UV, which is
able to induce changes in the DNA molecule) or heated until 100 ◦C. DNA
can adopt a variety of conformations depending on the degree of hydration.
The most familiar double helix DNA—called “B-DNA”—can turn into the
“A-DNA” form if it is strongly dehydrated. A structural alteration occurs due
to a greater electrostatic interaction between the phosphate groups, leading
to A-DNA. The different structural forms of the double helix promote differ-
ent dynamic interactions, and the width of the grooves between the strands is
important in allowing or preventing access to bases. Both ss- and dsDNA can
be adsorbed firmly if it is dried on the carbonaceous surface. When the DNA
solution is evaporated to dryness, the bases of DNA which have been dehy-
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drated are exposed, and thus the hydrophobic bases are strongly adsorbed flat
on the electrode surfaces. Once it is adsorbed, DNA is difficult to re-hydrate.
Hence, DNA is not desorbed, no matter how long the adsorbed DNA is soaked
in water, characteristic of irreversible adsorption. The “irreversible” behavior
of the dry-adsorbed DNA layer has been previously reported [35].

Wet adsorption relies on leaving DNA to interact with the carbonaceous
surface through physical forces in the presence of water. During wet adsorp-
tion, the stabilization of B-DNA is expected to occur on the carbonaceous
surface, by keeping the hydration water of the DNA molecule. As the water is
kept on the DNA adsorbed molecule, it can be more easily desorbed from the
substrate if soaked in aqueous solutions. The stringency of wet adsorption is
related to the use of static or convection conditions. In order to perform DNA
adsorption, the convection conditions—which can be achieved by the use of
stirring as well as the use of “heated” substrates—prove to be more effective
than static conditions. Although a thick or a thin layer of DNA can be attached
on the surface during dry adsorption by controlling the concentration of the
DNA solution being dried, the wet adsorption normally yields a thin DNA
monolayer. During wet adsorption, the substrate is progressively modified
with negative charges coming from the DNA being adsorbed, thus repealing
the successive DNA molecules that are approaching the substrate. Wet ad-
sorption thus leads to a “self-control” surface coverage and is less stringent
than dry adsorption. Depending on the application of the DNA-modified sub-
strate, a thick or thin DNA layer would be necessary. If a stringency control
of nonspecific DNA adsorption issues is required, a thick DNA layer is more
convenient. However, the yield in hybridization is better on a thin DNA layer.

The electrostatic adsorption can be performed—given the polyanionic na-
ture of DNA molecule—by modifying the ion charge of the carbon substrate
by both (1) chemical modification, with polycationic molecules, and (2) by
applying a positive potential taking advantages of the conducting proper-
ties of the carbon substrate. Both of them are based on the same principle
that keeps DNA attached on the widely used, positively modified nylon mem-
branes. The electrostatic adsorption by chemical modification of the substrate
is based on the formation of a stable compound between the polycationic
molecule that modified the substrate and the polyanionic phosphodiester
backbone of DNA, either native or denatured. The potential-driven electro-
static adsorption has been widely used for immobilizing DNA on carbon
materials. Taking into account that the DNA bases—A and G—can be ox-
idized, the applied potentials used to provide the positive charge to the
substrate are lower than those producing DNA oxidation. It appears that the
adsorption occurs through the negatively charged phosphate backbone, leav-
ing the bases accessible for hybridization reactions in the case of ssDNA and
ODNs. There is evidence that the positive potential considerably enhances
the robustness and stability of the DNA layers to mechanical stress, through
multiple electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged hydrophilic
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sugar–phosphate backbone and the positively charged carbon surface. The
electrostatic adsorption performed by applying a positive potential is usually
driven under stirring conditions in solution (wet adsorption) until full DNA
coverage of the substrate is achieved.

The next section will focus on carbonaceous materials that have found
applications as transducers for DNA biosensing based on the adsorption
of DNA.

4
Adsorption of DNA on Carbon-Based Materials

4.1
Glassy Carbon

Adsorption of dsDNA can be performed on GC surfaces by either dry or
electrostatic adsorption procedures yielding a thick or a thin layer of DNA,
respectively [36]. The thin layer dsDNA-modified GC electrode was prepared
by immersion in a dsDNA solution by applying a potential of + 0.40 V. The
resulting DNA layer was non-uniform leaving many bare GC-uncovered re-
gions. The thick layer dsDNA-modified GC electrode was prepared by cov-
ering a GC electrode with dsDNA and then transferring it into a solution
containing ssDNA for electrochemical conditioning [37]. Briefly, the dsDNA
was dry-adsorbed overnight on the GC surface. This led to an almost uniform
layer of DNA, 0.1 mm thick when dried, which in aqueous solution swelled
to about 1 mm thickness with a gel-like appearance [38]. After drying, the
electrode was immersed in ABS and a constant potential of + 1.4 V (vs SCE)
was applied for 5 min. It was then transferred to a solution containing ss-
DNA and differential pulse voltammograms were recorded in the range of 0
to + 1.4 V until stabilization of the peak currents corresponding to A and G
electro-oxidation. This procedure produces a thick multilayer of DNA cover-
ing the GC surface completely and uniformly with no pinholes or bare GC
regions. H-DNA triple helical structure is supposed to occur at the surface of
the GC electrode. This thick-layer dsDNA-modified GC electrode allowed the
study of DNA interactions and damage by health-hazardous compounds such
as metronidazole, mitoxantrone [39], and niclosamide [40] based on their
binding properties to nucleic acids. According to the ohmic resistance, there
was also evidence that the thick DNA layer on the GC surface is a reason-
ably good conductor [38]. Additionally, the thick dsDNA layer obtained by
dry-adsorption has been demonstrated to be unstable to alkali and to heat,
but stable to acid solutions [35, 41]. When the solution containing ds- or ss-
DNA is evaporated to dryness, dehydrated DNA molecules can be irreversibly
adsorbed on the surfaces of GC, which has proved to be very stable for long
storage in a dry state [35, 41].
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It was also demonstrated that ssDNA is better adsorbed onto the GC elec-
trode than dsDNA. The dsDNA molecule has some difficulty reaching the
surface contours of the rough GC electrode surface, while ssDNA can ap-
proach closer to the electrode surface because of its greater flexibility.

Although dsDNA can be adsorbed at the GC surface, it is not easily oxi-
dized while ssDNA can be easily adsorbed and oxidized, giving higher oxida-
tion signals, which is attributed to the oxidation of G (∼ 0.8 V) and A (∼ 1.1,
vs SCE) respectively [38]. The dsDNA structure had greater difficulty trans-
ferring the electrons from the inside of the double-stranded structure to the
electrode surface than the flexible ssDNA structure where the bases are in
closer proximity to the GC surface.

The electrochemical processes of adsorption and oxidation of ds- and ss-
DNA on the GC electrode were discussed and studied by in situ FTIR [42]. It
was also demonstrated that the well-known oxidation product 8-oxoguanine
adsorbs strongly on the GC surface [29]. Adsorbed ssDNA can form a DNA
layer which impedes the oxidation product diffusing away, blocking the GC
surface [43, 44].

In contrast to the potential dependence observed for the accumulation
of ODN at other carbonaceous materials such as CP, both ss- and dsDNA
were adsorbed on GC in a broad range of applied potentials (from – 0.60
to + 0.40 V), even when using solutions of different ionic strengths [43, 44].
A slight influence of the GC surface charge was thus observed, indicating that
there is a small contribution of the negatively charged phosphate backbone
in the adsorption of nucleic acids on the GC surface (especially at high ionic
strengths) [44]. Other factors influencing the rate of adsorption of DNA on
GC are the size of the ODN, which would produce an easier adsorption of
smaller molecules, and the conformation of the nucleic acid in solution prior
to the immobilization at the electrode surface [44].

4.1.1
Pretreated Glassy Carbon

The influence of different pretreatment strategies on the adsorption of DNA
on the GC surface has been extensively discussed. The sensitivity for ssDNA
detection at the GC surface was improved greatly (tenfold) by modifying the
electrode surface with an electrochemical oxidation treatment at + 1.75 V (vs
SCE) for 300 s in PBS, pH 5.0. The same results were reported when GC(ox)
was obtained at (1) 1.60 V (vs SCE) for 15 s in 10% HNO3 solution with 2.5%
K2Cr207, [35] and, (2) 1.20 V (vs Ag/AgCl) in 0.5 M NaOH for 10 min [45].

This improvement was due to an easy adsorption of ss- and dsDNA on
the GC(ox) surface [46, 47]. Regarding the nonconductive nature of graphite
oxide film formed on the surface during anodization [15], the activation of
GC would affect primarily the adsorption process but not the charge transfer
of the G and A residues. The ssDNA was preconcentrated on GC(ox) surface
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under stirring by means of either its wet-adsorption for 5 min, or its electro-
static adsorption at + 0.3 V (vs SCE) for 90 s. In both cases, the adsorption of
DNA on GC(ox) surface are close to the theoretical value of a monolayer. The
stirring during the DNA adsorption was critical for enhancing the adsorption
while the positive potential was found to accelerate the adsorption process.

Not only was an improvement in the detection for ssDNA at GC(ox) ob-
served, but also for G and A bases [47]. These results suggest that the in-
creased adsorption of DNA on the GC(ox) depends more on the DNA bases
than on the phosphate–sugar DNA backbone.

This conclusion is also supported by the fact that, in contrast to ssDNA,
the oxidation signal coming from dsDNA is poorly developed at both GC and
GC(ox). This is probably attributable to the electroactive A and G residues in
dsDNA being inaccessible to the surface, while most bases in denatured DNA
can freely interact with the GC(ox) surface. On the other hand, the hydrogen-
bonded bases in native DNA are hidden within the double helix, a serious
steric barrier to electron transfer between the purine and the GC(ox).

However, when the potential of the pretreatment of the GC exceeded
+ 1.75 V (vs SCE) or it was driven longer than 300 s in PBS (pH 5.0), the
adsorption of ssDNA at the electrode was found to decrease [46], showing
that different conditions for obtained GC(ox) were detrimental for the DNA
adsorption and oxidation. A similar negative effect was observed when the
adsorption of the DNA was performed on polished GC previously exposed to
air for a given time [44].

The beneficial effects of the graphite oxide film on the adsorption and ox-
idation of DNA on GC(ox) seem to be strongly dependent on the thickness of
this film, obtained under different conditions (supporting electrolyte, applied
voltage, duration of the anodization treatment and pH).

Once the film is grown, the surface becomes richer in oxygenated groups,
making it more hydrophilic. It is clear that this increased hydrophilic envi-
ronment does not favor the adsorption of nucleic acids on GC. The increased
adsorption of DNA on the GC(ox) may depend more on the DNA bases than
on the phosphate–sugar DNA backbone.

A mixed activation procedure, based on both preanodization and precath-
odization treatments, respectively, was shown to produce a further 100-fold
improvement of the DNA oxidation signal on GC. The electrochemical oxida-
tion was performed at + 1.75 V (vs SCE) for 10 min and cyclic sweep between
+ 0.3 V and – 1.3 V for 20 cycles in pH 5.0 PBS [48]. The ssDNA was accumu-
lated at the GC surface at an open circuit by wet-adsorption. As previously
explained, a dielectric layer is formed on GC during anodic oxidation. Such
a graphitic oxide layer possesses insulating properties, is electrochemically
inactive and does not contribute to the double-layer capacitance. After the
electrode is reduced, the whole layer becomes electrochemically active again,
resulting in a significant increase in double-layer capacitance. However, no
increase in surface roughness was observed with AFM after being oxidized
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and reduced. The oxidation followed by reduction of GC for a very short
time produces the C= O functional group on the carbon electrode surface.
The adsorptive capacity was thus found to be related to the amount of these
surface functional groups and double-layer capacity. The increase in current
was not produced by an increased surface area due to porous structure, but
by some chemical interaction between the C= O groups and ssDNA. One
possible reason for the preferential adsorption of ssDNA on the modified
GC could be the positive chemical interaction between the ssDNA and the
surface-produced C= O groups. As explained, in ssDNA, all bases can be
freely accessible to the electrode surface. Hydrogen bonds can be formed be-
tween the more acidic H of nucleic bases in ssDNA and the C= O groups
present on the electrode surface [48]. As for dsDNA, the sites that can form
hydrogen bonds, have already formed a part of the Watson-Crick hydrogen
bonding system, and cannot form hydrogen bonds with the C= O groups on
the electrode surface. Therefore, dsDNA cannot accumulate on the modified
electrodes as much as ssDNA [48].

4.1.2
Adsorption of DNA Bases on Glassy Carbon

Differential pulse voltammetry and electrochemical impedance have demon-
strated that G, A, guanosine, and their oxidation products are electrostatically
adsorbed on GC and GC(ox) surfaces [47, 49]. The strength of adsorption of
the DNA bases on the GC surface were found to be similar [49]. Strongly ad-
sorbed G dimers were formed on GC between G and the adsorbed G oxidation
products, which slowly cover and block the surface. The application of ultra-
sound led to removal of the adsorbed species. The effect of this was mainly to
enhance transport of electroactive species and to clean the electrode in situ,
avoiding electrode fouling.

4.1.3
Nature of the Interactions Between Nucleic Acids and Glassy Carbon

To summarize, the adsorption of nucleic acid may involve electrostatic inter-
actions with the negatively charged DNA backbone. However, strong evidence
indicates that the adsorption depends mostly on the hydrophobic interac-
tions between the free bases and the surface of GC. The slight influence
of the charge of the GC surface during adsorption (especially produced at
high ionic strengths) indicates that there is a small contribution of the neg-
atively charged phosphate backbone in the adsorption of nucleic acids on the
GC surface. Moreover, the DNA but also DNA bases (without the negatively
charged phosphate backbone) are adsorbed on GC in similar conditions. The
dsDNA is poorly adsorbed, because its bases are hidden in the interior of the
double-helical molecule forming a part of the Watson-Crick hydrogen bond-
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ing system. In contrast, ssDNA is highly adsorbed on GC, because its bases are
freely accessible for interaction with the surface.

An increased adsorption of ssDNA on GC, (and oxidized/reduced GC) was
observed. Taking into account the nature of the film formed on the GC(ox)
surface, the higher affinity of ssDNA could be explained by the formation of
hydrogen bonds.

4.2
Modified Glassy Carbon

4.2.1
Chemically-Modified Glassy Carbon

An improved adsorption of DNA bases has been observed at a chemically
modified electrode based on a Nafion/ruthenium oxide pyrochlore (Pb2Ru2–x
PbxO7–y modified GC (CME). Nafion is a polyanionic perfluorosulfonated
ionomer with selective permeability due to accumulation of large hydropho-
bic cations rather than small hydrophilic ones. The Nafion coating was
demonstrated to improve the accumulation of DNA bases, while the ruthe-
nium oxide pyrochlore proved to have electrocatalytic effects towards the
oxidation of G and A. The inherent catalytic activity of the CME results from
the Nafion-bound oxide surface being hydrated. The catalytically active cen-
ters are the hydrated surface-bound oxy-metal groups which act as binding
centers for substrates [50].

4.2.2
Polymer Surface-Modified Glassy Carbon

GC material was widely modified with conducting (or nonconducting) poly-
mers in order to obtain an improved surface for DNA adsorption and detec-
tion. The initial approaches were performed by the physical attachment of
nylon or nitrocellulose membranes on GC electrodes [51]. As explained, these
membranes were extensively used in classical DNA analysis due to their well-
known adsorption properties [33]. Other approaches were performed by the
direct adsorption of the polymeric film on the GC surface. Finally, polymeric
films were electrochemically grown on the GC substrate. These conducting
polymers are particularly promising for the adsorption, but also for inducing
electrical signals obtained from DNA interactions.

4.2.2.1
Chitosan-Modified Glassy Carbon

A chitosan oligomer film was used as an active coating for the immobiliza-
tion of ssDNA at a GC electrode. Chitosan oligomer is a kind of β-1,4-linked
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glucosamine oligomer. It is a natural biocompatible, biodegradable and non-
toxic cationic polymer that can form a stable complex through its amino
groups with the polyanionic phosphodiester backbone of DNA, either native
or denatured. Thus, chitosan and its derivatives may represent potentially safe
and efficient cationic carriers for gene delivery. Chitosan was dry-adsorbed
on the GC surface. The ssDNA was immobilized on the chitosan-modified GC
by wet-adsorption [52]. The main advantage of using chitosan as a modifier
of GC was that it could form a tight electrostatic complex with DNA which
made the immobilization very stable [53, 54].

4.2.2.2
Layer-by-Layer Deposited Film Modified Glassy Carbon

Fabrication of organic thin films based on spontaneous molecular assem-
bly has been considered as one of the powerful approaches to create novel
supramolecular systems. In this context, multilayer films were fabricated
by layer-by-layer electrostatic deposition techniques based on the elec-
trostatic interaction between dsDNA and the positively charged polymer
poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) on GC surfaces. A uniform
assembly of PDDA/DNA multilayer films was achieved, based on the ad-
sorption of the negatively charged DNA molecules on the positively charged
substrate [55].

4.2.2.3
Polypyrrole-Modified Glassy Carbon

Conducting polymers based on polypyrrole (PPy) display many interesting
properties such as redox activity, excellent conductivity, and strong adsorp-
tive capabilities towards negatively charged macromolecules such as DNA
and ODNs. These interesting adsorptive properties achieved with the posi-
tively charged PPy-modified GC have been extensively studied [56]. The PPy
film was grown on GC using nitrate [57] or chloride [58] as dopant counter
anions. The PPy-coated GC was demonstrated to be sensitive for detecting
adsorbed ODN, DNA, and RNA onto the film. Such adsorption behavior was
facilitated by electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged nu-
cleic acids and the positive charge density of the PPy backbone. The different
response patterns observed in the presence of different dopants hold great
promise for the development of multielectrode nucleic acid arrays. The thick-
ness of the PPy film affected the DNA immobilization effectiveness and its
own conductivity property. Thicker PPy layers did not improve the hybridiza-
tion capability or detection sensitivity. It was also possible to dope nucleic
acid probes within electropolymerized PPy films. The ODN served as the
sole counter anion during the growth of conducting PPy films, and main-
tained their hybridization activity within the host polymer network [59]. The
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anionic ODN was incorporated within the growing film for maintaining its
electrical neutrality.

4.2.3
Liposome-Modified Glassy Carbon

Since lipids are known to associate with DNA with high affinity, the adsorp-
tion of ssDNA at lipid membranes as a medium for DNA incorporation on a
GC surface was extensively studied [60]. Exploiting DNA–lipid interactions,
various approaches were designed for the incorporation of ssDNA [61] and
dsDNA [62] at a modified bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) GC surface, such as
(1) the formation of self-assembled BLMs over ssDNA previously adsorbed on
GC, (2) the direct adsorption of ss- and dsDNA [62] into a previously BLM-
modified GC and, (3) formation of a BLM with incorporated ssDNA at the GC
surface using the monolayer folding technique [61].

The ssDNA was immobilized stronger and faster on the GC surface in the
presence of the lipid membrane than on a bare GC surface and using milder
conditions [61]. The lipid membrane enhanced the stability of ssDNA towards
desorption from the GC surface [61, 62]. Moreover, the adsorption of ssDNA
on BLM induced a conductance enhancement due to (1) structural changes
(i.e., defect sites) within the membrane and (2) the increase in negative surface
charge density of the membrane. The charge of the phosphate groups of ssDNA
induced an increase of cation concentration in the electrical double layer [63].

4.3
Pyrolytic Graphite

One of the first attempts to adsorb DNA onto carbonaceous materials was
performed on PG [64].

The use of HOPG as a substrate for the adsorption of DNA made a no-
table contribution to a better understanding of the adsorption process on
carbonaceous material due to the use of high resolution image techniques
such as AFM.

In preliminary studies, it was found that dsDNA was adsorbed on HOPG
more easily by applying a potential of + 0.4 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 15 min while
ssDNA was adsorbed almost equally whether or not this potential was ap-
plied. The adsorption of ssDNA was thus only slightly influenced by the po-
tential, suggesting a different adsorption pattern for ssDNA than for dsDNA
on HOPG. The dsDNA could be adsorbed on HOPG mainly by phosphate–
sugars whereas ssDNA could be attached not only by phosphate–sugars but
also by DNA bases. In contrast to other carbonaceous materials such as GC,
dsDNA was easily immobilized on HOPG from the solution (by applying
a positive potential). Since the HOPG is a smooth single-crystal plane, the less
flexible dsDNA molecule would have more contact with the smooth electrode
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surface than with a rough surface such as GC [38, 39]. The oxidation products
of dsDNA were not easily removed from the HOPG surface, suggesting that
these products are strongly adsorbed. In preliminary studies, electrochemical
AFM images of dsDNA adsorbed on a HOPG substrate showed that some seg-
ments of dsDNA were adsorbed to form a layer on the surface and other parts
of the strands form a DNA island above the layer on the surface. The adsorp-
tion of dsDNA did not occur with the molecule lying flat against the HOPG
surface but rather through some segments [17], perhaps those where dsDNA
is open, thereby exposing DNA bases. These preliminary observations have
been confirmed using magnetic AC mode AFM [16, 65, 66].

Since the HOPG surface presents hydrophobic characteristics and DNA is
a highly charged hydrophilic molecule, the capacity for spontaneous interac-
tion of DNA with the HOPG surface should be reduced. However, both ss-
and dsDNA showed a tendency to spontaneously self-assemble from solution
onto the HOPG surface and the process was found to be very fast. Magnetic
AC mode AFM images in air revealed good coverage of the surface in a film
with the aspect of a two-dimensional network, which has been extensively
described [16]. For these studies, DNA was first wet-adsorbed in an open cir-
cuit on HOPG and then the layer was dried. The immobilization procedure
produced A-DNA molecules over the HOPG due to the strong dehydration
after adsorption. The continuous dissociation–association of the bases of the
dsDNA extremities exposed the hydrophobic core of the DNA helix sporad-
ically. The dsDNA at the surface was thus stabilized through the interaction
between the hydrophobic bases and the hydrophobic surface of the HOPG.
The interaction of DNA with the hydrophobic HOPG surface induced DNA
superposition, overlapping, and intra- and intermolecular interactions. The
topography of the ssDNA-modified HOPG suggested that ssDNA interacted
and adsorbed more strongly to the HOPG surface than dsDNA. This can be
explained because the ssDNA had bases exposed to the solution, which facili-
tated the interactions with the hydrophobic carbon surface [16].

The application of a positive potential of + 0.300 V (vs Ag wire) to the
HOPG surface during adsorption was also studied [16]. The applied po-
tential considerably enhanced the robustness and stability with respect to
mechanical stress of the DNA layers through multiple electrostatic interac-
tions between the negatively charged hydrophilic sugar–phosphate backbone
and the positively charged carbon surface. The applied potential increased
the attractive lateral interaction between adjacent dsDNA helices and caused
spontaneous condensation of the dsDNA layer in a complex network on the
HOPG surface. The stability of the dsDNA layer was much increased by elec-
trostatic interaction with the positively charged HOPG surface by structural
rearrangement of the molecule. During reorientation and equilibration of the
DNA on the surface, the helix was destabilized and some phosphate groups
detached from the charged electrode, facilitating electrostatic binding on the
HOPG surface of the phosphate groups from the same strand and leading
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to no formation of helical DNA parts. As a consequence, parts of the phos-
phate backbone of one strand lay down flat on the surface. The destabilization
and local stretching of the DNA duplex may involve a significant loss of base-
stacking and hydrogen-bonding. The DNA bases initially protected inside the
helix appeared more exposed to the solution and free to undergo intermo-
lecular interactions by hydrogen bonding and base-stacking with bases from
other chains that bind nearly on the surface.

As in the case of dsDNA, the application of a potential of + 0.300 V (vs Ag
wire), enhanced the strength, robustness, and resistance to mechanical stress
of the ssDNA layer. Electrostatic interactions between the negative charges
along the dsDNA and ssDNA phosphate backbone and the positively charged
HOPG surface were very strong, which increased stability of the molecules on
the substrate. Consequently the adsorbed molecules were less compressible by
the AFM tip. Many molecules interacted together by hydrogen bonding during
equilibration on the substrate, and hydrophobic interactions and van der Waals
forces also contributed to adsorption of DNA on the HOPG electrode [16].

The thin layers formed in ABS (pH 5.3 ) always presented a better cov-
erage of the HOPG surface with DNA molecules than layers formed in pH
7.0 PBS [65]. Comparing the thickness and the electrode coverage of the
layers obtained with both ss and ds DNA at different pHs on applying a poten-
tial of + 0.300 V it was concluded that the layer obtained at pH 5.3 presented
a self-assembled lattice that was more relaxed and extended on the surface.
The results that were obtained by AFM corroborate previous observations
that the best binding efficiency of dsDNA on hydrophobic surfaces occurs at
approximately pH 5.5 [65].

Owing to these characteristics, PG has been extensively used for the ad-
sorption of DNA and its derivatives. DNA was successfully adsorbed on PG
by dry-adsorption at 100 ◦C [67]. The electrodes were stored in TriS buffer
at 4 ◦C without loss of DNA, showing that DNA was firmly adsorbed on PG.
It was demonstrated that the adsorbed ODN was also able to be hybridized
with its complementary strand, suggesting that although DNA bases are com-
promised in the adsorption, they are still available for hybridization [67].
A composite film of DNA and the polyanionic perfluorosulfonated ionomer
Nafion was cast on PG by the layer-by-layer procedure performed by dry-
adsorption [68]. In another approach, the PG surface was electrochemically
pretreated at – 1.7 V for 60 s. DNA was then wet-adsorbed at the pretreated
electrode surface from solutions containing 0.2 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris– HCl, pH
7.4 , for 1 min followed by rinsing the electrode with distilled water [69, 70].

4.4
Highly Boron-Doped Diamond

The boron-doped diamond (BDD) thin films are particularly attractive for
electroanalytical applications due to their unique characteristics, including
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chemical inertness, wide potential window, excellent electrical conductivity
and extraordinarily low catalytic activity and very low background current
within the working potential range [71]. These properties provide superior
sensitivity, , reproducibility, and stability of BDD compared to other conven-
tional materials for electroanalysis.

The BDD film was grown on Si(100) substrates [72]. The adsorption and
oxidation of ss- and dsDNA has been investigated in ABS (pH 5.0 ) at a BDD
film. Although BDD films are commonly H-terminated, they usually acquire
oxygen on the surface during polishing or anodic oxidation processes. The
surface termination has been shown to have significant effects on the ad-
sorption and redox processes of ss- and dsDNA. Owing to the difference in
the electronegativities of C (2.5), H (2.1) and O (3.4), the surface acquires
C – H and C – O dipoles depending on the termination, thus making the sur-
face partially charged [71]. In the case of hydrogen termination, the surface
acquires a very small positive polar charge, while the O-terminated surface
acquires a relatively high negative polar charge due to the higher dipole
moment, causing electrostatic interactions with charged molecules such as
DNA. O-terminated diamond was found to repel the DNA molecule, while
H-terminated diamond attracted the DNA due to its weak positive charge,
enhancing its adsorption on the surface [71]. In contrast, the surface ter-
mination did not show much influence on free A and G adsorption. The
influence of the negatively charged phosphate-containing sugar backbone in
the electrostatic interaction was thus quite obvious. The adsorption of DNA
at H-terminated diamond was almost independent of ionic strength, due
to the small electrostatic interaction between the H-terminated surface and
negative charge of DNA, where the ionic strength did not influence the ad-
sorption much. However, on the O-terminated diamond, a drastic increase
in the adsorption would be expected with increased ionic strength, which
indicates the masking of surface charge by an increasing number of the posi-
tive counter ions in the solution, resulting in a relatively neutral surface. The
ssDNA molecule was more firmly adsorbed on the surface of BDD than ds-
DNA. This difference could be assumed a consequence of the difference in
the flexibilities of the DNA. The more rigid dsDNA covered less efficiently the
roughness of BDD surface than ssDNA [71].

4.5
Carbon Composites

4.5.1
Soft Carbon Composites. Carbon Pastes

The adsorption of DNA and its derivatives on CP materials has been widely
reported. CP for DNA adsorption could be successfully prepared by the
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mixing of 70/30 (w/w) graphite powder/mineral oil [73, 74], a composition
which yielded the most favorable signal-to-background characteristics.

Of the several ways that nucleic acid could be immobilized on CP sur-
face, electrostatic adsorption proved to be an effective and simple route, and
thus was widely used [75]. It was found that the anodic pre-treatment of CP
[at + 1.7, 60 s in ABS (pH 5)] greatly enhances the electrostatic adsorption
(+ 0.5 V vs Ag/AgCl) of dsDNA, ssDNA, RNA and its derivatives [75]. How-
ever, the treated surface did not show electrocatalytic activity. The anodiza-
tion produced—as in other carbonaceous materials—a substantially larger
background current contribution. The electrochemical pre-treatment led to
an increase in the density of surface oxygenated groups, a more hydrophilic
surface state, and a concomitant removal of organic and pasting-liquid layers
from the surface [76]. Such a change in the surface state appeared to facil-
itate the interfacial adsorption of RNA [73] and DNA [76, 77] on CPs, but
not the charge-transfer. Similar behavior was observed at GC, as previously
described.

However, after the study of inosine-substituted ODN, there was evidence
that the pretreatment improved the electrochemistry of purine bases, with
a smaller effect on the interfacial accumulation [78]. The G oxidation sig-
nal was strongly affected by the surface pre-treatment of CP. However, the
inosine-modified probe response was less affected by this treatment [78], sug-
gesting a lesser effect on adsorption over the electrochemistry of purine base.
However, if inosine (a non-purine base) substituted G in the ODN sequence,
the stability of the adsorbed probe on CP was similar to that observed with
G-containing ODN, i.e., being stable in a stirred PBS for up to 15 min. Such
behavior indicated that the inosine substitution has little effect upon the sta-
bility of the adsorbed probe [78].

As in other carbonaceous materials, higher electrostatic adsorption effi-
ciencies for short nucleotide sequences (ssDNA) were observed [76]. Shorter
ODNs penetrated more readily into the grooves and pores of the rough CP
surface. Such behavior increased the accessibility of the base moieties to
the graphite particle electron-transfer sites. In contrast, the access of longer
oligomers (10 basepairs or more) into the porous surface was restricted. They
were unable to follow the contours of the surface and, accordingly, their ox-
idation currents were smaller [79]. Such interaction with the surface was
found to also depend on the flexibility of the DNA molecule, with more
rigid molecules following the rough surface less efficiently. Those length-
dependent differences on the surface penetration and accessibility of syn-
thetic ODN have shown a profound effect on the adsorption properties. Ad-
ditionally, it was found that the adsorption and oxidation were influenced
not only by the length and rigidity of the ODN, but also by its base content
and sequence [79]. However, the less flexible and longer dsDNA molecule was
also electrostatically adsorbed at + 0.5 V yielding a high stable layer for the
biosensing of pollutants [80].
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The coupling of the CP pre-treatment and the electrostatic adsorption re-
sults in a stable immobilization layer of ODN. The adsorbed ODN layer on CP
remained stable throughout 60 min in stirred solutions of PBS [74]. Moreover,
the electrostatic adsorption procedures at + 0.5 V led to a reactive and acces-
sible probe. A comparison study between CP and Hg electrodes showed that
no significant hybridization of the DNA adsorbed on Hg was taking place,
probably due to a strong interaction of hydrophobic bases with the hydropho-
bic surface of the mercury electrode. The bases of the probe, interacting
strongly with the surface, cannot be accessible to form specific base pairs with
the target DNA. Compared with the negatively charged mercury electrode,
a different orientation of the adsorbed DNA molecule can be expected at the
positively charged CP electrode. The DNA could be attached to the CP sur-
face via the negatively charged hydrophilic sugar–phosphate backbone with
bases oriented toward the solution and available for the hybridization with
the target DNA. The results of the hybridization experiments matched up to
this expectation [81].

This strong adsorption of DNA and its derivatives on carbon materials has
made possible the adsorption (and preconcentration) of DNA on CP and its
further separation from interferences. It has been shown that low molecu-
lar mass substances did not interfere with the analysis of DNA and RNA if
the nucleic acid was previously adsorbed at the CP electrode, which was then
washed and transferred to a blank electrolyte. This procedure was called ad-
sorptive transfer stripping voltammetry (AdTSV) [75, 82, 83]. Although the
electrostatic adsorption results in a strong and irreversible accumulation,
the ability to remove DNA layers from CP microelectrodes under potential
control was demonstrated. The electrostatic release of surface-confined DNA
layer was performed in PBS (pH 7.4) at a potential of – 1.2 V for 2 min. The
application of the negative potential at the DNA-modified CP has been shown
to electrostatically repel the negatively charged nucleic acid molecules from
the CP negatively charged surface [75].

It was also demonstrated that the application of increased temperatures
during the electrostatic adsorption results in dramatic enhancement of the
oxidation signal, ascribable to an improved electrostatic adsorption at the
heated electrode. Forced thermal convection near the electrode surface facili-
tated the electrostatic adsorption and the use of quiescent solutions [84–86].
The main role of the high temperature in CP was found to be the enhance-
ment of the adsorption efficiency (e.g., through faster localized convection
and faster kinetics) but not the preactivation of the surface. The tempera-
ture effect strongly depended on the chain length and structure of the nucleic
acid molecule [84]. The reason could be a change of structure in the molecule
which is suspected to be temperature-dependent. Faster molecular movement
and changes in structure could facilitate the adsorption. More electrochemi-
cally active sites of the nucleic acid molecules could come into close contact
with the electrode surface, thus increasing the signal. In highly complex
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molecules such as dsDNA, this effect has proved to be relatively strong com-
pared to that in less complex ones such as tRNA [84].

Another CP pre-treatment that was found to greatly enhance the elec-
trostatic adsorption at + 0.5 V (vs Ag/AgCl) of ODN [87], dsDNA and ss-
DNA [88, 89] was performed at almost the same conditions (+ 1.7 V, 60 s) but
in neutral solutions (PBS pH 7.5). A combination of + 1.5 V, 1 min, PBS pH
7.0 as a pre-treatment step with a further electrostatic adsorption at + 0.3 V
was also demonstrated to be successful for immobilizing dsDNA on CP [90].

4.5.1.1
Surface-Modified Carbon Pastes

CP was surface-modified with cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) by
dry adsorption (CTAB/CP) [91]. CTAB could change the surface properties
of CP, forming a compact monolayer on the electrode surface with a high
density of positive charges. The stabilization of the monolayer was achieved
by hydrophobic adsorption of CTAB on the hydrophobic surface of CP. The
paraffin oil layer covering the carbon particles had hydrophobic properties
similar to those of the CTAB layer. Thus, CTAB could form a stable monolayer
on the surface of CP. The CTAB/CP material was applied to the immobiliza-
tion of dsDNA [91]. The procedure for immobilizing DNA was electrostatic
adsorption. With the modification of dsDNA, the CP surface turned from
poor to high hydrophilicity and the hydrophilic surface could survive the
thorough washing with water, which indicated the tight combination of DNA
on the electrode surface [91].

A chitosan-modified CP (ChiCP) material was prepared for the electro-
static adsorption of dsDNA, ssDNA and ODNs [92]. The immobilized ODN
could selectively hybridize with the target DNA to form a hybrid on the ChiCP
surface.

4.5.1.2
DNA Modifying Carbon Pastes as an Additive

Additives such as polyethylene glycol, cationic antibiotics, polymers, small
uncharged molecules, and negatively charged proteins have been used exten-
sively in order to avoid the denaturing of enzymes or to improve the sensi-
tivity and operational stability of biosensors. DNA has been proposed as an
additive to improve the response and stability of biosensors based on CP. The
biomolecules studied, such as tyrosinase [93], peroxidase [94], cytochrome
C [95], have been shown to improve its performance by using adsorbed DNA
within CP as an additive.

The presence of DNA in the biosensor improved the durability and greatly
increased the sensitivity of the sensor. When the CP-DNA-Tyr was first ex-
posed to the electrolyte, some swelling was observed as a result of hydration
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of the DNA. The DNA thus provided a more hydrophilic environment for the
enzyme. The direct interaction of DNA with the functional groups of amino
acids occurred through hydrogen bonding, with partial displacement of the
well-ordered water shell of DNA or with individual water molecules acting
as bridges of the hydrogen bonding. Through such interactions, DNA could
improve the stabilization of the tertiary structure of the enzyme in compar-
ison with other additives [93]. The DNA molecules have been proved to be
an efficient promoter for a direct electron transfer reaction [95], increasing
the sensitivity of the biosensors [94]. This behavior was also shown during
the evaluation of the Doyle catalyst performance when adsorbed on CP in the
presence and the absence of DNA, suggesting a good hydrophilic and conduc-
tor character of DNA [96].

4.5.2
Rigid Carbon Composites

Rigid carbon composites have been widely used in our laboratories for the ad-
sorption of ssDNA, dsDNA, ODN and DNA derivatives. In particular, we have
used graphite-epoxy composite (GEC) made by mixing the nonconducting
epoxy resin (Epo-Tek, Epoxy Technology, Billerica, MA, USA) with graph-
ite powder (particle size below 50 µm). An ideal material for electrochemical
genosensing should allow an effective immobilization of the probe on its
surface, a robust hybridization of the target with the probe, a negligible non-
specific adsorption of the label and a sensitive detection of the hybridization
event. GECs fulfill all these requirements.

Owing to its improved electrochemical characteristics, ss- and dsDNA
and ODN have been immobilized by dry adsorption on GEC [97, 98], yield-
ing a thick DNA layer. Beside its improved electrochemical properties, GEC
has shown unique and selective adsorption behavior. While DNA is firmly
adsorbed under dry conditions, the wet-adsorption of nonspecific DNA, pro-
teins, enzymes or other biomolecules has proved to be negligible under stir-
ring or convection conditions in solution. The DNA-modified GEC surface
does not require blocking steps to minimize the nonspecific adsorption on
the free sites of the surface. The dual nature of GEC composed of islands of
conducting material within the nonconducting and hydrophobic epoxy resin
could play an important role in stabilizing the dehydrated A-form of DNA
adsorbed on GEC.

Besides thick-layer DNA/GEC surface, a thin-layer DNA/GEC could be
achieved by wet-adsorption of ss- and dsDNA and ODN onto a GEC trans-
ducer under static conditions [99, 100]. In this case, the hydrated B-DNA form
was stabilized over the GEC surface by weaker forces. Unlike the GEC surface
modified by the thick DNA layer —produced in dry conditions—the thin-
layer DNA/GEC surface required blocking treatment to avoid nonspecific
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adsorption. The wet-adsorption procedure produced a less compact DNA
layer with wider gaps exposing free GEC surface.

Although DNA can be firmly adsorbed on GEC, it retains its unique hy-
bridization properties, which can be monitored using various strategies [99,
100], suggesting that the DNA bases are not fully committed in the adsorption
mechanism.

Moreover, the unique adsorption properties of GEC allowed the very sensi-
tive electrochemical detection of DNA based on its intrinsic oxidation signal
that was shown to be strongly dependent of the multi-site attachment of DNA
and the proximity of G residues to GEC [100]. The thick layer of DNA ad-
sorbed on GEC was more accessible for hybridization than those in nylon
membranes obtained with genosensors based on nylon/GEC with a change-
able membrane [99, 101, 102]. Although GEC has a rough surface, it is imper-
meable, while nylon is more porous and permeable. DNA assays made on an
impermeable support are less complex from a theoretical standpoint [7]: the
kinetics of the interactions are not complicated by the diffusion of solvent and
solutes into and out of pores or by multiple interactions that can occur once
the DNA has entered a pore. This explained the lower hybridization time, the
low nonspecific adsorption and the low quantity of DNA adsorbed onto GEC
compared to nylon membranes.

Compared to GC (a transducer widely used in electrochemical genosen-
sors), the higher sensitivity of GEC can be explained by its higher active
surface and rugosity, as is evident from scanning electron microphotographs
of both surfaces and also a behavior mimicking that of a random assembly
of microelectrodes [97] (Fig. 4). Unlike CP, the rigidity of GEC permits the

Fig. 4 Scanning electron microphotographs of the surfaces of glassy carbon (GC) (a) and
graphite epoxy composite (GEC) (b). The same acceleration voltage (10 kV) and the same
resolution (100 and 10 µm) were used in both cases. Taken from [97]. Reprinted with
permission
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design of different configurations, and these materials are compatible with
non-aqueous solvents.

A new class of sol-gel-based carbon composite material can be formed by
homogeneous dispersion of graphite powder in a suitable sol-gel precursor/
monomer (mainly based on methanol and methyltrimethoxysilane) [103, 104].
The resulting homogeneous sol-gel CP was allowed to polymerize and left to
dry, obtaining the silica sol-gel-derived carbon composite material. Electrodes
prepared on the basis of this material have been reported to have various de-
sirable properties for electroanalysis: low background current, good chemical
and mechanical stability, easy preparation and wide potential window. CPs
proved to have inferior mechanical stability compared with this composite
material. At certain and non-stringent conditions, A (but also G) was demon-
strated to be electrostatically adsorbed onto this porous material.

4.6
Carbon Inks

DNA has been widely adsorbed on carbon inks. These carbon inks were previ-
ously printed onto alumina ceramic plates or other substrates such as polyester
for fabricating thick film sensors. Carbon inks are commercially available but
normally their composition is not precisely known. As a consequence, it is
difficult to predict interactions between DNA and carbon inks, which contain
various components such as binders besides graphite. They usually require
a curing step at high temperatures. Unlike the CP materials, some carbon inks
require a short (10 s) precathodization [at – 2.0 V) prior to the 1 min oxida-
tive activation (1 min at + 1.8 V in ABS (pH 5.0)] [76]. DNA adsorption was
performed as in the case of CP by electrostatic adsorption at a potential of
+ 0.5 V in pH 5.0 ABS (vs Ag/AgCl) [105, 106]. The short anodic pre-treatment
was found to enhance the electrostatic adsorption of DNA. The enhanced ad-
sorption was attributed to the increased surface roughness and hydrophilic
properties following such treatment [106]. It was also demonstrated that the
pre-treated graphite inks at + 1.6 V for 1 min in PBS (pH 7.0) [107] or ABS (pH
5.0) [108, 109] showed lower background currents. The anodization probably
removed undesirable compounds from the electrode surface and graphite im-
purities. Higher oxidation times (up to 60 min) for pre-treatment increased the
noise and the background current [107]. The adsorbed nucleic acid layer (ss-
DNA, dsDNA and ODN) on the carbon inks was demonstrated to be stable for
at least 30 min under stirring in ABS (pH 5.0) at + 0.5 V [105].

Besides DNA adsorption driven by a positive potential (electrostatic ad-
sorption) DNA was also wet-adsorbed at an open circuit on a home-made
polystyrene-based carbon ink [110]. This ink was prepared by a 2 : 3 mix-
ture of polystyrene and graphite particles in mesitylene, and then printed on
a polyester film. DNA was wet-adsorbed over the ink at 37 ◦C overnight. The
nature of the electrode surface (graphite particles embedded in a polystyrene
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binder) was found to be a suitable solid phase for the reproducible adsorption
of DNA. Moreover, this solid phase led to a negligible nonspecific adsorption
of the non complementory ODN probe [110].

DNA modification of a commercial carbon ink without any electrochem-
ical preconditioning by dry-adsorption was also reported. The surface was
modified by covering with dsDNA solution and leaving the electrode to dry
overnight. A stable, thin (about 100 µm) DNA layer was obtained [111, 112].
The dsDNA was also demonstrated to be stably adsorbed when entrapped in
a cellulose-acetate-based film on the surface of a carbon-based ink [113].

4.7
Graphite Pencil Leads

Renewable graphite pencil leads have been demonstrated to be excellent ma-
terials for the adsorption of DNA. Various pencil lead materials have been
studied [114]. As in the case of GC and CP, the graphite leads were electrochem-
ically oxidized at + 1.4 V for 30 s prior to the DNA electrostatic adsorption,
performed at + 0.5 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for 60 s in stirred ABS (pH 5.0) [114, 115].
The adsorption of DNA was shown to be similar to that at a CP electrode. How-
ever, substantial differences in adsorption and electrochemical performance
were observed at the various types of graphite leads. Such different responses
are to be expected considering the different composition and roughness of the
various graphite leads containing various insulating polymeric binders and
clays besides graphite [116]. However, these non-graphite constituents do not
yield a background peak. In the view of the composite nature of the leads, these
differences could reflect the differences in the adsorption properties of the nu-
cleic acid, in the kinetics of DNA oxidation processes, or in the effective surface
area (roughness) [114].

4.8
Carbon nanotubes

Since it was initially reported [21], several methods have been presented in
order to attach DNA onto CNTs, including adsorption. First, transmission elec-
tron microscopy showed that the DNA molecules tended to cover the surface
of the nanotubes evenly, suggesting a strong interaction with the carbon sur-
face [24].

DNA/SWCNTs interactions were studied by IR and UV spectroscopy and it
was found that CNTs could self-organize with DNA molecules during adsorp-
tion processes [117, 118]. Moreover, some evidence indicated that SWCNTs
influenced the DNA structure more strongly than graphite [119]. The interac-
tion between DNA and CNTs would cause changes in the hydrogen bonds [119]
and the partial unwrapping of the dsDNA when dry-adsorbed on CNTs [118].
The SWCNTs could cause A–B transition in some fragments of DNA sugar–
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phosphate backbone. This could be in agreement with the model of DNA
interaction with SWCNTs based on wrapping the nucleic acid molecule around
the CNT [120]. A similar type of DNA behavior occurs in vivo in chromosomes
during the process of DNA-assembling by histones.

The regular system of hydrogen bonds in DNA is destroyed in DNA/NaOH
solution and the DNA molecule is partly transformed from a double spiral to
a chaotic ball [118]. This transformation may promote the interaction of DNA
molecules with CNTs. The ssDNA adsorption on CNTs was greater than for
dsDNA molecules [117, 118], suggesting that the adsorption of DNA on CNT
is presumably via hydrophobic interactions between the nanotubes and the
hydrophobic bases on DNA.

4.8.1
Surface-Modified Carbon Nanotubes Approaches

To take advantages of the unique properties of CNTs, a general approach is the
immobilization of DNA on CNTs and the further immobilization of the DNA-
modified CNTs on an easier-to-handle pure conductor, e.g., GC [26], Pt [121],
Au [122]. Another approach consists of the prior modification of the pure con-
ductor (GC) with the CNTs through dry-adsorption and the further DNA or
DNA derivatives adsorption on the CNT-modified surface [123–125].

Compared with the bare substrate material (GC, Pt, Au), it was demon-
strated generally that the background current of the MWCNTs surface-
modified conductor was apparently larger [123, 124]. The surface modification
of the conducting material with MWCNTs could thus significantly enhance the
effective electrochemical surface area as well as provide a larger surface for
DNA immobilization [26]. Unlike the commonly used CP, GC or graphite leads,
the CNTs/GC material does not require a surface pre-treatment for enhancing
electrochemical signals [123], reflecting a substantial interfacial accumulation
onto the CNT-modifier rather than an accelerated electron transfer. Such in-
terfacial adsorption reflects the nature of the MWCNT surface, and its large
surface area/volume ratio [123].

As an example, dsDNA was wet-adsorbed on MWCNTs over 24 h. The
DNA-modified MWCNT was deposited on Pt and allowed to dry over-
night [121]. The thickness of the DNA/MWCNT layer was 160 nm. The modi-
fied electrode was stored at 4 ◦C for 2 months. The good reproducibility and
long-term performance can be attributed to the stability of the DNA/MWCNT
layer [121]. The DNA molecule was also wet-adsorbed on previously modified
SWCNT/GC [124] for 5 min in an open circuit from a PBS (pH 7.2) solu-
tion. Under these conditions, the same electrochemical response was obtained
for ds- and ssDNA, again suggesting a strong interaction between dsDNA
and SWCNTs. As a result of this interaction, the primary redox sites of A
and G residues were exposed because of the unwrapping of the DNA double
helix and changes in the hydrogen bonds between the bases of the dsDNA
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molecule [124]. Moreover, not only dsDNA, but also its oxidation product was
strongly adsorbed on the SWCNT–GC surface [124].

Additionaly, the electrostatic assembly of calf thymus DNA on MWC-
NTs via a cationic polyelectrolyte [poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride),
(PDDA)] was reported [122]. The positively charged PDDA molecule played
a key role in the attachment of DNA to MWCNTs, acting as a bridge to
connect the negatively charged DNA molecule with MWCNTs, although the
direct adsorption of DNA on MWCNTs was observed [122]. By repeating the
PDDA/DNA adsorption cycle several times, a PDDA/DNA multi-layer could
be formed on MWCNTs.

4.8.2
Bulk-Modified Carbon Nanotubes Approaches

Among the surface-modified CNTs materials, a bulk-modified CNT paste
(CNTP) has also been reported [126]. The new composite electrode combined
the ability of CNTs to promote adsorption and electron-transfer reactions with
the attractive properties of the composite materials. The CNTP was prepared
by mixing MWCNTs powder (diameter 20–50 nm, length 1–5 µm) and mineral
oil in a 60 : 30 ratio. The oxidation pretreatment [performed in ABS (pH 5.0)
for 20 s at 1.30 V, vs Ag/AgCl] proved to be critical in the state of the CNTP
surface. Pretreatments improved the adsorption and electrooxidation of both
DNA and DNA bases, probably due to the increase in the density of oxygenated
groups.

Although the adsorption of DNA at CP was shown to be favored at positive
potentials, almost no dependence with the potential was observed at CNTP.
No changes in adsorption were observed for dsDNA in the potential range of
0.50 to – 0.20 V, indicating that there is a poor contribution of the negatively
charged phosphate backbone in the adsorption of nucleic acids at CNTP, as in
the case of GC [44]. Considering the structure of CNTs, it is reasonable to ex-
pect that the character of the interaction between the DNA bases and CNTP is
mainly hydrophobic [117, 118, 124, 126]. It was also observed that the size of
the molecules has a significant effect, producing better adsorption of smaller
ODNs on CNTs.

5
Concluding Remarks

A wide range of carbonaceous materials can be modified with a stable DNA
adsorbed layer. The multi-site attachment of DNA on carbon surfaces seems
to be strongly dependent on hydrophobic interactions between DNA bases
and carbon substrates such as GC and GC(ox), HOPG, CNTs and GECs. Al-
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though multi-site adsorption was previously claimed to be a disadvantage for
hybridization, DNA can be perfectly hybridized with its complementary strand
when adsorbed on most of the carbon-based materials. Moreover, adsorbed
dsDNA can be easily detected without the need for external markers because
multi-site adsorption is known to produce an improved oxidation signal com-
ing from DNA bases moieties.

With regard to its unique properties, a carbon substrate can be considered
an excellent alternative material to continuous metal conductors and semicon-
ductors for the construction of DNA sensors and chips.
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Abstract The covalent immobilization of biomolecules on surfaces is of great interest for
many medical and bioanalytical applications. Currently, there is a wide range of pro-
cedures available for the modification of surfaces to achieve covalent immobilization.
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are easy to generate, offer a high level of flexibil-
ity and can be precisely modified on a molecular level. Therefore, the use of SAMs
for various fields in research and commercial applications is increasing fast. One of
the most interesting applications is the utilization of such layers for the attachment of
biomolecules. The emphasis of this review is the discussion of different aspects of uni-
form, mixed, and functionalized monolayers regarding their use for the immobilization
of biological recognition molecules such as oligonucleotides (DNA, RNA) in comparison
to proteins (especially antibodies and receptor molecules) for bioanalytical applications.
In doing so, we focus on the generation of self-organizing monolayers either on smooth
gold surfaces by attachment of thiol compounds or on silica surfaces by silanization.

Keywords Antibodies · DNA · Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) · Silanization ·
Thiol-organic compounds
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Abbreviations
Å angstrom (metric unit)—Ten billion angstroms equal 1 meter
APTMS 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane
APTES 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
AFM atomic force microscopy
ELISA enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
FMOC 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl
FT-IR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
GMBS N-(γ -maleimidobutyryloxy)succinimide ester
HSAB N-hydroxysuccinimidyl-4-azidobenzoic acid
NHS N-hydroxysuccinimide ester
PEG poly(ethylene glycol)
QCM quartz crystal microbalance
SAM self-assembled monolayer
SCE saturated calomel electrode
SNOM scanning near field optical microscopy
SPM scanning probe microscopy
SPR surface plasmon resonance
STM scanning tunneling microscopy
Sulfo-SMCC sulfosuccinimidyl 4-N-maleimidomethyl cyclohexane-1-carboxylate
THF tetrahydrofuran
TMOS tetramethylorthosilicate
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

1
Introduction

Many applications, especially the use of biochemical sensing for bioanalyt-
ical methods, require the attachment of biomolecules on a suitable surface.
A large number of procedures have been developed for this purpose, rang-
ing from simple physiosorption to Langmuir–Blodget films to direct and
covalent immobilization of biomolecules on surfaces using self-assembled
monolayers or coupling on polymers. Each of these methods has its advan-
tages and disadvantages. For example, adsorptive coupling (physiosorption)
is still widely used today in bioanalysis for microtiter plate-based immunoas-
says (Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assays, ELISA) and for test strips. In
both test formats, a regeneration of the immobilized component (antibody
molecules) is not necessary. On the other hand, if a higher functional avail-
ability of the biomolecules is needed together with the possibility of regen-
eration and a low susceptibility for nonspecific binding, as in the case of
biosensors and biochips, it is very likely that covalent attachment will yield
superior results over physiosorption. The main disadvantages of simple ad-
sorption, like limited accessibility of the recognition sites of the biomolecules
(for example due to interactions between the DNA bases or the Fab-region of
antibodies with the surface) and desorption processes, can largely be avoided
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with covalent coupling methods. Therefore, the emphasis of this review is
the immobilization of recognition biomolecules on uniform or mixed func-
tionalized monolayers, with a focus on the presentation of applications for
bioanalytical purposes.

These monolayers form themselves spontaneously by adsorption of suit-
able components from a diluted solution directly onto a surface. The forma-
tion of ordered and orientated monomolecular layers by spontaneous adsorp-
tion from a diluted solution is called self-assembling, the respective layers are
called self-assembled monolayers (SAM) or self-organized monolayers. In the
first part of this review, the coating of surfaces with functionalized SAMs will
be examined. After that, some aspects of the attachment of the biomolecules
onto these SAM-modified surfaces will be discussed.

The selection of the substrate for immobilization depends on the intended
application. For example, SAMs are often used for the development of biosen-
sors with electrochemical, piezoelectric, or optical detection. Glass and silica
are typical materials for optical sensors, whereas gold is preferred for elec-
trochemical sensors because of its outstanding inert properties. On the other
hand, only certain chemicals can be used to form self-organizing layers on
these substrates. The combination of thiol compounds and gold is one of the
best established combinations. In addition to that, in recent years carboxyl
acid- and silicon-organic derivatives as well as diphosphonates have been ex-
amined on different metal oxide surfaces with the aim to establish procedures
suitable for the formation of adhesive self-organizing layers. Therefore, an
overview of self-assembled monolayers based on gold surfaces and thiol com-
pounds on the one hand and silanization on silica surfaces on the other hand
will be given in the following sections.

2
Formation of SAMs from Thiol Compounds on Gold Surfaces

A well researched and popular class of monolayers is based on the strong ad-
sorption of thiols (R – SH), disulfides (R – S – S – R) and sulfides (R – S – R)
onto metal surfaces. Although thiols, disulfides, and sulfides strongly align
with a number of different metals like gold, silver, platinum, or copper, gold
is usually the substrate of choice because of its inert properties and the for-
mation of a well-defined crystal structure.

The generation of SAMs on such surfaces strongly depends on the crys-
talline morphology of the underlying metal. The crystallographic orientation
of gold which yields the monolayer with the highest density and degree of
regularity is that of Au(1,1,1) which is, therefore, the most used metal for
the application of SAMs onto a gold substrate. The (1,1,1)-lattice orientation
of gold is easy to obtain by applying gold films onto polished glass, silicon,
or freshly cleaved mica. The thermal deposition of gold onto silicon wafers
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is the most feasible method for the preparation of gold substrates. Using
an intermediate layer of chromium (5–150 Å) [1] or titanium (∼ 40 Å) [2]
promotes the adhesion of gold on the silicon wafers. The preparation of an
ultra-thin gold surface is described in detail elsewhere [3]. Briefly, gold is va-
por deposited onto freshly split mica (the best known form being muscovite,
KAl2(OH)2AlSi3O10). The mica is then bonded with the noncoated site onto
a glass surface and later removed by exposure to tetrahydrofurane (THF).
These “template-stripped” gold surfaces exhibit the same atomic flatness as
the removed mica template.

Absence of impurities and contaminations from the gold substrate is
preferable but not absolutely essential, because thiols are able to detach con-
taminating compounds from the gold due to the high affinity of the sulfur
groups to gold [4]. A common procedure for the cleaning of gold surfaces is
treatment with hot Piranha solution, a mixture of seven-parts concentrated
sulfuric acid with three-parts 30% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide. The result of
this treatment is a clean and hydrophilized gold surface. A less known and
used cleaning method is the application of a shifting electric potential rang-
ing from – 0.5 V to + 1.4 V with a saturated calomel electrode (SCE)-counter
electrode in 0.5 M sulfuric acid. Outside this range, the monolayers tend to
desorb, leaving a clean gold surface. Due to this reason, thiol-SAMs are only
stable in a potential range of – 400 mV to + 1400 mV against a SCE-electrode.
Pure gold has a characteristic anodic current peak at + 1.1 V and a single
cathodic peak at + 0.9 V [5].

The characteristic of alkane thiols of exhibiting stability on gold elec-
trodes only in a particular potential range is being examined by the group
of Mirsky et al. [6] to achieve an electrically controllable immobilization
of thiol-modified DNA probes. An array of sensors can be assembled by
applying an adsorption potential to some of the electrodes while applying
a desorption potential to the remaining electrodes. In that way, a stepwise
construction of an array is possible by using variations of the adsorption and
desorption potentials.

2.1
Nature of Thiol-SAM Formation

Thiols, sulfides, and disulfides are dissolved in a sufficiently pure solvent (in
general, ethanol for nonpolar compounds and water for polar ω-substituted
alkane thiols) and then applied onto the cleaned gold surface.

As a first step, the sulfur donor atoms align strongly with the gold (typical
bond energy 126 kJ mol–1 [7]) and initiate the self-assembling process of the
alkyl thiols on the gold surface. The respective bond between the sulfur and
the gold is noncovalent. A novel structure is formed in which each sulfur atom
is bonded coordinatively with three gold atoms, resulting in a lattice spac-
ing of 0.4995 nm (as compared to an unmodified gold lattice with a spacing
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Fig. 1 S – S-bond cleavage of disulfides on gold (a) and tilting of thiol chains on gold (b)

of 0.2885 nm). Thiol groups are deprotonized (RSH + Au → RS – Au + e– +
H+) [8], and for disulfides the S – S-bond is cleaved during the process of ad-
sorption (see Fig. 1a). The sulfur is in a sp3-hybridized configuration, which is
also the explanation for the tilting of the thiol chains from the surface level by
20–40◦ [9] (see Fig. 1b). Furthermore, the axis of the alkyl chains are twisted
by approximately 55◦ against the surface level [2].

In a second step, the tail-tail interactions (nonbinding interactions such
as van der Waals, repellent, steric, and electrostatic forces) between the
molecules are responsible for the parallel alignment of the molecules on the
gold surface. In doing so, the tail groups form a crystalline film. Above all, van
der Waals forces between the methylene groups of the hydrocarbon chains
are responsible for the orientation and stabilization of the monolayer. Porter
et al. [10] demonstrated that long-chain alkane thiols (number of methylene
groups n > 10) align themselves in a crystalline configuration. Chains with
a length of fewer than ten methylene groups result in a monolayer struc-
ture which is less ordered and more labile. The two-step mechanism for
the formation of SAMs which is described above is reflected by the two-
phase formation kinetics of monolayers: the diffusion-controlled adsorption
is followed by the slower crystallization process. Densely packed monolayers
form themselves in less than one hour from a diluted solution of alkane thi-
ols, but it can take several days until this monolayer reaches a well-ordered
state.

It is difficult to compose a general protocol for the formation of thiol-
based SAMs as the route of synthesis depends to a large degree on the desired
features of the layers. Reaction factors to keep in mind for the achievement
of a good monolayer are the selection of a suitable solvent, the duration of
the formation process, and the concentration of the thiol compound. For
example, it was found that the use of weaker solvents results in better thiol-
based monolayers [11].

The terminal groups of the heterobifunctional thiol compounds are im-
portant for the interaction of the monolayers with biomolecules. For this pur-
pose, several functionalized thiols are used to couple biomolecules with the
monolayer, for example amino-, carboxyl- and hydroxyl-terminated thiols. As
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Fig. 2 N-FMOC-aminoundecanethiol (C26H35NO2S = 425.63)

long as the terminal groups (e.g. NH2, OH) are relatively small (< 5 Å) [12],
they have no or little influence on the orientation of the monolayers. In
contrast, groups which are more sophisticated from a steric point of view
(e.g. COOH, ferrocene) reduce the packing density and order of the mono-
layer. In a similar way, adsorption studies with asymmetric dialkane sulfides
have demonstrated that the resulting monolayers show a lower density and
degree of orientation compared to alkane thiol monolayers. In addition to
this it is known for some functionalized thiol SAMs that their conformation
depends on their chemical environment. A good example is a SAM with
a terminal alkoxy-group which shows well-ordered structures when exposed
to air. In contrast, the same monolayer is largely unordered in water and
tetrachloromethane because the layer is penetrated by the respective solvent
liquid [13].

It can prove to be useful to shield the nonthiolic functional group of
heterobifunctional thiols prior to the SAM formation by using a protective
group. For example, Brockmann et al. [14] used 11-amino-1-undecanthiols
protected by a 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (FMOC) group for the forma-
tion of 11-amino-1-undecanethiol SAMs to prevent interaction between the
amino groups and the gold surface during the formation of the SAM. The
FMOC group can be removed under relatively mild conditions, for example
by treatment with 20% piperidine/acetonitrile (v/v) for 30 min, resulting in
the release of the original amino group (see Fig. 2).

A problem of prime importance for bioanalytical applications is the non-
specific binding of biomolecules on the substrate surface. SAMs with a nega-
tively charged terminal group (like COOH groups) demonstrate good results
regarding the suppression of such nonspecific binding effects. Effective reduc-
tion of nonspecific adsorption has been achieved for a wide range of peptides
by the use of hydrophilic hexa(ethyleneglycol)-terminated SAMs [15].

2.2
Mixed SAMs

In addition to uniform monolayers formed by using a single thiol compound,
mixed SAMs are increasingly used for the immobilization of biomolecules.
The aim of combining different thiols is to avoid known disadvantages of
uniform monolayers.
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In principle, the molar ratio of different thiols in a mixed SAM is the same
as their original molar ratio in the solution which was used for the forma-
tion. In other words, for a mixture of two thiol compounds which does not
show demixing tendencies (phase segregation), a random attachment of both
compounds onto the surface can be assumed [16]. This observation offers the
potential to mix a ω-substituted alkane thiol with short-chain nonsubstituted
thiols. As the result, anchor molecules are available for which steric hindrance
is minimized (cf. Fig. 3).

Other possible applications of this behavior are the use of a component in
a mixture of thiols which serves as a dilution reagent to control the density
of reactive groups on the gold surface, or the use of a blocking component to
suppress nonspecific binding of analytes on the surface. Herne et al. [17] cre-
ated mixed SAMs from thiol-modified single-strand DNA (HS-ssDNA) and
6-hydroxyl-1-hexanethiol on a gold surface to reduce nonspecific binding of
HS-ss-DNA (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of different SAM layers: a A SAM layer with the same chain
lengths and dense anchor groups leads to severe steric hindrance; b a mixed SAM with the
same chain lengths but with space between reactive groups, there is still steric hindrance;
c a mixed SAM with a different length of the moiety and space between anchor groups—
no steric hindrance
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Fig. 4 A schematic illustration of pure and mixed SAMs: a thiol-derivatized single-
stranded DNA only and b mixed SAM layer of thiol-derivatized single-stranded DNA and
6-hydroxy-1-hexanethiol

Instead of single-stranded DNA, double-stranded DNA with only one of
the strands being coupled to a thiol-linker is immobilized in some applica-
tions. After a denaturating treatment, immobilized single-stranded probes
are available for subsequent hybridization which are arranged in a better
density and layout than probes after a simple ss-DNA immobilization pro-
tocol. For example, faster hybridization kinetics and a higher efficiency of
double-strand coupling was demonstrated for DNA slides which were manu-
factured according to the ds-DNA immobilization procedure [18].

3
Silanization

In general, the silanization of hydroxyl-terminated substrates such as silica
or glass is an effective method which is used quite often for chemical mod-
ification of the substrate surface for immobilization of biomolecules. The
main focus for silanization procedures is once again the examination of the
self-organizing silane-monolayers. The properties of the monolayer depend
on the chemical structure of the silanization reagent, the density of silanol-
groups which are available on the surface and the physical surface structure
on a nano-scale level.

Principally, the main differentiation for uniform monolayers made by
silanization is whether they are formed from long-chain or short-chain
organosilanes. For long-chain silanes, a number of alkyltrichlorosilanes is
described in the literature (for example 1-thioacetato-16-(trichlorosilyl)-
hexadekane [19]), and for silanization with short-chain compounds several
different alkyltrialkoxysilanes are used (for example 3-aminopropyltriethoxy-
silane, APTES).
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3.1
Formation of Silane-SAMs

The exact mechanism of silanization depends on the reaction conditions. It
is generally accepted that silanization in a liquid solution is a three-step pro-
cess [20]. In a first step, the silanes mentioned before form silanetriols by
hydrolyzation in the presence of water on the surface or in the solvent. These
silanetriols attach themselves by physiosorption via hydrogen bonds onto the
substrate surface. Subsequently, the silanol groups react with the free hy-
droxyl groups on the surface according to a SN2 reaction mechanism (see
Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Depictions of the silanization mechanism

As the quantity of free hydroxyl groups is often too low (for example, no
more than 4 hydroxyl groups per nm2 for glass [21]) to form more than one
siloxane group on the surface, crosslinking of the molecules occurs because
of the reactivity of unreacted silanol groups, resulting in an even stronger at-
tachment of the layer on the substrate surface. Crosslinking is not possible for
monoalkoxy- and monochlorosilanes. For this reason, these compounds can-
not close the gaps between the hydroxyl groups on the surface. As a result,
layers formed from monoalkoxy- and monochlorosilanes are more labile and
less stable.

In general, the formation of monolayers with silanization reagents requires
a precise reaction scheme regarding humidity, the selection of solvents, tem-
perature, and reaction time. Often, not enough consideration is given to these
factors. As a result a number of authors concluded that the reproducibility of
homogeneous silane-monolayers is insufficient, that their stability in aqueous
solution is limited, or that they are prone to the formation of multilayers.

3.2
Trialkoxysilanes

Among functionalized silanes, trialkoxysilanes are used most often for immo-
bilization purposes (see Fig. 6).

Because of their short carbon chain (propylene spacer) they have a lower
tendency for self-organization than alkyltrichlorosilanes with longer chains.
In addition to that, the introduction of a terminal amino group (as for ex-
ample with APTES) also reduces the uniformity of the monolayer because of
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Fig. 6 Common silanizing trialkoxysilanes that promote covalent DNA immobilization:
a 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) b 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) c 3-
glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GOPS) d 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS)

hydrogen bonds between the amino group and the silanol groups (SiOH) on
the surface [22, 23]. Another possible source of interference is polymerization
of the silane molecules with each other prior to attachment on the substrate
surface, initiated by too much water in the reaction medium [24].

Despite all of these problems and possible challenges, short-chain alkyl-
alkoxysilanes have a wide range of use for various tasks in research and com-
mercial applications, mainly because they are readily available, cost-effective
and easy to use. Nonetheless, the formation of well-defined monolayers from
short-chain functionalized silanes can be achieved by precise control of the
concentration of the silanization reagent, the reaction time and the water con-
centration in the reaction medium [24]. Of equal importance for the creation
of dense monomolecular silane films is the cleaning and pre-activation of the
substrate [25]. The physical and chemical properties of the untreated silica
surface depend heavily on its previous treatment. Depending on the produc-
tion process and storage conditions, siloxane bonds can be found instead of
silanol groups. It is, therefore, important to pre-treat the surface of the carrier
material with acids and bases to remove contaminants and impurities and to
ensure that only free silanol groups are found on the surface [26]. A num-
ber of very different protocols for silanization can be found in the literature.
An example for silanization with APTES is given here. The cleaned and pre-
activated silica substrate is dipped into a solution of 1% (v/v) of APTES in
a mixture of 95% acetone with water for 15 min. Subsequently, the substrate is
washed with acetone in five cycles with five minutes per cycle. After that the
substrate is dried for 45 min at 110 ◦C [27]. During the drying step, crosslink-
ing of the APTES molecules occurs via the free silanol groups. This reduces
hydrolysis of the silane film in subsequent applications [28].

Similar to thiol SAMs, nonspecific interactions can be reduced by mixing
PEG-terminated silanes into the monolayer. Another simple method is rins-
ing of the silanized surface with Tween 80 after the preparation [29].

A new class of trialkoxy-, respectively dialkoxysilanes, developed and sold
by Wacker-Chemie GmbH [30], offers a number of functional groups which
are of interest for coupling biomolecules, for example amino-, glycidoxy-,
sulfur- and methacryloxy-groups. These new compounds offer an interest-
ing alternative to the classic and conventional trialkoxysilanes which are
currently widely used. For these so-called α-silanes, the propylene group be-
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Fig. 7 A new class of trialkoxysilanes: a α-silanes. b Backbonding by α-silanes

tween the silicon atom and the functional group is replaced by a methylene
group (see Fig. 7a).

This small change has a significant influence on the chemical properties of
the silanes, with a substantial increase of the reactivity of the Si-alkoxy groups
being the most important change. This increase in reactivity is the result of
interactions between the functional group and the silicon atom. An electro-
negative donor like nitrogen or oxygen in the α-position to the silicon atom,
only separated by the methylene group, activates the alkoxy groups which
are bound to the silicon atom (see Fig. 7b). An explanation for this effect is
the backbonding of the free electron pair of the nitrogen atom, resulting in
a weakening of the Si – O-bond. The backbonding increases with increasing
basicity of the nitrogen atom, and the basicity of the nitrogen atom can be
selectively controlled by its organic substituents. The increased reactivity can
be observed with nucleophilic reagents, for example by a faster hydrolysis in
the presence of water. This results in a faster and more simplified immobiliza-
tion procedure. Another possibility is that dialkoxysilanes, which have limited
significance until now due to their low reactivity compared to trialkoxysi-
lanes, are now of increased interest for immobilization purposes. On the other
hand it remains to be seen whether the short carbon backbone, which is even
shorter than for the conventional short-chain trialkoxysilanes, has negative
effects for the self-organization abilities of these compounds.

3.3
Mixed Silane Monolayers

As described earlier for thiol-based SAMs on gold surfaces, the use of mixed
or hybrid monolayers consisting of two or more silanes is possible to im-
prove the properties of the transducer layer regarding the immobilization of
biomolecules. For example, a hybrid layer of APTMS [(CH3O)3Si(CH2)3NH2]
and TMOS [Si(OCH3)4] yields a higher DNA binding density than pure
APTMS monolayers [31]. In contrast to mixed thiol-SAMs, the usable range
for the mixture ratio of both components is known to be restricted. An ex-
cessive quantity for one of the mixture components often leads to the quick
formation of nanocrystalline siloxane particles which interfere with the for-
mation of a monolayer. The probable reason for this observation is the differ-
ent crosslinking behavior of different silanes.
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4
Immobilization of Cognitive Biomolecules on SAMs

For the immobilization of biomolecules onto the functionalized surfaces,
a wide range of different coupling reagents and methods is available [32].
Defining some general conditions and requirements prior to immobilization
is helpful to find and optimize the best suited and most feasible way for the
specific application in mind.

4.1
Immobilization Using Covalent Binding

In general, biomolecules offer many functional groups which are suitable
for coupling purposes (for example NH2, COOH), or it is often easy to add
such groups by chemical modifications (for example NH2-functionalization
using a spacer at the 5′- or 3′-end of oligonucleotides). Using these moieties,
a biomolecule can be coupled covalently by its functional groups to SAMs by
a large number of suitable coupling compounds and reactions. A selection of
such procedures is given in Table 1. When choosing such a method, it has to
be kept in mind that the reaction should not interfere with the functionality
of the biomolecules.

It is also possible to modify the functional groups of the monolayer prior
to coupling of the biomolecules. For example, a SAM with terminal amino
groups can be modified to exhibit carboxyl groups by exposure to succinic
acid anhydride. However, in most situations heterobifunctional, respectively
homobifunctionalized molecules are introduced between the modified sur-
face and the biomolecules. This results in a larger distance and more flexi-
bility between the biomolecule and the surface, which often increases the
availability of the biological recognition function of the biomolecule [34].

The following examples are taken from the literature for homobifunctional
crosslinkers. Homobifunctional crosslinkers carry two functional groups of

Table 1 Some methods for covalent coupling of biomolecules onto functionalized surfaces

Anchor group Binding partner Reaction

– COOH – NH2 via carbodiimide
epoxide – NH2, – SH, – OH direct [33]
– NH2 – NH2 glutaraldehyde
acid hydrazide – CHO direct
– COR – NH2 reductive amination
– OH – NH2 with bromcyane
chloromethyl group – NH2 direct
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Fig. 8 Examples of homobifunctional crosslinkers: a bisimidate; and b N-hydroxy-
succinimide ester

the same type within their molecular structure. One such substance with
a rather simple structure is glutaraldehyde which has two aldehyde groups
and a spacer length of five carbon atoms between those groups. A reagent
with a similar spacer length is 1,4-phenylendiisothiocyanate which also re-
acts with primary amino groups. Additional examples for homobifunctional
crosslinkers include bisimidates with varying chain lengths (ranging from
dimethylsuccinimidate with n = 2 to dimethylsecacimidate with n = 8) and
succinimide esters, also with different sizes and structures (for example, the
spacer length for n = 2 is 16.1 Å) (see Fig. 8).

A special form of homofunctional linking utilizes so called dendrimers.
Dendrimers are nanospherical structures for which the exact size depends on
the number of branching points and which carry reactive functional units in
their periphery (for example aldehyde-, thiol-, epoxy groups etc). The struc-
ture of dendrimers is similar to a tree, and their ramifications consist of
repetitive units. It should be noted that their size is limited due to the fact that
the packing density of their terminal groups increases. With increasing size,
their macroscopic structure approximates the form of a sphere.

For example, if the initiatory core has three reactive groups and a branch-
ing is generated during a synthesis sequence with two new reactive groups
then the total number of reactive groups is six after this first step (gener-
ation 0). In the next generation the number already increases to 12, and
so forth. In other words, an exponential increase in the number of termi-
nal groups can be observed. Only a few steps are required to generate large
and complex molecules. Jean Francois et al. [35] demonstrated that DNA mi-
croarrays could be generated by using dendrimer-based linking of modified
DNA probes on a functionalized glass slide, resulting in microarrays with
a higher reliability and sensitivity compared to microarrays prepared by con-
ventional linking via spacer molecules with a linear structure. Starting from
hexachlorocyclo-triphosphazene (N3P3Cl6) as a central core, they used 4th
generation dendrimers with 96 active aldehyde groups and a size of 75 Å (see
Fig. 9).

These dendrimers were then used to achieve a stable coating of amino-
silanized glass surfaces with NH2-modified DNA-probes (see Fig. 10). DNA
chips which were prepared according to this procedure exhibited several
advantages regarding the signal-to-noise ratio and their reliability over com-
mercial chips prepared by conventional linking.
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Fig. 9 Special homofunctional crosslinker-dendrimer: an initiatory core is extended
through a number of branding reactions to form a dendrimer

Fig. 10 Dendrimer-based linking of modified DNA probes on a functionalized glass slide

In the following, a small selection of heterobifunctional crosslinking
reagents is indicated. Sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-
1-carboxylate (Sulfo-SMCC) is a water-soluble heterobifunctional crosslink-
ing reagent with one N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS) and one maleimide
group each within the same molecule. NHS-esters react with primary amino
groups at a pH of 7–9, and the maleimide group reacts with sulfohydryl
groups at pH 6.5–7.5 [36]. Another heterobifunctional cross-linking agent
is N-(γ -maleimidobutyryloxy)succinimide ester (GMBS) which has a spacer
length of seven atoms and which also exhibits a reactivity for amino- and
sulfohydryl groups [37]. Usually, the coupling of this cross-linking reagent
starts with a free amino group, resulting in the formation of an amide bond at
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a pH of 6.5–8.5. In a second step, a molecule with a free sulfohydryl group is
coupled via a thio-ether bond at pH 6.5–7.0. Another group of heterobifunc-
tional covalent cross-linking reagents contains an NHS ester group as men-
tioned before and in addition to that an aryl azide functionality which can
be photoactivated. The NHS ester group reacts with primary amino groups as
described previously, and the photosensitive aryl group is activated by UV ra-
diation in the range of 260–305 nm, resulting in the formation of short-lived
nitrene compounds. These nitrenes are very aggressive and able to react with
a C – H-bond. Examples of such substances include N-hydroxysuccinimidyl-
4-azidobenzoic acid (HSAB), Lomant’s reagent and sulfosuccinimidyl 2-(m-
azido-o-nitrobenzamido)ethyl 1,3′-dithiopropionate (SASD) (see Fig. 11).

Fig. 11 Examples of heterobifunctional crosslinkers: a N-hydroxysuccinimidyl-4-azido-
benzoic acid (HSAB) and b Lomant’s reagent

Another possible strategy is the uniform immobilization for which the
biomolecules are first coupled to bifunctional crosslinking chemicals or
groups (for example by thiolation) and then applied directly onto the un-
treated surface [38]. However, this approach is not examined further within
this article.

4.2
Immobilization Using Affinity Reactions

A coupling method which is used quite often is the binding between avidin
(respectively streptavidin) and biotin. Streptavidin and avidin have a very
high affinity for biotin (Kd = 10–15 M). Therefore, this combination is a suit-
able method for the firm attachment of biomolecules onto surfaces. Usually,
the biological component is coupled to the small biotin molecule, often via
a flexible spacer. Such a biotinylated DNA oligonucleotide [39] or biotinylated
antibody [40] then forms a strong bond with avidin or streptavidin on the
SAM surface. The availability of the surface-bound avidin or streptavidin can
be improved by the preparation of a biotinylated mixed monolayer for which
long-chain coupling molecules are diluted with short-chain molecules [41]
(see Fig. 12).

Avidin is a glycoprotein which was initially extracted from chicken egg
white and which exhibits four deep binding pockets for biotin. Streptavidin
is an analogous protein with a molecular weight of about 70 kD which is pre-
pared from the recombinant bacteria strain Streptomyces avidinii and which
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Fig. 12 Schematic illustration of immobilization strategy using affinity reactions via
avidin-biotin coupling. Biotinylated mixed monolayers improve the availability of the
surface-bound avidin or streptavidin to biotin coupled probe biomolecules

no longer possesses carbohydrate moieties. Although avidin and streptavidin
are very similar in a number of ways, they also differ in some properties
which are to be considered prior to using them for a specific application. For
example, due to some physical characteristics of streptavidin a higher signal-
to-noise ratio can be expected than for the combination of biotin with avidin.
The solubility in water is significantly lower for streptavidin than for avidin,
which in turn reduces nonspecific binding for a number of biomolecules.

The strong bond between biotin and avidin/streptavidin can only be re-
leased by extreme and often denaturating conditions. For a reversible binding
based on this complex, d-desthiobiotin can be used instead of biotin (see
Fig. 13). This conjugate can be separated at room temperature by exposure to
an excess amount of biotin, respectively desthiobiotin [42].

Fig. 13 Structural comparison of biotin (a) and desthiobiotin (b)
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Fig. 14 A schematic illustration of an orientated immobilization strategy via crystallized
S-layer proteins: a side view of the crystalline ordered S-layer proteins fused with the
recognition center streptavidin for biotinylated biomolecules probes; b front view of the
orientated and crystalline ordered S-layer proteins

A complex but interesting way for immobilization of cognitive biomol-
ecules onto surfaces in a regular and dense layout is the use of so-called
S-protein layers. S-layer proteins are originally found in the outermost cell
boundary layer of many procaryotes and form crystalline monomolecular
protein lattices. They can be functionalized by chemical or biotechnologi-
cal methods. One such example is a S-layer protein which was fused with
streptavidin and therefore recognizes biotinylated molecules. An orientated
crystallization of the S-layer proteins is achieved by attaching the natu-
ral anchor molecule (the so-called cell wall polymer, a heteropolysaccha-
ride) covalently to different functionalized surfaces. According to the prin-
ciple of the lectin-carbohydrate-interaction, the S-layer proteins recognize
the suitable cell wall polymer and crystallize in a predefined orientation,
exposing the added functional sequence to the outside of the S-layer (see
Fig. 14) [43, 44].

4.3
Immobilization via Ionic Binding

Immobilization of biomolecules onto SAM functionalized surfaces is also
possible by electrostatic interactions. Most suitable for doing so are surfaces
which are modified to exhibit amino- or carboxyl groups. For example, nu-
cleic acids which carry negatively charged phosphate groups can be coupled
to SAMs with protonized amino groups. Glenn et al. [45] used carboxyl-
terminated monolayers to couple an enzyme via poly-l-lysine using electro-
static interactions (see Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 Carboxyl-terminated monolayer couples an enzyme via poly-l-lysine

5
Characterization, Imaging, and Measurement

A number of methods are available for the characterization and examination
of SAMs as well as for the observation of the reactions with the immobi-
lized biomolecules. Only some of these methods are mentioned briefly here.
These include surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [46], quartz crystal microbal-
ance (QCM) [47, 48], ellipsometry [12, 49], contact angle measurement [50],
infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) [51, 52], Raman spectroscopy [53], scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) [54], atomic force microscopy (AFM) [55, 56],
sum frequency spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [57,
58], surface acoustic wave and acoustic plate mode devices, confocal imag-
ing and optical microscopy, low-angle X-ray reflectometry, electrochemical
methods [59] and Raster electron microscopy [60].

A deeper understanding about the kinetics of the adsorption of alkane
thiols was possible due to the application of SPR and QCM because these
methods allow for real-time monitoring of the attachment processes [61].
For the examination of the chemical structure of monolayers (e.g. concentra-
tion of their elements, their chemical environment) XPS [62] and FT-IR [63]
methods have been used. Contact angle measurements [64] provided insight
into the properties of the outermost side of the monolayers. For example,
methyl-terminated SAMs exhibit large contact angles with water while small
contact angles are observed for carboxyl- and hydroxyl-terminated mono-
layers with water. This behavior can be used to detect the successful coat-
ing of surfaces with compounds carrying such groups. With electrochemical
methods [5] it is easily possible to detect so-called pinholes in monolay-
ers on gold surfaces. For a precise surface analysis on a single molecule
level for a better understanding of the interactions between the immobi-
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lized biomolecules and the surface as well as other biological components,
scanning probe microscopy has proven to be useful. SPM methods include
technologies like AFM, STM as well as scanning near field optical microscopy
(SNOM) and are reviewed elsewhere in more detail regarding their applica-
tion for the analysis of biological interfaces [65].
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Abstract We describe here a simple preparation of a DNA-lipid complex that is soluble
in organic media, and preparations of DNA-aligned thin films from the cast-stretching
method and the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) method. The DNA-lipid complex in which
counter cations of phosphate anions are changed to cationic lipophilic amphiphiles was
prepared by simply mixing aqueous solutions of DNA and cationic amphiphiles. The
DNA-lipid complex is soluble and forms a double-strand structure in organic solutions.
A self-standing, water-insoluble DNA-lipid film could be prepared by casting from the or-
ganic solution or a hot-press method, and DNA strands were easily aligned in the film
by stretching it in one direction. Another method of preparing DNA-aligned thin film
is the LB method: anionic DNA strands are transferred with cationic lipid monolayers
at the air-water interface by the vertical dipping method and DNA strands are aligned
along the dipping direction. The film structure was confirmed by X-ray diffraction, CD
spectra of DNA strands, and polarized absorption spectra of intercalated dye molecules.
The aligned-DNA film showed a large anisotropic and ohmic electric current (10–3 S cm–1,
A⊥/A// = 105) along stacked base-pairs of DNA strands aligned in the film. The large
anisotropic photo current could also be observed through DNA strands with acridine
orange intercalators depending on visible photo irradiation.

Keywords Anisotropic electron conductivity · Cast film · DNA-lipid complex ·
Orientation · LB film
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1
Introduction

DNA is a biopolymer having the primary structure of an alternating copoly-
mer of phosphate and deoxyribose. The secondary structure of DNA is a rod-
like, stereo-chemical double helical structure with π-electron-rich base-pair
stacking: the base distance is 3.4 Å while the diameter of the helix is about
20 Å [1] (Fig. 1). These stereo regular structures are interesting as naturally-
occurring molecular materials. DNA shows structural polymorphism in
aqueous solution. In the usual aqueous solution, DNA forms a B-form due
to the hydration of water molecules to the minor grooves of dsDNA. When
ethanol or NaCl is added to the solution, the hydration is lost and DNA re-
versibly turns to the A- or C-form (Fig. 1b). Flat molecules having both two or
three conjugated aromatic rings and positive charges, such as ethidium bro-
mide, proflavine, and safranine T, are known to intercalate between base pairs
of dsDNA (Fig. 1c).

DNAs are soluble only in aqueous solutions and their fibrous crystals can
be prepared by slow evaporation from the aqueous solution. Duplex struc-
tures in the fibers have been studied by X-ray diffraction [2, 3] and solid
state NMR [4–6]. Orientation of DNA strands by using hydrodynamic flow
gradients in the dilute aqueous solution [7, 8] and lyotropic liquid crystal

Fig. 1 a DNA structures, b polymorphism of DNA, and c intercalation of dye molecules
into DNA
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properties of rod-like DNA in the concentrated aqueous solution [9] have
been investigated. Water molecules have been shown to play an important
role in the internal conformation of DNA strands by interacting with minor
grooves of DNA strands [10]. However, it is difficult to discuss effects of water
molecules in aqueous media and fibers. If DNA strands can be solubilized in
non-aqueous organic media, it is useful to study the effects of water molecules
on the conformation of the DNA strands. If a self-standing film in which rod-
like DNA strands are aligned in one direction could be prepared by a simple
method, it would be of interest as a molecular material with an electron trans-
fer field.

However, we have to solve two problems to use DNA as functional mate-
rials; the amount of purified DNA available and the solubility of DNA. In the
molecular biology field, DNA is treated usually on the mug scale and we need
DNA at the 100 g or 1 kg scale for use as materials. As a second problem, DNA
is soluble only in an aqueous solution and DNA should be modified to be sol-
uble in organic solvents or to melt under moderate heating in order to form
a film or fiber for use as materials.

We describe here a simple preparation of a DNA-lipid complex that is
soluble in organic media, and preparations of DNA-aligned thin films from
the cast-stretching method and the LB method. The DNA-lipid complex in
which counter cations of phosphate anions are changed to cationic lipophilic
amphiphiles was prepared by simply mixing aqueous solutions of DNA and
cationic amphiphiles (see Fig. 1). The DNA-lipid complex is soluble and
forms a double-strand structure in organic solutions. A self-standing, water-
insoluble DNA-lipid film could be prepared by casting from the organic so-
lution, and DNA strands were easily aligned in the film by stretching it in
one direction. Another method of preparing DNA-aligned thin films is the LB
method: anionic DNA strands are transferred with cationic lipid monolayers
at the air-water interface by the vertical dipping method and DNA strands
are aligned along the dipping direction. The film structure was confirmed by
X-ray diffraction, CD spectra of DNA strands, and the polarized absorption
spectra of intercalated dye molecules. The aligned-DNA film showed a large
anisotropic and ohmic electric current (10–3 S cm–1, A⊥/A// = 105) along
stacked base-pairs of DNA strands aligned in the film. The large anisotropic
photo current could also be observed through DNA strands with acridine
orange intercalators depending on visible photo irradiation.

2
Separation and Purification of Double-Strand DNA

We have purified natural double-strand DNA from salmon testes, in which
anionic DNA complexes with cationic proteins of protamine. After mincing
salmon testes, the homogenized solution was treated with protease in order
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Fig. 2 a Purified cotton-like high-molecular-weight DNA (ca. 30 000 bps, 20 000 kDa,
and 10 µm length per molecule), b purified powder-like low-molecular-weight DNA (ca.
500 bps, 300 kDa, and 0.2 µm length per molecule), and c their gel-shift assay (0.5%
agarose gel, ethidium bromide staining)

to hydrolyze protamines, and SDS was added to precipitate the hydrolyzed
cationic protamines. After centrifugation, the transparent aqueous solution
of DNA was obtained. DNA was separated by the addition of excess ethanol.
The obtained DNA occurred as cotton-like fibers; the protein content: less
than 1%; the content of double strands: more than 90%; the average molecu-
lar weight: ca. 30 000 bps, Mw = 2×107 Da: the average stretched length per
molecule: 10 µm.

When proteases containing a small amount of DNase were employed, a low-
molecular weight powder-like DNA could be obtained, in which the protein
content was less than 1% and the content of double strands in DNA was
more than 90%. The average molecular weight of the DNA was ca. 500 bps
(Mw = 3×105 Da) and the average stretched length per molecule was 0.2 µm.
Photographs of two different DNAs and their gel-shift assay are shown in Fig. 2.

3
DNA-Lipid Complexes in Organic Solution

A DNA-lipid complex was prepared by simply mixing two aqueous solutions
of DNA and cationic lipids as follows. An aqueous solution of DNA–Na+

from salmon testes (ca. 30 000 bps or 500 bps) and an aqueous solution of
1.1 eq. mol of cationic amphiphiles were mixed at room temperature and
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polyion-complex precipitates were gathered by centrifugation and freeze-
dried (Fig. 3). The white powder was solubilized in chloroform and reprecip-
itated to diethyl ether twice. The obtained DNA-lipid complex was confirmed
by elemental analysis to form 1 : 1 complexes of a phosphate anion and the
cationic amphiphile. The DNA-lipid complex was soluble only in organic sol-
vents such as chloroform, benzene, and ethanol, but not in an aqueous buffer
solution.

Figure 4 shows CD spectra of (a) the DNA-lipid complex in organic so-
lution containing a small amount of water (CHCl3/EtOH/H2O = 4 : 1 : 0.07,
790 mM of H2O), and (b) native DNA in an aqueous buffer solution (20 mM
NaCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.8). The DNA-lipid complex shows a positive Cot-
ton effect at 270 nm and a negative Cotton effect at 245 nm similar to native
DNA in aqueous solution, which indicates the B-form structure for the DNA
strands [11]. Thus, the DNA-lipid complex forms a double helical B-form

Fig. 3 A schematic illustration of a DNA-lipid complex

Fig. 4 CD spectra of a DNA-lipid complex in CHCl3/EtOH/H2O = 4 : 1 : 0.07, and b native
DNA in aqueous buffer solution (20 mM NaCl, pH 7.8, 10 mM Tris, [DNA] = 50 µM bp–1,
23 ◦C)
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Fig. 5 Effect of water contents on CD spectra of the DNA-lipid complex in CHCl3/EtOH
(4 : 1) solution ([DNA] = 50 µM bp–1 , 23 ◦C)

structure even in an organic solvent similar to the native DNA in an aqueous
solution.

Figure 5 shows the effect of water content in an organic solvent (CHCl3/
EtOH = 4 : 1, water content: 8–790 mM) on CD spectra. The positive Cotton
effect at 270 nm was shifted to a longer wavelength and the θ value was de-
creased gradually with decreasing water content from 790 to 8 mM in the
CHCl3/EtOH solution. The CD spectrum of the DNA-lipid complex in the dry
solution (8 mM of water) was similar to that of the C-form of native DNA
strands in aqueous solution in the presence of a high salt content [12] or
a high ethanol concentration [13]. Dickerson and coworkers reported that wa-
ter molecules are important for the formation of the B-structures of DNA, in
which water molecules interact with oxygen molecules of ribose and phos-
phate and a minor or major groove of the DNA strands [10]. Thus, the
conformation of the DNA-lipid complex can be reversibly changed (B-form
and C-form) by controlling the water content in an organic solution as for the
native DNA depending on the salt and ethanol concentrations.

4
DNA-Aligned Cast Films from DNA-Lipid Complexes

The CHCl3/EtOH/H2O (4 : 1 : 0.07) solution of the DNA-lipid complex
(0.25 g) was cast on a Teflon plate and the solvent was evaporated slowly
under the saturated vapor at room temperature. The obtained self-standing
film was (ca. 60 µm thick) water-insoluble, and physically stable (Fig. 6a).
The DNA film can be obtained also from the hot-press method. Here, the
powder of the DNA-lipid complex was hot-pressed at 120 ◦C for 1 min under
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Fig. 6 A DNA-lipid cast film prepared from a solution of DNA-lipid complexes

20 kg cm–2 pressure by setting between two hot plates (Fig. 6b). The hot-press
method is better suited for preparing a large, uniform, and thick film than the
cast method.

4.1
X-ray Diffractions

Figure 7 shows X-ray diffraction patterns of an as-cast film of the DNA-
lipid complex. When the incident beam was irradiated perpendicular to the
film plane, a circular reflection of 41 Å was observed that corresponds to
a DNA-lipid complex, in which the diameters of dsDNA are 25 or 20 Å for
the B-form and A-form, respectively. When the beam was exposed parallel
to the film plane (side-edge view), hexagonal spots with 41 Å spacing were
observed. They indicate the DNA-lipid strands whose diameter is 41 Å and
which aggregate into hexagonal close-packed structures in the film plane.
Thus, aggregates of hexagonal-packed DNA-lipid strands are aligned on the
film plane in random directions, as schematically shown in Fig. 7a.

The DNA-lipid cast film was stretched ca. three times in length (ca.
20 µm thick) in the wet state, and X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in
Fig. 7b. When the incident beam was irradiated parallel to the top edge of
the stretched film, the circular reflection of 41 Å was observed. When the
beam was exposed parallel to the side edge and perpendicular to the film
plane, the diffraction on the equator appeared as two spots of 41 Å indicating
a distance between the DNA-lipid strands and the diffraction on the merid-
ian of 3.4 Å. The distance between parallel stacked base-pairs was clearly
observed [2–4]. These findings clearly show that DNA strands are aligned
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Fig. 7 X-ray diffraction patterns of a the as-cast film, b the stretched film of the DNA-lipid
complex in water moisture, and c the stretched DNA-lipid film in the dry state. Open, two-
headed arrows show the stretching direction of the film. Closed arrows show the incident
beam of the X-rays. X-ray photographs of a and c were enlarged to show diffraction more
clearly

parallel to the stretched direction in the film, and that base-pairs are stacked
perpendicular to the direction of the DNA strands as shown in the illus-
tration. Neither the diameter nor the distance between strands (41 Å) was
affected by stretching.

When the stretched film was dried in air (simply applying a hair-dryer for
2 min), only diffraction on the equator as two spots of 41 Å was observed but
not diffraction on the meridian for base-pairs (Fig. 7c). This suggests that the
orientation of the base pairs is not perpendicular to the stretched direction,
although the DNA strands are aligned parallel to the stretched direction. Fig-
ure 8 shows CD spectra of the cast film of the DNA-lipid complex in wet (a) and
dry states (b). The CD spectrum of the wet film was consistent with a B-form
structure of native DNA in fibers obtained from aqueous solution [1–3]. On
the contrary, the CD spectrum in the dry state resembles the A-form of DNA
in which the base pairs slant to the axis of the strands [2, 3]. These results are
consistent with CD spectra of the DNA-lipid complex in an organic solution:
DNA exists in the B-form in the presence of water and the C-form in the ab-
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Fig. 8 CD spectra of the cast film of the DNA-lipid complex a in water and b in the dry
state (23 ◦C, film thickness: 3 µM)

sence of water. The conformational changes between the B-form and A-form of
DNA strands in the film dependent on water moisture were reversible.

4.2
Polarized Spectra of Intercalated Cast Film

When the stretched DNA-lipid film was soaked in an aqueous solution of
ethidium bromide (λmax = 480 nm) for a day at room temperature, the trans-
parent film turned red (λmax = 520 nm) and the aqueous solution became
clear (Fig. 9a). Thus, the ethidium intercalated completely between base pairs
of the DNA film. When the film was moved into the new aqueous buffer so-
lution, the intercalated dye molecules were hardly removed from the film at
least for a day. Similar intercalation behavior into the film was observed for
other dyes such as proflavine, acridine orange, and safranine T [14–17].

Figure 9b shows polarized absorption spectra of ethidium intercalated in
the stretched DNA-lipid film in water. The absorption at 520 nm of the light
polarized perpendicularly to the stretched direction of the film was 3.3 times
larger than that of the light polarized parallel to the stretched direction. In the
case of the as-cast DNA-lipid film, there were no differences in absorption of
the parallel and perpendicular light. The large dichroic ratio of A⊥/A// = 3.3
indicates that the intercalated dyes are aligned perpendicular to the stretched
direction of the film: the DNA strands are aligned parallel to the stretched
direction. The secondary order parameter (orientation moment) [18] of the
DNA strands in the film was calculated to be ca. 0.7 from the A⊥/A// = 3.3.
This value is close to the orientation of synthetic rod-like polymers such as
poly(arylenes) prepared by a uniaxial stretching method [19, 20].
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Fig. 9 a Observation of intercalation of ethidium bromide into the DNA-lipid film in an
aqueous solution, and polarized absorption spectra of the ethidium-intercalated stretched
DNA-lipid film b in the wet state and c in the dry state. Ethidium bromide was intercalated
one molecule per 10 base-pairs at 25 ◦C. Open, two-headed arrows show the stretching
direction of the film

When a polarized spectrum of the film was taken in the dry state, a small
dichroic ratio was observed (A⊥/A// = 1.3, see Fig. 9c). This is due to the
slant structures of base pairs and intercalated dyes to the axis of the strands,
since the DNA strands were confirmed to be aligned along the stretch-
ing direction even in the dry film (see Fig. 7c). These changes of polarized
absorption spectra dependent on water moisture were reversible at least
10 times.

5
DNA-Aligned LB Films

Rod-like polymers such as polyglutamate [21], polysiloxane [22], alkylated
cellulose [23], and discotic crystals [24], have been reported to form LB films
in which rod-like molecules aligned in one direction during the compres-
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sion process on the subphase [25, 26] or the deposition process of monolay-
ers [27]. DNA forms a rod-like strand and is a good candidate to form an
oriented LB film in the same manner [28]. However, DNA is soluble only
in the water phase due to the anionic phosphate backbone. We could trans-
fer water-soluble DNA strands by complexing with cationic lipid monolayers
using vertical dipping LB methods (see Fig. 10).

Cationic amphiphiles 2C18-glu-N+ spread on pure water, in the solution
of 10 µM DNA containing 10 µM intercalating dyes (proflavine). The dye-
intercalated DNA anions were expected to adsorb to the cationic lipid mono-
layer due to electrostatic interactions and was transferred to a hydrophobized
glass plate at a surface pressure of 35 mN m–1 at 20 ◦C. From a moving area
of a barrier, two layers of the monolayer were confirmed to be transferred
in each one cycle (Y-type deposition). When the QCM plate was employed
as a transfer plate, the transferred mass could be calculated from frequency
decreases (mass increase on the QCM) [29–31]. It was confirmed that 203±
10 ng of two lipid monolayers and 74±5 ng of DNA strands were transferred
on to the substrate per dipping cycle, which means ca. 95% of the monolayer
area was covered by DNA molecules.

The LB film of the DNA-/proflavine/2C18-glu-N+ complex was transferred
with 44 layers (22 cycles) on one side of a glass plate (total 88 layers on both
sides) and measured by polarized absorption spectra in aqueous solution (see
Fig. 11a). The LB film did not swell and did not remove from the substrate

Fig. 10 Schematic illustrations of the formation of a DNA-oriented LB film by using
a polyion complex of DNA/intercalator and cationic lipid monolayers
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Fig. 11 Polarized absorption spectra of DNA–/proflavine/2C18-glu-N+ LB films (88 layers)
deposited by a vertical dipping method and b horizontal lifting method

in the aqueous water. The absorption of the intercalated proflavine at 450 nm
for the light polarized perpendicular to the dipping direction was 2.6 times
larger than that for the parallel polarized light (A⊥/A// = 2.6). This indi-
cates that the absorption moment of the intercalated dyes between base-pairs
is aligned perpendicular to the dipping direction. Thus, DNA strands in the
LB film are aligned parallel to the dipping direction. The absorption spec-
tra hardly changed after soaking in the aqueous solution at least for 2 days:
reorientation of DNA strands and/or removal of intercalated dyes hardly
occurred.

The monolayer of the DNA–/proflavine/2C18-glu-N+ complex could be
transferred using a horizontal lifting method on the hydrophobized glass
plate. Two lipid monolayers (Y-type) with 95% coverage of DNA were con-
firmed to be transferred in one cycle of the horizontal lifting process by using
a QCM method [29–31]. As shown in Fig. 11b, the absorption spectra were in-
dependent of the polarized direction of the light. This indicates that the DNA
strands are not aligned in the LB film deposited with the horizontal lifting
method. The advantage of the horizontal lifting method is that it is known
to deposit the real monolayer structure on the subphase, in contrast to the
vertical dipping method. Thus, it is concluded that the DNA strands are not
oriented on the subphase after and/or during the compression process of the
monolayer, but the DNA stands are aligned parallel to the dipping direction
during the vertical dipping process.
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6
Anisotropic Conductivity of DNA-Aligned Cast Films

We could obtain the DNA-aligned cast film by stretching the film in one
direction. This is a good candidate for use as molecular material for one-
dimensional energy transfer and conduction along the π-electron clouds of
stacked bases.

There have been many approaches to the study of electric conductivity
along a DNA strand [32–48]. Barton and co-workers reported in their pio-
neering work that photo-induced charge transfer between donors and accep-
tors immobilized at both ends of DNA strands could be observed in homoge-
neous aqueous solution [32–34]. Photo-induced or long-range charge trans-
fer along DNA molecules has also been studied in aqueous solution [35–37].
The conductivities of a DNA monolayer on a Au electrode have been studied
by cyclic voltammetry [38] and AFM [39] in aqueous solution. Fink and Scho-
nenberger directly measured electrical conductivity of dry DNA fibers across
two electrodes whose distance was very short 8 nm [40]. Recently, supercon-
ductivities of DNA fibers across a submicronic slit on a mica plate have been
reported [41]. The conductivity values obtained in these studies are roughly
in the wide range of 1–10–5 S cm–1 and are still a matter of controversy. This is
due to differing sample preparation, and the different measurement methods
and media used.

We studied molecular level evidence of electron conductivity through DNA
strands in the DNA-aligned cast film prepared from two different lengths
of DNA (ca. 0.2 and 10 µm per molecule), by measuring direct or alter-
nating currents on comb-type electrodes (5 µm distance between the two
electrodes) at different temperatures. The stretched DNA film (5×5 mm, 20±
5 µm) was put on a comb-type electrode plate, in which the distance be-
tween the two electrodes was 5 µm. The dc conductivity was measured with
an ampmeter (R8340A, Advantest Co., Tokyo) at 20 ◦C in a dry box. Typi-
cal results are shown in Fig. 12. When the stretched DNA film prepared from
long DNA strands (10 µm length, 30 000 bps) was put on the comb-type elec-
trodes (5 µm distance) with the DNA strand axis aligned perpendicular to the
electrodes, large ohmic currents (0–0.7 mA) were observed that increased lin-
early with increasing applied voltage in the range of – 0.5 to + 0.5 V (Fig. 12a).
The conductivity was calculated from the slope to be 5 × 10–3 S cm–1. The
currents were constant during measurements and did not reduce for at least
10 min.

On the contrary, when the same film prepared from the long DNA strands
was placed with DNA strands aligned parallel to the two electrodes, elec-
tric current was hardly observed even at a voltage up to 100 mV (less than
0.001 mA or 10–6 S cm–1, data not shown) [46–48]. When the DNA-aligned
film prepared from the short DNA molecules (0.2 µm length, 500 bps) was
aligned perpendicular to the electrodes, very small ohmic currents (0–1 µA,
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10–6 S cm–1) were observed depending on the applied voltage, and the cur-
rent diminished immediately (within 5 s; Fig. 12b). The constant, large, and
ohmic currents along the long DNA strands indicate the electron conduction
along the DNA strands aligned in the film, since one 10 µm DNA molecule
can be expected to bridge the distance of 5 µm between the two electrodes in
the film. On the contrary, the short 0.2 µm DNA could not bridge the two elec-
trodes (5 µm distance) and very small and immediately-diminished currents
were observed due to the rate-limiting diffusion of impurity ions between
intermolecular short DNA strands in the film.

Figure 13 shows temperature dependencies of Cole-Cole plots of DNA-
aligned cast film, in which DNA strands are placed perpendicular to the two
comb-type electrodes. Alternating currents were measured by using a univer-
sal impedance analyzer (Model 53131A, Hewlett Packard Co., Tokyo), changing
frequencies from 10 Hz to 10 MHz at 20–100 ◦C in the dry box. When the film
was prepared from the long DNA (10 µm molecular length), the apparent resis-
tances at the zero imaginary of impedance were constant (400 Ω) independent
of temperatures in the range 25 to 60 ◦C (Fig. 13a). When the film prepared
from the short DNA (0.2 µm length) was employed, in which DNA molecules
can not bridge the two electrodes (5 µm distance), the resistance increased to
100–650 kΩ depending on the temperature applied (Fig. 13b).

The conductance (s) obtained from the resistance was plotted against
temperature in Fig. 14. The conductance obtained from the long DNA film
was 10–3 S cm–1 which is consistent with the result obtained by direct cur-
rent measurements in Fig. 12a, and was independent of temperatures in the
range 20 to 60 ◦C. On the contrary, the conductance of the short DNA film

Fig. 12 Direct currents of DNA-aligned films (5×5 mm, thickness 20±5 µm) on a comb-
type electrode (distance between the two electrodes: 5 µm) at 25 ◦C in a dry box. a The
film prepared from the long DNA strands (10 µm, 30 000 bps) and b the film prepared
from the short DNA strands (0.2 µm, 500 bps) placed perpendicular to the two electrodes
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Fig. 13 Cole-Cole plots (10 Hz to 10 MHz frequencies) of alternating currents of the DNA
aligned film placed perpendicular to the comb-type electrodes (5 µm distance). a The film
prepared from the long DNA molecules (10 µm, 30 000 bps) and b the film prepared from
the short DNA molecules (0.2 µm, 500 bps)

Fig. 14 Temperature dependence of alternating conductivities of a the film prepared from
the long DNA molecules (10 µm, 30 000 bps) and b the film prepared from the short DNA
molecules (0.2 µm, 500 bps)

was very small and increased linearly with increasing temperature (10–7 to
10–5 S cm–1). Thus, the temperature-independent conductance of the long
DNA film indicates again electron conductance along intramolecular DNA
strands. The temperature-dependent conductance of the short DNA film
shows the small ionic transportation between short DNA molecules.
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Barton and other workers reported that photo-induced electron trans-
fer between donors and acceptors intercalated into DNA strands could be
observed in homogeneous aqueous solution [32–34, 49, 50]. We could also
observe anisotropic photo-induced electron transfer mediated by interca-
lated dye molecules through aligned DNA strands in the film. When the
aligned DNA film (20×10 mm, 30±5 µm thickness) was soaked in an aque-
ous solution (10–3 M) of acridine orange (AO, λmax = 440 nm) for a day
at room temperature, the transparent DNA film turned orange (470 nm),
and the aqueous solution became colorless. Adsorbed dye molecules have
been confirmed from polarized absorption spectra to be intercalated be-
tween base-pairs and to be aligned perpendicular to DNA strands in the
film. Intercalated dyes could not be readily removed from the film after
soaking and washing with water for a day. One AO molecule was calculated
from absorption measurements of these films to intercalate per ca. 10 base
pairs.

After drying the film completely in a vacuum for several days, a pho-
tocurrent was observed using the same electrode setup shown in Fig. 15,
with pulsed irradiation of light above 380 nm using a 150 W xenon lamp
(Hamamatsu Photonics). As shown in Fig. 15, a large ohmic photocurrent
was observed when DNA strands were aligned perpendicular, but not paral-

Fig. 15 Photo-induced current of aligned-DNA films (20× 10 mm, thickness: 30 ±5 µm)
in which one acridine orange intercalates per ca. 10 base-pairs. a At 0.01 V, b 0.05 V, and
c 0.1 V of applied voltage to the comb electrodes, in which the DNA strands are aligned
perpendicular to the two electrodes. d DNA strands in the film placed parallel to the
two electrodes at 0.1 V applied voltage. The pulse light above 380 nm was irradiated from
a 150 W xenon lamp at 25 ◦C
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lel, to the two electrodes. Photocurrents increased linearly (0–0.22 µA) with
increasing applied voltage up to 0.1 V. This photocurrent was reproducible
through at least ten continuous experiments. Dark currents along the AO-
intercalated DNA strands (20 µA at 0.1 V) were five times larger than that
of the DNA film without intercalators (4 µA at 0.1 V). Thus, the total cur-
rent (20 + 0.2 µA at 0.1 V) increased by about 1% using photo irradiation.
When the unstretched film was employed, both dark- and photocurrents were
hardly affected by the AO intercalation. When the DNA-lipid film was pre-
pared from a single strand poly(dA) and soaked in the aqueous solution of
AO, dyes did not intercalate (adsorb) into the film and the resulting photocur-
rent was hardly detectable. These results indicate that photocurrents pass
through stacked base-pairs of the aligned DNA strands in the film [42–45].
Photo-induced current along the DNA strand was calculated to be 7 µA cm–2,
which is fairly large compared to 0.5–1 µA for fullerene-containing conven-
tional polymer films [51].

7
Summary

The DNA-lipid complex was soluble in an organic solution and formed double
helical structures whose conformation could be changed reversibly depend-
ing on the water content. In the self-standing cast film of the DNA-lipid
complex, DNA strands could be aligned in one direction simply by stretch-
ing the cast film. The conformation of the DNA strands could be changed
reversibly even in the film state dependent on the moisture content. Water
molecules are shown to be important for the formation of the B-structure of
DNA even in organic solvents and in film.

The DNA-aligned thin film could also be obtained with the LB method, in
which anionic DNA strands were transferred with cationic monolayers at the
interface using vertical dipping method. DNA was aligned along the dipping
directions.

We have observed both dark and photo-induced one-dimensional cur-
rents along DNA strands aligned in the flexible film. The DNA-lipid film, in
which aligned rod-like strands with hairy alkyl side chains occur, shows ther-
motropic liquid crystal properties.

The aligned-DNA, transparent, self-standing, and flexible film is of inter-
est as a new naturally-occurring functional material, as well as an anisotropic
conductive film. For example, the DNA-lipid film is effective as an adsorp-
tion filter of carcinogens such as acridine orange and ethidium bromide. The
aligned-DNA film also shows polarization of light.
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Abstract The immobilization of nucleic acids onto substrates in array fabrication is
a complex process involving three major steps: (i) the chemical modification of the ar-
rayed material in such a fashion that it can interact with complementary functionalities
present on the substrate to form a stable bond; (ii) the coating of the support surface
with adequate functional groups to allow specific binding and prevent nonspecific ad-
sorption of the material to be arrayed; and (iii) the use of a delivery system that brings
small quantities of the arrayed material to specific positions on the surface.

Different types of nucleic acids or their analogues (cDNA, oligonucleotides or peptide
nucleic acids), supports (silica, gold, polymeric membranes and gels), surface activation
chemistries (organosilanes, thiols) and patterning tools can be used for these purposes
and will be described in this review.

Keywords DNA immobilization · Surface chemistry · Surface activation · Patterning ·
DNA arrays

1
An Introduction to DNA Arrays

DNA arrays are addressable assemblies of nucleotide sequences tethered to
a solid surface, each of which represents a single gene, splice variant, or
other DNA element. These tools permit scientists and clinicians the possi-
bility of studying the expression of many genes in parallel and, as a con-
sequence, genes which are over- or under-expressed can be identified in
diseased cells, or in response to drug treatments. In this context, cancers
can be graded with unprecedented precision, meaning that one day patients
could see individually tailored drug regimens. Finally, DNA arrays can be
used to rapidly sequence genomes, or to genotype single nucleotide polymor-
phisms [1].

A typical DNA array fabrication and application process involves three
major steps. First, nucleic acids (the capture sequences or probes) are im-
mobilized at discrete positions on surface activated substrates. Secondly, the
resulting array is hybridized with a complex mixture of fluorescently la-
belled nucleic acids (the target), and thirdly subsequent to hybridization,
the fluorescent markers are detected using a high-resolution scanning laser
that quantifies the interaction. This chapter focuses on the first of these
processes and provides the reader with an overview of substrates, surface
activation methods and delivery systems available for nucleic acid immobi-
lization.
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2
Processes and Materials Involved
in the Immobilization of Nucleic Acids onto Surfaces

The immobilization of nucleic acids (NA) onto substrates in array fabrica-
tion involves three major steps (Fig. 1): (i) the chemical modification of the
arrayed material in such a fashion that it can interact with complementary
functionalities present on the substrate to form a stable bond; (ii) the coating
of the support surface with adequate functional groups to allow specific bind-
ing and prevent nonspecific adsorption of the arrayed material; and (iii) the
use of a delivery system that brings small quantities of the arrayed material
to specific positions on the surface [2, 3].

In principle, one could take advantage of any kind of molecular interac-
tion (electrostatic, H-bonding, covalent, etc.) to immobilize NAs onto sur-
faces, provided that the substrate and arrayed material carry the appropri-
ate functionalities. However, in reality the surface chemistries and mechan-
isms employed in substrate modification are limited. In some cases coupling
molecules (cross-linkers) are necessary to increase the affinity (or reactivity)
of the interacting groups.

The final performance of the immobilized NA probes in the hybrid cap-
ture of target molecules (sensitivity and discrimination) is strongly depen-
dent upon a number of parameters related to the immobilization process.
These include: (i) the chemical and physical properties of the surface, since
they can influence nonspecific binding of target and nontarget (in mixtures)
molecules; (ii) the distance between the immobilized NA probes and the solid
surface and the orientation of the immobilized probe; (iii) the density of the

Fig. 1 Representation of the different components participating in the immobilization of
NA onto a substrate: the solid support, a surface activating molecule, a cross-linker and
the NA probe
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probes arrayed on the surface which can limit its sensitivity; and (iv) the
sequence and length of the immobilized NAs.

All these issues will be addressed in the following sections.

3
The Arrayed Material

Different types of NA probes can be used in the fabrication of DNA arrays:
complementary DNA (cDNA), oligonucleotides (OND) and peptide nucleic
acids (PNA).

The principal physical characteristic of cDNA and ONDs to be taken into
account when immobilizing them onto a surface for array applications, is
their polyionic nature, which is a consequence of the acid-base behavior
of their constituent nucleotides (Fig. 2). In nucleotides, the phosphate unit
looses one proton at pH = 1, and a second proton at pH = 7, whereas the
bases and pentoses remain uncharged within the range 5 < pH < 9. This
gives a net negative charge of the DNA or OND molecule under physio-
logical conditions. This can be advantageous if NAs are to be immobilized
onto positively charged surfaces. Alternatively, NAs can be immobilized onto
negatively charged surfaces in concentrated salt solutions (chaotropic condi-
tions), where there is a shielding effect provided by the positively charged
ions present in solution [4].

Immobilization by electrostatic interaction results in a tight association of
the NA backbone with the surface that may leave part of the molecule in an
unfavorable conformation for its subsequent hybridization with complemen-
tary sequences. This could result in a loss of hybridization efficiency and is
the primary reason why this method is recommended principally if the ar-
rayed material is available in large quantities and its price is not an issue
for consideration. Alternatively, this method can also be used if the NA does
not possess specific chemical functionalities which can be used in other more
directed immobilization strategies (e.g. covalent bonding).

Electrostatic immobilization is often employed when cDNA is used for ar-
ray production, as this material, usually a product of the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), is available in relatively large amounts at low cost.

Fig. 2 States of protonation of the nucleotide adenosine 5′-phosphate depending on the
pH of the solution
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ONDs are synthetic molecules produced in the laboratory and their im-
mobilization to surfaces usually makes use of covalent bonds. They are con-
siderably more expensive than their cDNA counterparts and their cost in-
creases the expense of array fabrication. Specific groups involved in their
covalent immobilization to surfaces are introduced into the OND structure
during conventional automated synthesis via phosphoramidite derivatives.
Moieties that can be used in linking can be added at the 3′ or 5′ termi-
nus or at internal positions of the OND depending on the point within
the synthetic pathway at which they are introduced. Carboxylic and amine
functionalities are the modifications most frequently used, although alde-
hyde [5, 6], thiol [7, 8], oxyamino [9, 10] or biotin [11] modifications are
alternatives. ONDs have also been modified with octyl alkyl chains for im-
mobilization via Van der Waals interactions with hydrophobic surfaces [12]
and with metal-complexing groups like benzotriazol for attachment to Cu or
Ag surfaces [13]. Post-synthesis modification of the OND is also possible, like
silanization [14, 15], bioconjugation to carbohydrates that bind to surfaces
via molecular recognition mechanisms [16] or bioconjugation to cationic

Fig. 3 Immobilization of ONDs to a surface through spacers derived from glycol syn-
thons with different lengths [ethylenglycol (1), diethyleneglycol (2), and triethyleneglycol
(3)] [18]. The optimum spacer length for a maximum hybridization efficiency varies with
the chemical composition of the spacer. In the example given the main difference between
the spacers is their charge density, which decreases in the order 1 > 2 > 3 and suggests
that the introduction of negatively charged groups in the spacer diminishes the yield of
hybridization. This may be as a consequence of repulsive forces between the spacer and
the target sequence when the latter approaches the support surface
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lipids via electrostatic interactions that may bind to surfaces through their
hydrophobic tails [17].

Attachment of one of the ends of the OND to a solid phase introduces
a steric constraint to hybridization which is not encountered when consid-
ering molecules free in a solution. This effect can be minimized if a spacer
is introduced between the linking group and the 3′ or 5′ terminus of the
OND. The spacer can be of virtually any desired length and possess a variety
of chemical characteristics, i.e. it can be rigid or flexible, hydrophilic or hy-
drophobic, charged or neutral. In this context, studies have been conducted
of the influence of the type and length of the spacer on the final perform-
ance of the immobilized OND. It has been observed that by increasing the
spacer length a 150-fold increase in the efficiency of hybridization may be
achieved [18]. Interestingly, there is an optimum spacer length beyond which
hybridization efficiency declines, possibly because the ONDs “dissolve” in the
spacer itself and become less accessible to the target. The optimum spacer
length depends on the particular chemical structure of the spacer (see Fig. 3
for optimum spacer lengths which have been reported for various spacer ar-
chitectures).

Other authors have also observed an enhancement in hybridization effi-
ciencies when using dT spacers of increasing lengths [19, 20] in NA capture
experiments. The magnitude of this enhancement is also dependent on the
length of the probe. Figure 4 shows that efficiency increases for 50 to 70mer
probes, but no significant improvement is observed for long OND probes (100
to 150mer). For 25mers much longer spacers are required to show a signifi-
cant effect.

Fig. 4 Effect of spacer length on the mean hybridization intensity at five probe lengths.
The basic single spacer unit had a length equivalent to a dT3 OND, so the scale is based
on the equivalent number of nucleotides. Intensities were normalized to the intensity
obtained using the 25mer probe with no added spacer [20]
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Recent studies have indicated that the base composition of the OND can
affect the efficiency of its ability to bind to a surface. This is most probably
a consequence of the different affinity that each base shows for any par-
ticular surface [21–24]. This has been clearly demonstrated in adsorption
studies using homo-ONDs (unmodified and thiol modified) onto gold sur-
faces [23, 24]. It was observed that unmodified homo-ONDs adsorb on gold
with relative affinities A > C ≥ G > T (Figs. 5 and 6). When performing com-
petitive adsorption experiments with unmodified and thiol modified ONDs,

Fig. 5 FTIR spectra of ssDNA films adsorbed onto gold surfaces from aqueous solutions.
Reference spectra for films of individual 5-mer homo-ONDs are shown along with spec-
tra following competitive adsorption from their equimolar mixtures. The corresponding
surface density, n, is indicated for each of the homo-ONDs (1014 OND cm–2) [23]
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Fig. 6 Average coverage of unmodified (hatched bars) and thiol-modified (solid bars)
homo-OND films after one hour adsorption onto gold surfaces in 1 M KH2PO4. The ratio
between both bars indicates the ability of nonspecific binding to interfere with specific
thiol binding for each sequence, i.e. the relative strength of nonspecific adsorption for
each OND [24]

it was observed that the high adsorption affinity of oligo-dA allows it to com-
pete effectively against chemisorption of thiolated oligo-dT and even caused
the dissociation of oligo(dA)/oligo(dT) duplexes.

PNA oligomers are synthetic DNA mimics possessing an amide backbone
which are able to base pair with DNA and RNA in an anti-parallel fash-
ion (Fig. 7) [25]. The most interesting difference between DNA and PNA is
the neutral backbone possessed by PNA at physiological pH. Consequently
this leads to an increased stability of the duplexes they form with DNA and
PNA oligomers can therefore be shorter than corresponding ONDs when used

Fig. 7 Comparative structures of DNA and PNA
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as hybridization probes. In turn, mismatches have a more destabilizing ef-
fect, thus improving their discriminatory power. PNAs are also capable of
hybridizing to DNA samples under low or zero salt conditions, since no inter-
strand repulsion occurs as in the case between two negatively charged DNA
strands. In addition, PNAs are stable under acidic conditions and resistant to
both nucleases and proteases.

A number of chemical modifications and spacers for the covalent immo-
bilization of PNAs onto surfaces are already available [26]. The spacer at the
terminus of PNA strands has an additional function. Due to their uncharged
backbone, solubility of PNAs in water is sometimes a problem and there-
fore hydrophylic spacers (like polyethyleneglycol derivatives) are introduced
into the PNA structure not only for steric reasons, but also to avoid solubility
problems.

However, PNA chemistry is still rather expensive and for this reason its use
in arraying is still limited.

4
Substrates and Surface Modification Chemistries Involved

Classic solid phase substrates used in biotesting, such as microtiter plates,
membrane filters or microscope slides, have been the first supports used for
NA immobilization in array fabrication [27]. Desired attributes of any DNA
array substrate include: (i) chemical homogeneity; (ii) thermal and chemical
stability; (iii) ability to control surface chemical properties such as polarity
or hydrophobicity; (iv) ability to be activated with a wide range of chemical
functionalities; (v) reproducibility of the surface modification processes in-
volved; (vi) inert with respect to enzymatic activity especially ones involved
in DNA manipulation; and (vii) ultra-low intrinsic fluorescence.

4.1
Inorganic Flat Surfaces

4.1.1
The Silica Surface

Glass slides are the favored substrate for immobilizing probes for a number of
reasons: (i) availability; (ii) flatness, rigidity and transparency; (iii) resistance
to high temperature; (iv) the variety of surface chemical modifications pos-
sible; and (v) the nonporous nature of the glass surface [2, 28, 29]. Glass slides
as substrates for DNA arrays have undergone considerable commercial devel-
opment, and have been produced with highly uniform surface properties and
chemistries.
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Activation of the Si-OH Surface with Organosilanes

In the early stages of array development, glass slides were coated with poly-
l-lysine (PL) to promote the adsorption of cDNA. The positively charged PL
chain (pKa ∼ 9) adsorbs onto the negatively charged silica surface (pKa ∼ 2)
via electrostatic interactions. In a similar way, cDNA adheres to the PL surface
through electrostatic interactions between the PL ammonium groups and the
cDNAs negatively charged phosphate groups at physiological pH. Hybridiza-
tion with analyte DNA does not appear to disrupt this adhesion.

Alternatively, cDNA can be “cross-linked” onto PL surfaces by exposure
to UV light. This increases the stability of the cDNA-surface. Although the
underlying mechanism of this process is poorly understood, it is believed to
involve the creation of radicals that induce interchain cross-linking between
the thymidine residues of the DNA and the amino groups of the PL [30].

Covalent immobilization methods of NAs to a silica surface require its
chemical modification. Functionally inert surface silanols (Si – OH) need to
be transformed into reactive species to which the NAs can be attached irre-
versibly. To date, the main method for the attachment of biological moieties to
silica surfaces has involved substrate reaction with organofunctional silanes
of the general structure (RO)3Si(CH2)X, followed by the covalent attach-
ment of the biological molecule to the newly introduced functional group on
the surface [31, 32]. Examples of organofunctional silanes used this way in-
clude: (3-glycidoxypropyl)trimethoxysilane, (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane,

Fig. 8 Reagents for the derivatization of surfaces [35]
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aminophenyltrimethoxysilane, (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane, and ha-
loacetamidosilanes (see Fig. 8).

It is possible to use mixtures of organosilanes carrying different head-
groups for tailoring of surface properties. By doing so, issues like nonspecific
adsorption or crowding of the active surface functionalities can be addressed.
In order to find the best surface composition for the immobilization of the
ONDs it is necessary to perform systematic studies varying the silane concen-
trations and other reaction parameters. Examples of this kind of study with
mixtures of epoxy- and amine-silanes has been reported recently [33, 34].

In theory, the mechanism of silanization of surfaces with mono-, di-, or
trialkoxysilanes (either as one or multicomponent mixtures) is relatively sim-
ple: hydrolysis of the silane alkoxy groups yields hydroxyl groups that can
covalently interact with the silanol surface. However, in reality the situation
is much more complicated and the exact process of modification is still not
fully understood. It is thought that an initial step involves the rapid hydroly-
sis of the silane alkoxy groups to liberate silanols and release alcohols (Fig. 9).
The silanol groups then condense with the surface residues to form silox-
ane linkages. In the case of di- and trifunctional silanes, the presence of two
or three silanol residues in the hydrolysis product can lead to the possibil-
ity of multiple surface attachments, or to the possibility of polymerization in
solution prior to condensation with the solid substrate [36]. If this process
is not carefully optimized, this may lead to heterogeneous surface modifica-
tion. Post-silanization curing of the substrate has been shown to improve the
stability of silane films by cross-linking of free silanols.

A range of procedures have been described for the silanization of glass, in-
cluding approaches employing both elevated and room-temperature organic
phase, aqueous phase, vapor phase, and chemical vapor deposition of the
silane. However, little has been published with regard to the reliability and

Fig. 9 Silanization of silica surfaces with aminopropyl(triethoxysilane). In (i) the reactive
groups of the triethoxysilane are hydrolyzed by water, followed by condensation (ii) with
the surface and (iii) thermal curing of the film, which further cross-links the free silanol
groups
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reproducibility of silanization conditions, or how this might also affect NA
probe immobilization and hybridization efficiency. A significant contribution
to this subject has been described by Halliwell [37], who reported on the
influence of parameters like surface pretreatment, silane concentration, reac-
tion temperature, post-reaction treatment, reaction time and reaction solvent
in the modification of glass slides with mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane and
their use for DNA attachment and hybridization.

Two Methods for Increasing the Binding Capacity of Si-OH Surfaces

The density of active surface groups is one key factor that can influence
the number of NA probes which can be immobilized onto a specific surface
area and consequently the sensitivity of the array. On flat surfaces (eg. glass
slides) the surface density of active groups can be maximized by building
ordered monolayers (SAMs) where the surface activating molecules are sep-
arated by the minimum possible distance from their closest neighbors (eg.
self-assembled monolayers of functionalized thiols onto gold substrates, see
ahead). Other alternatives are the generation of a 3D structure onto the pla-
nar substrate by deposition of a colloidal silica film, or the use of dendritic
molecules as modification agents.

Dendrislides
Dendrimers are branched chemical structures which can possess a range
of terminal functionalities. Covalent attachment of dendrimers to a support
builds a 3D structure along its surface which can subsequently be grafted with
ligands which, as a consequence of the larger surface area, can yield higher
probe densities.

The dendritic structure can either be synthesized in-situ, by derivatiza-
tion of the surface with multifunctional linkers [38] or generated by direct
surface modification with the presynthesized branched structure [39–42]. In
general, the second strategy is preferred, since reactions performed directly
on the surface suffer from lower yields when compared with those performed
in solution, and therefore the density of activated groups at the surface using
the second method is higher. Results have indicated that dendrimer-modified
surfaces can generate a surface coverage with capture oligomers about two-
to sevenfold greater than that observed for the corresponding nonmodified
surface. In addition, experiments have suggested that hybridization of these
supports with complementary sequences occurs with greater efficiency prob-
ably as a consequence of decreased steric hindrance. However, it is worth
noting that a twofold increase in surface density may not balance the syn-
thetic effort involved in generating these dendrimer structures and therefore
the utility of this approach may be limited. The low increase in performance
efficiency suggests that many of the dendritically located capture sequences
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Fig. 10 a Scheme of dendrimer “generation 4” and b description of surface activation
to fix the dendrimers and immobilization method for covalent binding of NAs on the
activated glass surface [42]

Fig. 11 In-situ synthesized dendrimeric structure prepared from an aminosilanized sur-
face and multifunctional linkers [38]
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may be inaccessible due to steric crowding. See Figs. 10 and 11 for a represen-
tation of these structures.

Colloidal Silica Films
Colloidal silica films spin-coated onto a glass substrate constitute another
method to increase the surface area and therefore number of capture se-
quences which can be available for hybridization [43]. In this context, 0.3 µm
layers have been deposited from 20 wt % colloidal silica suspensions (particle
size 16 to 65 nm). Heating to 350 ◦C for four hours is required to render the
films stable (through partial sintering of the film with the underlying sub-
strate). The particles pack randomly with no noticeable short- or long-range
order.

DNA arrays have been synthesized on the resulting surfaces by photolitho-
graphic patterning, and the products performance in hybridization assays
compared to that of standard flat glass surfaces. The colloidal silica film
coated surfaces demonstrated equivalent performance to flat glass substrates
in terms of the efficiency of chemical synthesis and resolution of photolitho-
graphic patterning, and it appears that complementary DNA target sequences
are able to penetrate the porous layers. The result is an enhanced hybridiza-
tion signal that is 20 times higher than flat glass for a colloidal particle layer
that is 0.5 µm thick.

4.1.2
The Silicon Surface and its Activation with ω-functionalized Alkenes

Silicon wafers can act as substrates in the fabrication of DNA arrays. Chem-
ical functionalization of silicon surfaces is complicated by the fact that sil-
icon spontaneously oxidizes in air to produce an amorphous silica layer.

Fig. 12 Illustration of the chemistry employed for preparation of a modified Si(111)
surface. Firstly, a layer of alkenyl acid is bound to the surface by covalent attachment. Sec-
ondly, a layer of polylysine is electrostatically bound to the carboxylic activated surface
and finally the DNA is bound to the surface in a reaction mediated by sulfosuccinimidyl
4-(N-maleimidomethyl)-cyclohexane-1-carboxylate [27]
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Therefore, surface modification strategies for the formation of direct silicon-
carbon bonds require, first, a special pre-treatment of the silicon surface
to prevent oxidation and, second, an activation of the silicon surface for
subsequent reaction with organic moieties. This has been achieved by treat-
ment of the silicon surface with hydrofluoric acid to generate a hydrogen-
terminated Si(111) surface, which can further react with unsaturated ω-
functionalized alkenes in the presence of UV irradiation or by thermal acti-
vation [27, 44, 45]. Using this method, carboxylic acid modified silicon sub-
strates have been successfully generated and coupled to thiol modified ONDs
via a polylysine/sulfosuccinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)-cyclohexane-1-
carboxylate coupling (Fig. 12).

4.1.3
Gold-Coated Surfaces: Self-Assembled Monolayers of Thiols

Gold surfaces have been extensively used in biosensing applications and of-
fer the advantage of being easily activated with SAMs of ω-functionalized
thiols. The chemistry of the gold-thiol interface is well-known and is much
easier to control than organosilane chemistry. For this reason and for particu-
lar applications, gold-coated glass slides are used in the generation of DNA
patterned surfaces. However, a significant additional cost is involved in the
gold-coating, which must be considered when thinking of using this method
in routine applications.

By choosing the appropriate head-group functionality of the thiol, SAMs
of different chemical nature can be generated (carboxylic and amine are the
most frequently used examples). Modified ONDs can be attached to these
SAMs using common coupling methods [46], or thiolated ONDs can be di-
rectly attached to the gold surface.

SAMs of thiols (and thiol-modified ONDs) can be highly ordered and
densely packed, improving the availability of active surface groups (and cap-
ture probes) for binding and hybridization. However, dense packing may not
always be advantageous in DNA hybrid capture. Steric hindrance effects can
occur if the immobilized capture probes are too close together.

Two methods have been used to control and optimize surface group
density and distribution for maximum hybridization efficiency. If a pas-
sive molecule is co-adsorbed during the surface modification process, e.g. in
the competitive co-adsorption of mercaptohexanol and thiol-modified ONDs
onto gold substrates to form mixed SAMs, the resulting probe density can be
controlled by varying the amount of time that the solid support is exposed to
the mixture, or by varying the relative concentrations of the mixture’s com-
ponents. Another approach is to immobilize dsONDs instead of ssONDs. If
these are then denatured, after surface attachment, a surface patterning is
obtained which permits sufficient spacing of the capture ONDs for entry of
complementary target sequences [47].
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Mixed SAMs also possess utility in minimizing nonspecific DNA bind-
ing to surfaces [48, 49]. In this context “repelling molecules” (mainly thi-
ols modified with noncharged hydrophilic polymers like polyethylene gly-
col, polyvinylpyrrolidone, polyvinyl alcohol, dextrans or hyaluronic acid)
can be co-adsorbed with the capture sequences which lowers the affinity
of NA for the surface, therefore increasing the efficiency of the specific hy-
brid capture of the target sequence. Mixed SAMs of DNA-functionalized thi-
ols and triethyleneglycol-terminated thiols have already been fabricated and
used [49].

4.2
Polymeric Flat Surfaces

4.2.1
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

The recent implementation of microfluidic platforms in the fabrication of
DNA chips has focused attention onto the polymeric materials that can be
used in the construction of such devices. In this regard, PDMS is probably
the most important mainly because its use in the fabrication of such chips is
exceedingly easy, it seals well to a wide range of materials, and is optically
transparent. Polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) can also be used in a similar
fashion [50].

PDMS in its native form does not possess reactive groups that can be used
for the covalent attachment of NAs [51]. However, the PDMS surface can be
plasma induced oxidized and then functionalized with organosilanes carry-
ing the desired head group. For example, a PDMS surface has been modi-
fied with 3-mercaptotrimethoxysilane to yield a thiol-terminated surface, to
which a 5′-acrylamide modified DNA has been covalently attached [52]. See
Fig. 13 for a representation of the PDMS surface-modification process.

Fig. 13 PDMS surface modification [52]
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4.2.2
Polypyrrole

Polypyrrol is a polymeric support that can be used in immobilization of
ONDs to surfaces. The generation of polypyrrol films can be by electrochem-
ical co-polymerization of pyrrole and pyrrole-modified ONDs onto platinum
electrodes. The polymer forms a black and insoluble film that is electrically
conducting and whose thickness depends on the current used during the
polymerization process (Fig. 14). The final surface density of the OND can be
controlled by the ratio of pyrrole/OND being polymerized [53–55].

Fig. 14 Structure of OND-modified polypyrrol film

4.3
Membranes

The term membrane encompasses a wide range of potential substrates that
can be used for the immobilization of NAs. It includes traditional polymeric
“cast membranes”, such as nitrocellulose, nylon or polypropylene, and also
innovations such as ceramic or track-etched materials (alumina membranes).
Membranes as substrates in DNA array fabrication can possess advantages
over other surfaces: their surface area can be much greater (200% more in cast
membranes and 500% more in aluminium membranes) than certain other
alternatives. This is primarily a consequence of their possession of pores.

4.3.1
Nitrocellulose and Nylon

The first membrane used for NA immobilization was nitrocellulose. Its prin-
cipal advantages were its availability and familiarity with its chemical and
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physical characteristics. However, it is friable (unless cast on a polyester back-
ing) and possesses a lower binding capacity than other membranes. NAs are
believed to bind to nitrocellulose membranes by means of hydrophobic inter-
actions [28].

Latterly, nylon has been promoted as a substrate for NA immobilization as
a consequence of its greater physical strength and binding capacity, and the
wider range of available surface chemistries it can offer (neutral, positively,
and negatively charged nylon membranes are available) which can improve
NA attachment. Immobilization of NAs on nylon membranes can be medi-
ated in various ways (electrostatic interaction, UV cross-linking or chemical
reaction) and the attachment is generally more stable than that to nitrocel-
lulose. However, charged nylon membranes usually display a much higher
nonspecific background in detection systems than nitrocellulose.

Membranes can also be made of charge-modified polyvinylidenedifluo-
ride binding NAs through electrostatic interaction of the positively charged
groups of the membrane polymer with the phosphate backbone of the NA.

Nitrocellulose and nylon membranes have been widely used in the pro-
duction of macroarrays (arrays with probe sites of diameter 0.5 to 1 mm),
but not so much in the production of microarrays (feature size of 25 to
200 µm) because of a lack of spot resolution (see Sect. 5.2, Spotting of Cap-
ture Probes). These membranes exhibit lateral wicking characteristics and
the probe therefore tends to spread out from the point of application. Cast-
ing of these membranes onto the surface of glass slides is a solution to this
problem [28].

4.3.2
Polypropylene

Polypropylene (PP) is a hydrophobic and chemically inert polymer which
needs to be activated in order to be functional as a support for NA immobi-
lization. Typically, PP membranes are aminated by exposure to an ammonia
plasma generated by radiofrequency plasma discharge. Once aminated, the
PP membranes can be reacted with derivatized ONDs using common coup-
ling methods [56–58].

4.3.3
Anodic Alumina

Membranes have been developed that possess improved characteristics with
respect to their lateral wicking and spot resolution. The best example of this
type of material is anodically oxidized alumina whose structure consists of
pores, with very little material forming the walls, possessing a surface area
ratio of approximately 500 : 1. The benefits of this material are its higher
sensitivity (more immobilized capture probe) and higher probe densities.
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However, these membranes tend to be very friable and their fragility may
limit their potential for use as substrates for microarray fabrication.

The immobilization of NAs onto these membranes is usually achieved
through electrostatic interactions of the NA and surface under chaotropic
conditions. However, chemical activation of the membrane by silanization is
also possible and would allow covalent linkage of NAs to the support surface.

4.4
Polymeric Gels

Polymeric gels (mainly polyacrylamide and polysaccharides) have been also
used as substrates for the attachment of NAs. These materials represent three-
dimensional hydrophilic matrices through which the biomolecules can dif-
fuse and interact. Polymeric gels cannot be used as substrates for DNA array
production without their previous immobilization to a solid support (usually
a glass slide) in the form of pads. This fixation can be stabilized covalently or
electrostatically, depending on the type of gel and the support involved.

In theory, this kind of substrate permits the immobilization of large
amounts of NA probe due to the greatly enhanced surface area of their
3D structure, providing the potential for enhanced sensitivity compared
to planar substrates. However, the kinetics and the physical processes in-
volved in the immobilization of NAs to this kind of substrate are differ-
ent to those involved in their attachment to planar surfaces and therefore,
whether a gel structure is a real advantage for a particular application may be
questionable.

The kinetics of the immobilization of a NA onto a polymeric gel depends
in part upon the diffusion of the probe through the gel structure. The rate of
this process is determined by the viscosity of the gel and the possible non-
specific interactions that occur between the NA and the polymeric matrix.
On the contrary, considering planar substrates, NAs have direct access to the
surface active groups for their attachment and the immobilization process
proceeds more rapidly. The same principles are relevant when considering
the hybridization and washing processes involved in using these materials
in applications. These are generally slower when diffusion of the reactants
comes into play in gel systems.

4.4.1
Polyacrylamide Gels

Conventionally, solutions of acrylamide or other acrylic monomers, or mix-
tures of them, can be photopolymerized onto flat glass surfaces which have
previously been derivatized with acrylic groups to promote covalent and
robust binding of the gel (e.g. by reaction with 3-(triethoxysilylpropyl)acryla-
mide) [59]. Irradiation of the substrate occurs through a mask, so that poly-
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merization occurs only in the irradiated regions, leading to the formation of
arrays of polyacrylamide “gel pads”.

In a second step, the gel is functionalized for NA attachment. Common
methods for polyacrylamide gel functionalization are based on the treatment
of the polymerized support with reagents such as hydrazine or ethylenedi-
amine. These treatments generate amine groups in the gel that can react
with amine-modified ONDs via glutaraldehyde coupling, or directly with ox-
idized DNA probes (Fig. 15). Alternatively, the functional groups may be
introduced by copolymerization reactions (e.g. co-polymerization with N-
hydroxysuccinimide acrylic or oxirane acrylic derivatives) [59].

The capacity for 3D immobilization of acrylamide gels with ONDs
has been reported to be at least 100 times superior to that of planar
substrates [60].

Fig. 15 Chemistry of immobilization of OND probes into polyacrylamide gel pads
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4.4.2
Chitosan

Chitosan (Fig. 16) is an amino-modified natural polysaccharide that can be also
used as a polymeric gel for the covalent binding of OND probes [61]. Chitosan
offers several advantages for NA immobilization. Its pH responsive proper-
ties allow it to be easily immobilized onto glass slides for the construction of
arrays. Specifically, chitosan is soluble at low pH, when its amine groups are
protonated, but becomes insoluble when the pH is raised above its pKa (≈ 6.3).
Chitosan films are also transparent in the UV and visible regions of the light
spectrum and thus have little effect on most optical detection methods. Also,
chitosan’s amine groups are more reactive in aqueous environments compared
to other polyamines because of the low pKa value possessed by the primary
amine (6.3 for chitosan vs. 10.5 for polylysine). Finally, other advantages of
chitosan are that it is safe, abundant and inexpensive.

Fig. 16 Structure of chitosan

Amino-modified ONDs have been covalently immobilized to chitosan and
their ability to hybridize with complementary fluorescent sequences has re-
cently been demonstrated [61]. An appreciable nonspecific binding of OND
to the chitosan matrix was observed as a consequence of electrostatic inter-
action between the polyphosphate backbone and the amine groups of the
chitosan. This effect is reduced when glutaraldehyde is used as the coup-
ling system, as in this case the amines are replaced by noncharged aldehyde
groups. Alternatively, nonspecific adsorption can be reduced by washing with
MgCl2 and urea. Divalent cations (Mg2+) stabilize the negatively charged
OND backbone, removing electrostatic nonspecific interactions between chi-
tosan and NAs. Urea on the other hand, interrupts hydrogen bonds between
the OND and the chitosan [61].

4.4.3
Activated Dextrans

Dextrans are another class of carbohydrates that can be used as polymeric
gels for the immobilization of NAs [62]. In their native form, dextrans cannot
interact electrostatically or covalently with NAs and therefore must be acti-
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Fig. 17 Activation of dextran substrates with aspartic acid to reduce nonspecific adsorp-
tion [62]

vated so as to possess chemical functional groups before being used for such
purposes. However, dextran hydroxyl groups can interact through H-bonding
with NA backbones and consequently promote nonspecific adsorption of
NAs, a less desirable property.

One way to reduce this nonspecific binding involves the modification of
the dextran matrix to possess negatively charged species that will repel the
negatively charged NA backbone. This has been achieved by oxidation of the
chitosan hydroxyl groups to aldehydes and reaction of these groups with as-
partic acid (Fig. 17). The aldehyde groups can be also used to fix the dextran to
aminated glass supports to build a stable substrate. The same functionalization
can be also used for the covalent attachment of amino-modified ONDs.

4.5
Other Substrates: Optical Fibers and Encoded Microspheres

All of the supports discussed previously can be used in the fabrication of
flat (“positional”) DNA arrays. New approaches to fabricating and apply-
ing arrays are continuously being developed, some of which do not rely on
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the spatial location of the NA probe onto a particular substrate. Among
these alternative approaches, optical fibers and microspheres have been
used as supports for the fabrication of fiber-optic and suspension arrays,
respectively.

Optical fibers (3 to 10 µm diameter) consisting of a glass core surrounded
by a cladding material can be selectively etched on one end to form a mi-
crowell capable of hosting molecular species if modified with suitable surface
chemistries [63]. Like any other glass surface, optical fibers are functional-
ized by treatment with organosilanes, whose head groups can be used to
immobilize NAs [31]. By fusing thousands of individual optical fibers into
a densely packed bundle, an “array” of NA-modified optical fibers can be
constructed.

Suspension arrays are based on addressable nano- or micrometric beads of
various chemical natures (polymeric, silica, gold) and architectures (uniform
composition, core-shell particles) to which NAs can be immobilized by means
of activating chemistries similar to those described for flat supports [64, 65]
depending on the composition of the particles’ outmost layer.

5
Patterning Techniques for the Delivery of Materials to the Substrate

The number of probe sites (features) per unit surface area in a DNA array re-
flects its information density and versatility in terms of parallel analysis of
different sequences. In order to maximize these parameters, the features and
their spacing in the array should be as small as possible, while retaining full
sensitivity and discrimination in terms of detection. Decreasing the size of
the features has the additional advantage of reducing the amount of target
sample required for analysis in the application.

Different patterning techniques have been used in the fabrication of DNA
arrays and are discussed in the following section.

5.1
In-situ Synthesis of Capture Probes

Arrays with short ONDs (15 to 25mers) can be manufactured by in situ OND
synthesis onto the substrate. In order to get arrays with a high number of dif-
ferent OND sequences onto the same support, each specific sequence must be
synthesized onto a defined area of the surface. Three different strategies have
been used to achieve this: (i) photochemical deprotection of nucleotide pre-
cursors by site-selective irradiation through a mask (photolithographic); (ii)
ink-jet delivery of nucleotide precursors (ink-jetting); and (iii) physical con-
finement of nucleotide precursors using intersecting channels and chambers
in a microfluidics device. These are described below.
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5.1.1
Photolithographic

In-situ photofabrication of OND arrays involves light-directed, spatially ad-
dressable, parallel (combinatorial) chemical synthesis [35, 43, 66–68]. A sur-
face, usually a silicon wafer or a glass slide, is coated with linker molecules

Fig. 18 Light directed OND synthesis onto substrates. a The patterning is mediated by
photolabile groups (eg. Nitroveratryl, Nvoc) which protect the surface active groups. Light
is directed through a mask to deprotect and activate selected sites, and protected nu-
cleotides couple to the activated sites. The process is repeated, activating different sets
of sites and coupling different bases allowing arbitrary DNA probes to be constructed at
each site. In b the patterning is mediated by irradiation of a photoresist layer spin-coated
onto the functionalized substrate. Irradiation through a mask removes the photoresist
layer from selected places and allows coupling of nucleotides on those sites with surface
functional groups
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that bear photoremovable protecting groups or that are covered by a photore-
sist layer (Fig. 18). The pattern of irradiation (dictated by masks) deprotects
(or removes photoresist from) certain regions, which are coupled to nu-
cleotide monomer units that are exposed. The process is repeated to build
up different sequences at different sites. This method enables 4n different
sequences of length n to be prepared in 4 × n chemical steps. Using this
method OND arrays of 1.6 cm2 bearing up to 400 000 distinct probe sites
have been prepared. In principle, the minimum feature size in these arrays
is dictated by the wavelength of the irradiation source (“diffraction limit”).
However, in practice current technologies have only produced features down
to 25 µm.

The in-situ photolithography strategy has the advantage of generating ar-
rays possessing the highest feature density and accuracy and reproducibility
in application. However, the strategy also has some drawbacks. The effective
maximum length of the immobilized ONDs is restricted to 25mers as a conse-
quence of the efficiency of their synthesis, and the fact that “failed” sequences
cannot be removed from the support’s surface. In addition, light-sensitive
deprotection reactions involve expensive chemistry and special, costly clean
rooms are required for the fabrication of such arrays [69]. For these reasons,
in-situ photolithographic synthesized OND arrays are not easily customizable
and their price restricts their use in research labs.

These drawbacks may be overcome in the near future, if the promise of
bench-top synthesizers that allow the in situ synthesis of OND arrays is real-
ized [70]. These devices make use of a more flexible technology that replaces
the chrome masks with virtual masks generated on a computer, which are re-
layed to a digital micromirror array. In this way OND arrays containing more
than 76 000 features measuring 16 µm2 have been constructed [70].

PNAs can be also synthesized in situ in a parallel manner by using the
so-called SPOT method [71, 72]. Decamer PNA strands have already demon-
strated sufficient selectivity and stability in screening assays compared to
ONDs [26]. The number of steps in SPOT array fabrication is therefore sub-
stantially less than that for OND arrays.

5.1.2
Ink-jetting

This method for in-situ synthesis of ONDs involves the delivery of small
amounts of the synthesis reagents to the appropriate sites on the substrate
using technology similar to that involved in ink-jet printing. Droplets of be-
tween 30 to 100 µL of nucleotide phosphoramidite reagents are projected
through a nozzle as a consequence of a piezoelectric impulse to create synthe-
sis sites about 50 µm in diameter on the support surface. A complete synthesis
cycle starts by delivering the first phosphoramidite monomer to each probe
site on a support modified with hydroxyl groups. The entire support is then
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Fig. 19 Basic steps in a cycle of nucleotide addition by the phosphoramidite method in-
situ synthesis using ink-jetting. DMTr = dimethoxytrityl group

rinsed to remove excess reagent and then treated with acid to deprotect the 5′
terminus (detritylation) of the growing OND in preparation for the next
round of synthesis. Figure 19 shows the basic chemistry involved in these
steps. Up to 100 000 different ONDs of up to 60 bases in length have been im-
mobilized onto a 75 mm diameter silicon wafer and used in hybridization to
target sequences [73].

The surface tension between the support surface and the solvent used are
crucial factors influencing this method, since they determine (together with
the volume of the droplet delivered) the dimensions of the feature ultimately
produced. In principle, polar solvents and hydrophobic surfaces should be
employed to minimize the drop diameter in contact with the surface. How-
ever, the hydrophobicity of the surface is limited by the fact that it must
also have reactive groups to which the phosphoramidite nucleotide can be-
come conjugated. Hydrophobic surface coatings containing exposed hydroxyl
groups and propylene carbonate solvent have been already used for such pur-
poses [73]. Alternatively, the surface may be patterned with “reactive” wells
surrounded by hydrophobic regions (perfluorinated or alkyl chains) in order
to “localize” the droplets by virtue of surface tension effects [74].

5.1.3
Reagent Confinement in Microchannels

Flooding nucleotide precursors through orthogonally intersecting channels
has been used to make arrays of ONDs of any desired length [28]. This
procedure does not require the use of expensive photoremovable groups.
However, the fact that the microfluidics capillary system requires a very ac-
curate control of the volumes of reagents delivered, and that the patterning
technology required for its fabrication is not particularly economic, makes
this approach not particularly attractive currently [75–77].

5.2
Spotting of Capture Probes

As an alternative to in-situ synthesis of DNA arrays, presynthesized OND ma-
terial can be delivered onto specific positions of flat surfaces by means of
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different delivery systems. Spotting cDNA or OND (50 to 120mers) solutions
onto a surface can involve either bringing a “pin” or needle into contact with
the surface (printing technology) or projecting a liquid droplet from a jet
nozzle under pressure (ink-jetting technology). Usually multiple pins or jets
integrated in a printhead are used to speed up array production. Using these
techniques, arrays consisting of more than 30 000 spots can be fitted onto
the surface of a conventional microscope slide with typical spot sizes being
between 75 to 500 µm in diameter.

A quality issue in spotting is the inhomogeneous immobilization of the
cDNA or ONDs within each spot that can arise as a consequence of solvent
evaporation; the so-called “doughnut effect”. Means to avoid this problem
involve controlling environmental conditions during deposition (relative hu-
midity) and changing the wettability properties of the drop by using a differ-
ent solvent mixture for the solution. Another issue is the spread out of the
spot once it is delivered on the surface. This can be avoided by modification
of the surface with hydrophobic coating agents, which can lead to an increase
in surface tension and contact angle of the drop.

Spotted arrays have the advantage over in-situ synthesized arrays of being
easily customizable, since they can be produced directly in the laboratory by
individual investigators. Practically speaking, however, managing large clone
libraries can be a daunting task for most laboratories, and making high-
quality spotted arrays can be difficult.

5.2.1
Printing

In this approach, NAs are directly deposited onto a glass support using
a robot able to deliver with high precision a sample to a specific x:y pro-
grammed location. The NA sample is loaded into a spotting pin (highly
miniaturized stainless-steel fountain-pen nibs with a gap) by capillary action,
and small volumes are transferred to a solid surface, such as a microscope
slide, by direct physical contact between the pin and the solid substrate.
Spot size depends on the acceleration of the pen towards and away from
the slide, and the surface tension of the slide. After the first spotting cycle,
the pin is washed and a second sample is then transferred to an adjacent
address. A robotic control system and multiplexed print heads allow the
automated immobilization of many different probes simultaneously onto the
slide [29].

Crucial factors affecting array fabrication using the printing method are
the reproducibility of the immobilization process, the durability of the spot-
ting pins and the wastage of printing material, since the pin needs to be
washed after every spotting process. The development of noncontact spotting
methods (ink-jet) may potentially reduce the wastage of print material while
offering increased precision and speed.
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5.2.2
Ink-jetting

Spotting NA solutions by ink-jetting uses the same technology described for
in-situ synthesis. The “ink” (NA solution) is ejected in the form of droplets
from a reservoir through a nozzle as a consequence of an acoustic pulse that
is generated either thermally or piezo-electrically. In a thermal inkjet printer,
ink is heated locally to form a rapidly expanding vapor bubble that ejects an
ink droplet. Piezo-electric inkjet printing relies on the deformation of a piezo-
electric membrane to generate the acoustic pulse [78].

The most crucial part of inkjet printing technology is the “ink” and its
physical properties: its surface tension needs to be high enough to prevent
dripping of the “ink” from the nozzle, but its viscosity needs to be low enough
for it to be ejected without the need of large forces. High surface tension (hy-
drophobicity) of the support surface is essential as well for maintaining drop
shape and size on the surface after printing.

5.3
Microcontact Printing of Capture Probes

Microcontact printing (µCP) is another technique that can be used to place
NAs onto different target surfaces. This technique makes use of an elas-
tomeric stamp of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and produces features with
lateral resolution in the submicrometer range. The PDMS stamp is topo-
graphically structured by casting a PDMS prepolymer against a 3D master.
The stamp is then “inked” with the molecules of interest, rinsed with buffer,
blown dry under a stream of nitrogen, and then used to print the material
onto the substrate surface (see Fig. 20).

The transfer of the printing material from the PDMS stamp to the support
is a process driven by a careful balance based upon the affinity of the two sur-
faces (that of the stamp and that of the substrate) for the NA molecules. The
surface of the PDMS stamp has to be attractive enough to DNA molecules to

Fig. 20 Patterning DNA arrays by the micro-contact printing method
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bind them reversibly from the “inking solution” so that the release of the DNA
is not hindered when the stamp is contacted and removed from the target
surface. Since NAs are negatively charged polyelectrolytes, electrostatic inter-
actions play a major role in determining adsorption and transfer properties
of the NAs.

One possibility for increasing the affinity of the surface of the PDMS stamp
and the support for NA molecules is their modification with amino function-
alities. Tight binding of the NA to the aminated surface is promoted at a pH
below the pKa of the amine due to the electrostatic attraction forces between
the negatively charged NA and the positively charged surface. Such an ap-
proach has been used for printing DNA layers on glass slides [79]. The DNA
pattern obtained lacked the typical inhomogeneities mentioned previously
for spotted arrays (mainly due to the absence of a drying process), and pos-
sesses feature sizes down to 1 µm. Figure 21 shows the fluorescence image of
such a pattern.

An advantage of µCP could be its demonstrated capability of printing
multiple arrays from one loaded stamp without loosing homogeneity of the
surface or edge definitions of features [79]. The parallel transfer of 16 differ-
ent NAs in a single printing step for array production using this method has
been described [79]. This has been performed by means of microfluidic net-
works. If different regions of a topographically structured PDMS stamp are

Fig. 21 a Fluorescence images of µCP-immobilized fluorescein labeled ONDs on a glass
surface. The pattern size is limited only by the use of manufactured molds with the de-
sired feature size. b AFM images of stamped 1 µm lines of 20-bp ONDs (left) and 500bp
PCR fragments (right) on mica substrates [79]. Reprinted with permission
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brought in contact with parallel microchannels, each loaded with a different
sample, arrays with 16 different probe sites may be printed.

5.4
Scanning Probe Lithography of Capture Probes

5.4.1
Dip-Pen Nanolithography

DNA arrays have been also generated by “Dip-Pen Nanolithography”
(DPN) [80]. DPN involves the transfer of NAs directly from a coated Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM) tip to the substrate of interest by virtue of direct
molecular diffusion. Using this technique, thiol-modified ONDs have been
patterned onto gold substrates and acrylamide-modified ONDs onto glass
slides that were previously modified with mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane.
Feature sizes ranging from many micrometers to less than 100 nanometers
could be obtained. The deposition of two different OND sequences onto the
same substrate has also been reported [80], but the application of this princi-
ple to the fabrication of high-density arrays remains to be addressed.

5.4.2
Nanografting

Nanografting is another lithography technique involved in NA immobiliza-
tion. In this case, the substrate surface is first modified with a resist (such as
a monolayer of alkanethiol) and placed in an AFM fluid cell containing the
NA in solution needing to be patterned [81, 82]. At high contact force (10 to
20 nN), the resist molecules are removed by the AFM tip, exposing the bare
surface to the NA solution. The arrayed material can then adsorb to the sub-
strate at the patterned (bare) regions. Using this technique, features as small
as 10 nm have been produced. Alternatively, nanografting can be performed
without a fluid cell by delivering the patterning molecules from a coated AFM
tip through a resist with high contact force, in what could be called “dip-pen
nanografting” [83, 84]. See Fig. 22 for a representation of these methods.

Another related technique is meniscus force nanografting (MFN), whereby
the patterning material is applied as a small drop on a resist-covered sub-
strate, and an AFM tip selectively penetrates the resist, delivering the pattern-
ing material to the gold surface [85]. The surface tension of the liquid drop
itself supplies the constant force necessary to displace the resist molecules.
This fact constitutes the main difference between MFN and the previously de-
scribed DPN and AFM-based nanografting. In these techniques, the normal
force between the AFM tip and the substrate necessary to displace the resist
layer is supplied by the flexing of the AFM cantilever and is kept constant by
AFM feedback. MFN eliminates the need for AFM feedback control allowing
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Fig. 22 Patterning of OND or DNA solutions by means of an AFM tip. (i) Nanografting,
(ii) Meniscus-Force Nanografting, (iii) Dip-pen lithography

more rapid fabrication of the array. In particular, pattern lines of less than
100 µm have been produced by MFN at a speed as fast as 320 µm/s (more
than 3 orders of magnitude faster than traditional AFM-based nanografting
and 2 orders of magnitude faster than DPN).

5.5
Site-Selective Attachment of Capture Probes onto Chemical Templates

An alternative to the delivery techniques described previously involves using
surface chemistry alone to assist in site-selective attachment of NAs at pre-
determined locations. This approach relies on the generation of a surface
chemical pattern possessing adsorbing and nonadsorbing regions, in such

Fig. 23 Site-selective attachment of NAs onto chemically patterned surfaces
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a way that DNA attachment is directed towards the former without the use of
additional positioning tools.

Various fabrication schemes have emerged using this approach. A com-
mon one is the site-selective photochemical etching of an organosilane-
modified surface by irradiation through a mask [86]. This results in a chem-
ically patterned surface with active sites, where modified ONDs can be at-
tached, surrounded by bare (irradiated) regions.

Alternatively, chemical patterns can be generated by photolithography of
a photoresist layer that has been spin-coated over a silane film. Upon irradi-
ation through a mask and subsequent development of the photoresist pattern,
the underlying modified layer is revealed and is able to react with the ONDs.
By sequentially irradiating the surface, it is possible to immobilize different
ONDs.

Other examples include the generation (via photolithography and surface
chemical modification techniques) of substrates bearing alkyl or perfluori-
nated hydrophobic backgrounds and carboxylic-terminated areas to which
ONDs can be immobilized (Fig. 23) [46, 87, 88].

6
Conclusions

With the increasing use of DNA chips, different systems and strategies for
the patterned immobilization of NAs have arisen and some in particular have
become well established. Each different method is championed by different
groups as the best procedure [89–92]. Often the comparisons of methods
reported in the literature include different substrates (which may have dif-
ferent densities of functional groups, different hydrophobicity, or different
roughness) and different coupling chemistries or delivery systems without
systematic characterization of which parameters are affecting each step of
the immobilization process. Together with the intrinsic difficulties associated
with handling materials as complex as biomolecules it is therefore almost
impossible to make valid comparisons between the methods.

In reality there is probably neither a “best” method nor substrate for NA
immobilization in array fabrication and certainly array fabrication is neither
a simple nor straightforward process [93]. For these reasons, at least for the
time being it seems likely that array fabrication will remain in the hands of “ex-
perts” and that it will become ever more common for dedicated organizations
to act as service providers in array screening for researchers, clinicians etc.

A truly systematic and integrated study is required to compare and con-
trast, as well as optimize the approaches described in this chapter for DNA
immobilization to provide an “industry standard” for the future.
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Abstract Although most in vivo biomolecular recognition occurs in solution, in many
practical situations (e.g., diagnostics, drug discovery and biosensing) biomolecular recog-
nition occurs between “target” biomolecules immobilised on surfaces and “probe” com-
plementary biomolecules approaching the surface from solution. DNA-based devices
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are by far the most common biomolecular and cellular planar biodevices with a still-
commanding growth rate. A second, but chronologically older, interest derives from the
need to understand the fundamentals of biomolecular interactions at single molecule
level and in large supramolecular assemblies. Again, DNA molecules are not only es-
sential objects of study, but also more attractive candidates as the building blocks of
artificial biomolecular devices than, e.g., proteins, because of their relative simplicity and
robustness.

Among the many microscopy-based techniques for the study of biomolecular in-
teractions on surfaces, scanning probe microscopies, and especially the atomic force
microscopies (AFM), are the most used because of their molecular and sub-molecular
level resolution and in situ imaging capability. Apart from the high resolution mapping
of surface nanotopographies, AFM can be used for the quantification and visualisation
of the distribution of chemistry, hydrophobicity and local mechanical properties on sur-
faces, and for the fabrication of nanostructures on surfaces.

The present article, which reviews from classical and latest developments regarding
AFM studies of DNA molecules immobilised on surfaces, is organised along the nature
of DNA aggregates on surfaces, i.e., single molecules, self-assembled layers and amorph-
ous layers, with the last two emerging areas receiving a relatively higher emphasis. Within
these three areas of application, the material is organised along the main functions of the
AFM, namely imaging, probing biomolecular interactions and fabrication of nanodevices.

1
Introduction

Most, if not all, in vivo biomolecular recognition events happen in solu-
tion with complementary biomolecules interacting freely and individually
with each other due to the unhindered molecular orientation and low con-
centration. However, in many practical situations, the biomolecular recog-
nition events in vitro, e.g., for diagnostic, drug discovery and biosensing,
occur between “target” biomolecules immobilised on surfaces and “probe”
complementary biomolecules approaching the surface from solution. The im-
mobilised biomolecules are aggregated on surfaces at high concentrations,
hence in molecularly hindered positions, and possibly in constrained con-
formations, which all conspire to result in decreased and/or non-specific
biomolecular recognition. Moreover, the importance of understanding the
differences between biomolecular recognition in vivo and in vitro (the lat-
ter being used to mimic the former) is greatly amplified by the increased use
of the immobilisation of biomolecules on surfaces for advanced biodevices
(e.g., biochips and microarrays), which are fabricated using planar technolo-
gies derived from semiconductor manufacturing. Among the several types of
biomolecular and cellular planar biodevices, the DNA-based devices are by
far the most common and with a still-commanding growth rate. For instance,
the market for DNA chips and microarrays, which have been the powerhorses
of the genomics revolution, expanded from less than US$50 mil in 1997 to
more than $500 mil in 2000, i.e., an annual growth of approximately 150%,
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reaching an expected US$1.2 bil by 2006. It follows that an important motiva-
tion for the study of the behaviour of biomolecules on surfaces is the design,
fabrication and operation of cost-effective, sensitive and efficient biodevices,
which comprise high density, amorphous biomolecular layers on engineered
surfaces.

Another motivation for the study of surface-immobilised biomolecules is
the opposite of the above. If the study of high concentrations of surface-
immobilised biomolecules is application-driven, in many instances funda-
mental studies regarding the processes involving individual biomolecules can
be observed and quantified only if the biomolecules are immobilised on sur-
faces. The immobilisation on flat or profiled surfaces allows very precise
imaging and manipulation of biomolecules and, when required, the meas-
urement of forces involved in biomolecular recognition. While the surface-
immobilised single molecule studies address one of the potential problems
mentioned above, i.e., the individual molecular interaction, inherently asso-
ciated with the extrapolation of biomolecular recognition from in vitro to
in vivo, the surface-induced conformational change is still an open prob-
lem. Luckily, the fact that the DNA molecules are relatively robust compared
with other biomolecules, especially proteins, reduces the magnitude of the
problem. On the other hand, this very robustness (and relative structural
simplicity) allowed the development of advanced manipulation techniques of
single DNA molecules on surfaces. These molecular manipulation techniques,
together with the information storage capabilities and electrical properties of
DNA molecules, open the possibility of DNA-based molecular devices.

A third motivation for the study of biomolecules immobilised on surfaces
is given by the opportunities, rather than the drawbacks, offered by surface-
induced effects. At molecular concentrations, or rather molecular densities,
slightly higher than those used for single molecule studies, and especially
if the surfaces are structured at nano- and sub-nanolevel, the biomolecules
interact between themselves and the surface to produce self-assembled struc-
tures that have a molecular organisation expanding more laterally than verti-
cally (as it is the case for self-assembled monolayers and Langmuir–Blodgett
films) well beyond the individual component molecules. Whilst several pro-
teins, e.g., actin, are also capable of surface-induced self-assembly, the DNA
molecules seem to be the ideal building blocks for laterally organised self-
assembled layers because of their properties mentioned above, i.e., relative
robustness and simplicity. These DNA self-assembled layers are promising
candidates for biomolecular computation nanodevices, given the information-
driven self-assembly of DNA molecules.

The motivations for the study of biomolecules immobilised on surfaces,
briefly outlined above, also provide an explanation for the increased pop-
ularity of microscopy-based techniques. Indeed, while for single molecule
and self-assembled layers the use of microscopy techniques is obvious, the
commercial biodevices are increasingly micro- and even nanoscale devices.
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Moreover, for many of these, the microscopy techniques are not only used for
research and development but also for the readout (e.g., confocal microscopes
for microarrays) and even for the fabrication (e.g., AFM) of nanoarrays. Also,
the continuous miniaturisation of biodevices will eventually reach the desired
single molecule detection level—another strong incentive for the general use
of advanced microscopy techniques.

Among the many microscopy-based techniques for the study of biomol-
ecules immobilised on surfaces, scanning probe microscopies (SPM) and
especially atomic force microscopies (AFM) are arguably the most used tech-
niques because of their molecular and sub-molecular level resolution and
in situ imaging capability. Moreover, the invasiveness of AFM, which is less
of a problem for the DNA molecules, is essential for another two functions,
apart from the mapping of surface nanotopographies, namely the quantifi-
cation and visualisation of the distribution of chemistry, hydrophobicity and
local mechanical properties on surfaces; and the fabrication of nanostruc-
tures.

An expression of this increased interest is the increase of the publica-
tions [1] dealing with DNA or oligonucleotides and SPM or AFM (Fig. 1),
along with several very good reviews [2–8]. Comparing with these reviews,
and apart from updating the reader with the most recent information regard-
ing AFM studies of DNA molecules immobilised on surfaces, the present work
is different in its organisation along the nature of DNA aggregates on sur-
faces, i.e., single molecules, self-assembled layers and amorphous layers. The
last two areas received a relatively higher emphasis than the actual number of
references would suggest, because they are more application-oriented, emerg-
ing areas and because they received less attention in the literature. Within
these three application areas, i.e., single molecules, self-assembled layers and
amorphous layers, the material is organised along the main functions of

Fig. 1 Evolution of the number of papers with “atomic force microscopy” and “DNA” as
keywords (analysis using ISI database [8])
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AFM, namely imaging, probing biomolecular interactions and fabrication
techniques.

2
Atomic Force Microscopy

The invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope by Rohrer and Binning
in 1981 [9] triggered the emergence of many related SPMs [10] (Fig. 2), in-
cluding the AFM [11]. Although all these techniques are useful for the study
of different properties of different materials, AFM is arguably the most popu-
lar due to several limitations of the SPMs. For instance, the resolution of the
scanning near field optical microscopy (SNOM) is limited to around 100 nm,
the photon scanning tunnelling microscope (PSTM) requires operation in
vacuum, while other scanning microscopes are limited to a very specific func-
tionality. A common drawback of the SPM instruments, including AFM, is the
imaging and analysis of very small area—an acceptable price to pay for their
very high resolution.

The essential constitutive elements of an AFM instrument (Fig. 3) are:

• An extremely sharp tip which is dragged on the probed sample, which is
mounted on a precision xy table

• A vibrating cantilever on which the tip is mounted
• An optical system used to determine the position of the cantilever and

integrated tip

The optical system comprises a laser, which is reflected by a mirror mounted
on the back of the cantilever to another mirror that sends the reflected beam
to an array detector. The position of the beam translates in the position of
the cantilever in the vertical direction, whereas the lateral position in xy coor-
dinates is inferred from the movement of the xy table. Essentially, AFM uses
a feedback system to measure and regulate the force applied on the scanned
sample, which allows the acquisition of images using very low forces.

The cantilevers can be modelled as elastic springs (Fig. 4), generally char-
acterised by spring constants calculated from the resonant frequency of the
spring as follows:

resonant frequency =
1

2π

√
spring const

mass
(1)

The above relationship shows that, for a cantilever of small mass, a com-
bination of a low spring constant and high resonant frequency is needed.
The spring constants of the commercially available cantilevers vary over four
orders of magnitude, from 0.005 to 40 N/m. Thicker and shorter tips tend to
be stiffer and have higher resonant frequencies.
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Fig. 2 Family of scanning probe microscopy [10]. Reprinted with permission

Fig. 3 Principle of operation of AFM

This inherent nanomechanical versatility of AFM translates in the capacity
to analyse not only hard, incompressible samples but also soft, compressible
ones, such as biomolecules and cells. Moreover, the AFM has the capabil-
ity to operate in air (i.e., no vacuum needed) and in liquid environments.
This is very advantageous when compared with other high resolution tech-
niques such as electron microscopy or optical techniques which operate in
vacuum and need special sample preparation. Finally, the atomic scale reso-
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Fig. 4 Spring model of the AFM cantilever. Reprinted with permission from http://stm2.
nrl.navy.mil/how-afm/how-afm.html

lution offered by AFM is difficult to achieve even using electron microscopy.
For instance, and in the context of this review, only AFM has been capable
of detecting the formation of a triplet 20 nucleotide DNA, while TEM could
only locate the triple helical complex [3]. Furthermore, the DNA stretching
and rupturing, used to understand the enthalpic and entropic changes cor-
related with the base pairing, can be done only by AFM. Laser tweezers,
for example, are not as accurate as AFM due to the larger objects (beads
and tips, respectively) that DNA molecules have to be immobilised upon.
Finally, the AFM system comprises flexible cantilevers, atomically sharp tips,
high-resolution tip-sample positioning and force feedback, which makes
AFM the tool of choice for DNA imaging, molecular measurements, as well as
for the manipulation of, and fabrication with, DNA molecules.

2.1
Forces Exerted in an AFM Experiment

The interplay between the attractive (e.g., Van der Waals or capillary forces)
and repulsive forces involved during the approach of the tip to different
surfaces under different environments are presented in Fig. 5 and discussed
here. When the cantilever approaches a hard and non-compressible surface
(Fig. 5a), at first the forces are too small to produce any measurable deflec-
tion of the cantilever, and therefore the position of the cantilever remains
unchanged. At a certain distance the attractive forces overcome the cantilever
spring constant and the tip leaps into contact with the specimen surface
(Fig. 5b). As the cantilever continues to press down while the tip rests on the
surface, the separation between the base of the tip and the sample decreases
further, which results in the deflection of the tip with a subsequent increase
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Fig. 5 Evolution of the forces during an AFM experiment. Note that the original position
of the cantilever is shown in blue

in the repulsive contact force (Fig. 5c). Conversely, when the cantilever is re-
tracted from the specimen surface, the tip still remains in contact with the
surface due to adhesion forces (Fig. 5d) and the cantilever is deflected down-
wards. After a certain separation distance, the build up of the forces applied
on the cantilever is enough to prevail over adhesion, and the tip breaks free
(Fig. 5e).

The above description is idealistic. Firstly, soft samples, such as biomol-
ecules (especially amorphous layers) and cells, will be compressed by the tip
to exhibit a gradual increase in the force without a sharp onset of interac-
tions (Fig. 5f). Therefore it is difficult to define a single contact point between
the tip and sample, as the initial surface compression causes very little de-
flection of the cantilever. As the sample is indented by the tip, the gradient
of the repulsive contact region will change. Also the apparent stiffness may
change because of the compression of the structure. Secondly, in most cases
involving biological samples, the approaching and the retracing curves are
not identical, resulting in a hysteresis curve. Thirdly, and especially for ex-
periments performed in liquids, the snap-on to and snap-off from the surface
may not be obvious in the approach and retracing curves, respectively, even
over a hard surface such as mica. Fourthly, for thin samples on a hard sur-
face, a large deflection can be expected in the linear repulsive contact regime,
as the tip may indent the sample enough and reach the supporting surface be-
low. Due to this change in the contact area when the tip indents a soft surface,
the actual interactions involved in compression are hard to quantify, and dif-
ferent levels of compression will be experienced at different points within the
region (Fig. 5g). When the tip is retracted from the surface, which is not per-
fectly elastic, then a hysteresis and many different adhesion responses can be
experienced.
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If long molecules are present on the sample or on the tip, the cantilever
can pull the tip free in stages due to extendable contacts formed between
the tip and the surface. As the base of the cantilever retracts, the tip is de-
flected down towards the sample until the force is strong enough to break the
molecular contacts. Different molecules or parts of the sample may adhere
to the tip and each part may be broken separately or together. These com-
plex molecular processes translate in a variety of adhesion and rupture events
leading to different responses in successive force curves. By controlling the in-
terplay of attractive and repulsive forces between the tip, the substrate and
the molecules in between, the reversible voltage on the tip and the surface
chemistry of the surface, one can use AFM not only for imaging or probing
purposes but also as a nanotool for the manipulation and the fabrication of
various DNA architectures.

2.2
Operation Modes of the AFM

The versatility of AFM is exemplified by the number of different operation
modes, which have been employed with various degrees of success for the an-
alysis of DNA molecules on surfaces. As mentioned before, AFM operates by
measuring the attractive or repulsive forces between a tip and the specimen
using a feedback system, with the cantilever deflection yielding the actual to-
pography of the specimen. Different setups of the feedback and cantilever
deflection result in different AFM operation modes, as summarised in Table 1.

In the classical contact mode (Fig. 6a) AFM measures the hard-sphere re-
pulsion forces between the tip and the sample. As a raster-scan drags the tip
over the sample surface, the detector measures the vertical deflection of the
cantilever, which indicates the local sample height. A feedback loop adjusts
the position of the cantilever above the surface as it is scanned and mon-
itors the changes in the surface height, generating a 3D image—a decisive
advantage of AFM over TEM [3].

Table 1 Operation modes of AFM

Mode of operation Force of interaction

Contact Strong (repulsive) – constant force or constant distance
Non-contact Weak (attractive) – vibrating probe
Intermittent contact Strong (repulsive) – vibrating probe
Lateral force Frictional forces exert a torque on the scanning cantilever
Magnetic force Imaging magnetic field of the surface
Thermal scanning Imaging distribution of thermal conductivity
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Fig. 6 AFM operation modes

In the non-contact mode (Fig. 6b), AFM acquires the topographic images
from measurements of attractive forces in close proximity of the surface, as
the tip does not touch the sample and the cantilever oscillates close to the
sample surface [12]. This mode is difficult to work with in ambient conditions
due to the interference of the capillary forces. Very stiff cantilevers are needed
so that the attraction does not overcome the spring constant of the cantilever.
However, the lack of contact with the sample means that this mode should
be the least invasive and hence cause the least disruption. The disadvantage
of this method is that the tip may jump into contact with the surface due to
attractive forces.

There are several other operation modes, such as the intermittent contact
mode, (Fig. 6c) where the cantilever oscillates and the tip records the repul-
sive contact with the surface at the lowest point of the oscillation, and the
force modulation mode (Fig. 6d) where the tip does not leave the surface at
all during the oscillation cycle.

Lateral force microscopy (LFM) [13, 14], which has the potential to close
the gap between the classical macroscopic tribology and molecular, nanoscale
understanding of surface tribology and chemistry, maps the relative differ-
ences in the surface frictional characteristics as recorded by the cantilever-tip
system while probing a surface. LFM records the lateral deflections caused by
the twisting of the cantilever due to the frictional forces exerted on it paral-
lel to the plane of the surface. As the lateral deflections of the cantilever arise
from changes in surface friction and changes in slope, to separate one effect
from the other the post-processing of LFM and topographic images, which
are collected simultaneously, is needed. The coefficient of friction is then the
ratio between the lateral and normal forces exerted on the tip. An improve-
ment on the LFM method, i.e., the simultaneous measurement of normal and
lateral forces, resulted in a new microscopic technique called the friction force
microscopy [15, 16].

Apart from improving the image contrast [17, 18] and helping to differen-
tiate the real image from experimental artefacts, LFM is useful for imaging
the chemo-physical heterogeneity of surfaces as inferred from the respec-
tive surface friction. The scanning of hydrophobic surfaces, especially with
hydrophobic tips, will experience a lesser friction than the scanning of hy-
drophilic surfaces [19], especially with hydrophilic tips due to the conden-
sation of water molecules, on the surface-tip system [20]. When the same
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tip is used for the scanning of a chemically and/or physically heterogeneous
area, as it is mostly the case, the frictional force can be used to shed light
on the surface biomolecules (e.g., DNA) interactions. The post-processed
image, which is obtained by subtracting the LF image obtained in the for-
ward direction from the one obtained in the reversed direction, respectively,
provides more information on the hydrophilic or hydrophobic nature of the
sample [17, 18, 21–24]. Although the friction is in general attributed to the
different surface chemistry and subsequent hydrophobicity, the correlation
between chemistry and hydrophobicity is unequivocal only if the surfaces
contain few chemical species. Also, it has been argued and demonstrated [25]
that it is natural to expect that a higher LF is needed to move the tip across the
soft layer, due to the larger penetration of the tip into the sample and there-
fore the local stiffness of the material can also have a role in the apparent
LF. Unfortunately, the information from LFA is to a large extent sample-
specific, as calibration of friction forces from sample to sample is difficult and
error-prone, and because minute changes in experimental conditions (e.g.,
humidity, tip shape) can result in important changes in friction forces. More-
over, the best LF contrast is obtained when the imaging software benchmarks
the highest and the lowest friction force, which are again sample-specific.
With all these qualifications, and in the absence of chemical analysis methods
with submicrometer resolution, the LF spatial distribution can be used to
infer the spatial distribution of the surface chemistry and if applicable, the
local stiffness of the material.

Chemical force microscopy (CFM) [26] is a progression from the physico-
chemical based detection of LFM to specific chemical detection. CFM per-
forms the nanoscale chemical analysis of the sample, through the meas-
urement of forces related to specific chemical interaction between a chem-
ically functionalised tip (e.g., with carbon nanotubes or oligonucleotides)
and a surface that is chemically functionalised with complementary (or non-
complementary) chemical species, e.g., complementary oligonucleotides.

2.3
Substrates for AFM Experiments

The analysis of biomolecules by AFM is sometimes [3] referred to as surface
biology, as opposed to the so-called test-tube biology, because the immobil-
isation of oligonucleotides on solid surfaces is central to the design, fabri-
cation and operation of DNA-based microdevices, such as biosensors, DNA
micro- and nanoarrays, microPCR and lab-on-a-chip devices. As the analysed
biomolecules are in close contact and very often in intimate interaction with
the surface, sample preparation for the AFM analysis of surface-immobilised
biomolecules is both critical and delicate. The biomolecules need to be firmly
anchored on the substrate, which has to have a sufficiently minimal or eas-
ily discriminated topography [1]. The Kleinschmidt method [6] for the DNA
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immobilisation on surfaces, which comprises the spreading of DNA solution
on the surface of a water subphase, is the oldest of many surface prepar-
ation methods (many reviewed in [27]). The immobilisation of biomolecules,
including DNA/oligonucleotides, by covalent and non-covalent binding has
been recently comprehensively reviewed [28, 29].

The substrates used for DNA immobilisation can be, at the level of the AFM
analysis, either rigid (e.g., glass) or flexible (e.g., polymers). An atomically
flat surface is preferable, but sometimes this is difficult to achieve. The DNA
immobilisation mechanisms can be (i) physio-sorption, (ii) charge comple-
mentarity and (iii) covalent binding. Depending on the actual objective of the
AFM study, each combination of the surface-immobilisation mechanism has
both benefits and drawbacks.

The physio-sorption of DNA for the AFM analysis was achieved using
many hard/flat substrates, the most common being glass [3], silica [30], and
modified mica [31]. While glass is flat enough for the AFM imaging of cells,
chromosomes or cell organelles, it is generally too rough for reliable visual-
isation of DNA molecules, especially under fluid conditions [2]. Some of the
surfaces used for DNA immobilisation by covalent bonding are hydropho-
bic surfaces such as carbon-coated mica, which is a hydrated aluminium or
potassium silicate that cleaves perfectly along the crystallographic surface
but needs coating to make it hydrophobic [32], silatrane-surfaces [33] and
modified mica, especially by amino-propyl-triethoxysilane (APTES) [34] and
colloidal gold [35]. APTES- (sometimes denominated APS or AP) modified
surfaces induce a robust DNA immobilisation because of the charge com-
plementarity between the functionalised surface (positive charges) and DNA
molecules (negative charges). It has been also noted [32] that the hydrophobic
surfaces, such as carbon-coated mica, are good substrates for imaging DNA
in air with a very good lateral resolution and specimen stability, possibly be-
cause of the strong hydrophobic surface–hydrophobic DNA base interaction.

The rapid development of, and the increasing demand for, DNA-based
microdevices pushed for lower cost, easily processable materials, and to-
wards disposable devices. In this context, polymers seem to be the logical
choice from the manufacturing point of view. Consequently, the last few years
have witnessed a new impetus in the development of new techniques for the
covalent binding of DNA/oligonucleotide on polymer surfaces [36]. Some
examples are (i) photochemical immobilisation [37], use of (ii) carboxylic
groups [38–40], (iii) hydroxyl groups [41, 42] and (iv) amino groups [43–
45]. Despite this application-driven interest, the immobilisation of DNA
molecules on polymers is less studied by AFM methods than by fundamen-
tal studies. This is especially true for single biomolecule studies because of
the complexity of the polymer surface, which can interfere with the analy-
sis of biomolecules. However, it is precisely the analytical power of AFM that
recommends this tool for studies regarding the complex interaction of DNA
biomolecules with the complex polymeric surface.
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3
Atomic Force Microscopy Studies of Single DNA Molecules

3.1
DNA Molecule and Small Molecular Assemblies

The DNA molecular assembly contains two chains of repeating nucleotides,
each consisting of a phosphate group, a 2-deoxyribose sugar and a nitrogen-
containing base, i.e., cytosine, adenine, guanine and thymine. The chains
spiral in antiparallel direction, with purine opposite to pyrimidine, and H-
bonding holding together complementary guanine–cytosine and adenine–
thymine pairs. The DNA assembly can exist in several forms of chiral organi-
sation, i.e., A, B, C and Z (Fig. 7), and local organisation, i.e., single- (ssDNA),
double- (dsDNA), and triple-stranded (tsDNA) DNA, depending on the per-
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Fig. 7 Supramolecular assemblies of DNA strands. Structures adapted from http://www2.
muw.edu/∼rwhitwam/ABZDNA.html; data adapted from http://www.ndsu.nodak.edu/
instruct/mcclean/plsc731/dna/dna4.htm. Reprinted with permission
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sistence lengths (i.e., the length within which the DNA axis remains constant)
for ssDNA and dsDNA, and the difference in strand lengths for dsDNA and
tsDNA [46, 47].

The analysis of single DNA molecules or small self-assemblies is equally im-
portant for medical research, e.g., for the understanding of the DNA sequence-
dependent and structure-dependent diseases (recently reviewed [48]), as well
as for nanoengineering-oriented research, e.g., understanding of the mechan-
ical properties of DNA [49] that are useful for the construction of future nan-
odevices. In the following section we will refer to the AFM studies concerning
DNA molecules and small self-assemblies as “single molecule studies”.

3.2
Experimental Techniques for Single Molecule Studies

Apart from the AFM-based experiments, the study of single DNA molecules
can be performed by other techniques, e.g., using microneedles [50] for
imaging and nanofabrication [3] and optical [51] or magnetic tweezers [52]
for probing. As discussed in the previous section, AFM has certain ad-
vantages over alternative experimental techniques, in particular regarding
resolution—an important issue in single molecule studies. Apart from reso-
lution, the advantages of studying single DNA molecule with AFM com-
prise the minute amounts required, the possibility of probing molecular
properties or configurations, which are averaged out when using alterna-
tive techniques or which are normally not occupied in the thermodynamic
equilibrium. Due to these advantages, the AFM-based DNA single molecule
studies have potential applications in drug identification and sequence an-
alysis [53–56], biomolecular and medical nanotechnology [57–59], nanowire
fabrication [60, 61] and biosensors [62], to name just a few. Still, the bene-
fits offered by the AFM techniques should be judged against experimental
challenges.

The immobilisation of DNA molecules for single molecule studies has to be
achieved at low concentrations [63, 64] on suitable surfaces, because at high
concentrations the DNA molecules tend to condense in quasi-amorphous ag-
gregates. Strong hydrophobic polymeric surfaces, e.g., poly(vinyl butaryl),
poly(vinyl carbazole) and poly(phenazasiline), have been used [63] for fixing
and straightening DNA molecules using π–π stacking between the polymer
aromatic species and the DNA aromatic bases. A very different approach is to
use positively charged surfaces, e.g., poly-l-lysine-coated mica surfaces [64],
which will fix the phosphate groups of single- and double-stranded DNA.

For imaging applications, minimisation of the damage to DNA molecules
by the AFM tip is essential. One method of less-invasive imaging is based on
phase (rather than height) imaging, which employs for instance 100 mm long
silicon nitride cantilevers with narrow arms inserted into a fluid cell [65].
Alternatively, or better complementary, the operation in liquids [66], and
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especially the tapping mode in fluid [67–70], can be used to achieve a less-
invasive imaging. In the tapping mode, the scanning AFM tip mounted on
an oscillating cantilever, with oscillation frequency of approximately 13 kHz
(close to the thermal resonance of the cantilever) being reported [65] for
DNA imaging, briefly touches the surface during each oscillation. Unfortu-
nately, AFM imaging under liquids is much noisier than AFM imaging in air
or vacuum, resulting in images with less contrast but, fortunately and un-
like the proteins, the conformation of DNA molecules is far less affected by
dry conditions. The extreme resolution of AFM in dry conditions has been
demonstrated [71] by using the tapping mode in an atmosphere of dry helium
and standard silicon cantilevers to image short to very long DNA molecules.

The probing, manipulation and nanofabrication with AFM using DNA
molecules on surfaces will require rather opposite experimental parameters,
i.e., higher invasiveness but still maintaining good imaging capability. Con-
sequently, the experiments have to use a wide range of tips and cantilevers,
tight loop control and very accurate measurement of forces. For instance,
a dynamic force microscopy study [72] that measured the binding forces of
complementary DNA strands under physiological conditions (25 ◦C in PBS
buffer, pH 7.3), by pulling at the opposite 5 “ends” as a function of the loading
rate, had to use eight different cantilevers with spring constants ranging from
12 to 17 pN/nm.

3.3
Imaging of Single DNA Molecules

A well-stretched DNA molecule immobilised on a flat surface is essential for
an accurate image because, apart from linear DNA molecules and assemblies,
three-way [48, 73] or four-way junctions [74–76] can also be related to several
genetic diseases [77, 78]. Atomically flat surfaces, such as mica and modi-
fied mica, are the preferred substrates in most studies [71, 79–81]. Positively
charged modified mica (e.g., APTES-modified) provides a substrate on which
DNA molecules can be immobilised through a simple, one-step, very efficient
binding [80, 81]. The strong binding of DNA molecules on positively charged
mica results in the shortening of its persistence length up to half of the value
obtained for DNA immobilised on aminosilylated and on bare mica [78, 82].

3.3.1
Chiral Organisation of DNA

In dry conditions, the very high resolution imaging of various lenghts of DNA
molecules has been achieved [71], as follows:

• Short DNA molecules (25–100 bp) on mica
• Entire, 16 µm long molecule of λ-DNA on mica
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Fig. 8 Topview of AFM images of different dsDNA topologies on amino-terminated mica:
a linear λ-DNA (48.5 kbp), b non-twisted circular DNA plasmids (3.2 kbp), c circular su-
percoiled DNA with twists and writhes due to internal supercoiling (supercoiled DNA
ladder 2–16 kbp) [48]. Reprinted with permission

• Plasmid DNA and DNA from phage lambda (48 000 bp) on silicon
• Triple-stranded DNA
• A well-extended single-stranded polynucleotide, poly(A)

The study demonstrated that single-stranded polynucleotide, such as poly(A),
is more flexible than a generic dsDNA. On mica, the long B-DNA binds to
mica at many sites and remains intact during drying, while the short DNA
binds at fewer sites and settles to an A-DNA structure during dehydration.

Different topologies of dsDNA on amino-terminated mica have been im-
aged using the tapping mode and ambient conditions [48]. Fig. 8 presents
linear λ-DNA, non-twisted circular DNA and circular supercoiled DNA. The
measured width and height of dsDNA are 3–7 nm and around 1 nm, respec-
tively.

3.3.2
Abasic Sites on DNA

The sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA can be mutagenically or enzymeti-
cally altered by exposing the so-called abasic or apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP)
sites where a base was removed. Although these sites are non-functional, their
presence is a potential cause of severe DNA alterations and cellular death, as
well as carcinogenesis [39, 83, 85]. Although several methods are available to
quantify the AP sites from a population of chromosome or cells [39, 83], until
AFM had been used for single molecule studies no method was available to
point to the physical position or a distribution of AP sites along an individual
DNA molecule. The AP sites on individual 250 bp DNA molecules have been
detected [84] by marking them with biotinylated aldehyde reactive probes
and avidin. The tapping mode AFM imaging (at 290 kHz to minimise the mo-
lecular damage) of the altered DNA molecules immobilised on mica revealed
the location of the avidin-tagged AP sites without directional ambiguity.
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3.3.3
DNA Junctions

Due to its very long aspect ratio and base pairing, and under heat or salt-
induced denaturation and annihilation, the DNA molecule is capable of ex-
hibiting twists and turns resulting in branched junctions that translate in
different structures such as hairpin, crucified, and slipped strand, depending
on the bonding between bases (Fig. 9, [48]). The repeat lengths of three-way
DNA junctions that cause 14 genetic neurodegenerative diseases and three
fragile sites have been already identified [48].

The three-way DNA junction (also called Holliday junction) has been
studied by single molecule AFM analysis [48]. DNA molecules have been dis-
persed in saline buffer injected in a fluid cell mounted on the top of the
APTES mica. Fig. 10 presents two consecutive AFM scans (separated by ap-
proximately 3 min) of 301 bp DNA molecules containing a 7 bp hairpin. Also
Fig. 11 presents the AFM images of representative slipped strand DNA struc-
tures. The 3D projections of the (CGG)50 · (CCG)50 slipped strand structures

Fig. 9 Alternative DNA structures formed in repeated DNAs [48]. Reprinted with permis-
sion
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Fig. 10 AFM analysis of three-way junction dynamics in liquid [48]. Reprinted with per-
mission. Ten DNA molecules in the field are numbered. Molecules 7 and 9 (circled), in
particular, change shape dramatically

of (Fig. 11a–c) present a pyramidal structure at the apex of a bent molecule,
which may represent two looped out strands interacting above the plane
of the DNA molecule. The 2D projections of the AFM images (Fig. 11d–e
and f–g) present the loops of the two major slipped strand isomers from

Fig. 11 AFM images of slipped-strand DNA structures [48]: a, b and c present 3D projec-
tions of three slipped-strand DNA molecules of (CTG)50 · (CAG)50. d, e and f, g present
the two major slipped strand isomers from (CGG)54·(CCG)54 with a clear loop from both
isomers. Reprinted with permission
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Fig. 12 AFM images of three-way junctions with different hairpin (indicated by arrows)
lengths, i.e. a 7 bp, b 18 bp, c 27 bp, d 50 bp [73]. Reprinted with permission

(CGG)54 · (CCG)54, which may attributed to the interaction of two long loop
out structures or the looping of the very flexible (CGG) · (CCG) linear helix
held together by interactions between short loops.

The conformation of three-way DNA junctions with one hairpin arm (50, 27,
18 and 7 bp long) and two relative long linear arms has been also visualised by
AFM [73] (tapping mode, APTES-modified mica, argon-dried samples, imag-
ing under ambient conditions and in fluid). The structure has been obtained
by annealing one strand of a DNA fragment from a parental plasmid with
one strand of an inverted repeat-containing fragment. The DNA hairpins are
formed after the denaturation of the fragments containing inverted repeats
of specific length. The AFM imaging (Fig. 12) revealed the dynamic nature of
the three-way junction, e.g., the high variability of the inter-arm angles in the
dried sample and the mobility of junctions in liquid, and the presence of the
pyramid-like structure, suggested by the angle between arms.

3.4
Probing Molecular Characteristics and Interactions

An increase of the invasiveness of AFM experiments allows the probing of
the molecular parameters of, and molecular interactions associated with, the
DNA molecule rather than merely its imaging. As mentioned before, other
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techniques, e.g., optical traps and microneedles, are also available but AFM
still has the advantage of versatility and the possibility of visualisation prior
and after the molecular probing experiment.

3.4.1
Persistence Length of DNA Chains

A measure of the flexibility of the DNA molecule, which is conformationally la-
bile with a variety of structural forms [85] (discussed above), is its persistence
length. Studies estimating the persistence length are intermediary between the
imaging studies, on which they rely from the experimental point of view, and
mechanical probing, as they provide a nanomechanical parameter of the DNA
molecule by imaging rather than by physical measurement. The persistence
length, which is proportional to the rigidity of a polymeric chain, is the distance
along which the chain will preserve its quasi-linear structure before bending.
The persistence length of a DNA chain has been calculated [71] assuming that
each DNA molecule is a chain of 10 nm segments. If θ is the angle between
the DNA segments separated by the contour length (L), then the relationship
between the contour length and the apparent persistence length (a) is:

〈cos θ(L)〉 = exp(– L/2a) (2)

The apparent persistence length of dsDNA deposited on mica from aqueous
solutions is 40 nm [71]. This is about half the value of the calculated persis-
tence length for poly(A), a single stranded polynucleotide, implying a higher
rigidity. Using the persistence lengths calculated from AFM images, it was
demonstrated [78, 82, 86] that the persistence lengths are:

• Solvent-independent (circular 3000 bp B-DNA lengths lasted in propanol
too)

• Sequence-dependent (ssDNA, e.g., poly(A), is more flexible than dsDNA)
• Substrate-dependent (the persistence length of DNA on amino-terminated

mica is approximately half compared to bare mica)
• DNA length-dependent (long DNA molecules bind to surfaces at more

sites than shorter DNA)
• Temperature-dependent (at 25 ◦C 907 bp DNA fragments condensate as B-

DNA with a contour length of approximately 320 nm, while at 25 ◦C they
condensate as A-DNA with a contour length of approximately 250 nm)

3.4.2
Nanomechanical Probing of Single DNA Molecules

The mechanical properties of DNA have attracted the interest of both physi-
cists and biologists because of their relation to many biological events such as
DNA transcription, gene expression and regulation, and DNA replication.
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In general terms, the experimental procedure consists [87] in picking
a single DNA molecule, which is immobilised with one end to the surface
and adheres with its other end to the AFM cantilever tip, and mechanic-
ally stretching it with the cantilever. Upon retracting the cantilever tip from
the surface, the molecule gets more and more stretched and its mechani-
cal properties under this growing external force can be probed with very
high force sensitivity, in the pN range. Fig. 13 [90] illustrates the above
principles. The force–extension relations acquired by measuring the force as
a function of the position of the transducer [88, 89] has been described [87]
as follows. The first minimum in Fig. 13 (on the left) indicates the folded
state, whereas the second shallow minimum indicates the unfolded state.
These experiments can also probe extreme conformational states of individ-
ual molecules that are not occupied in normal thermodynamic environmen-
tal states. It is believed [90] that these “high-force” (5–15 pN) states play
a role in specific binding events where molecules or molecular complexes
are locally unwound, twisted, or undergo structural conformation changes.
The AFM experiments, which mechanically probe the DNA molecule, can
be focused on different aspects of the force–DNA structure relationship, as
follows.

Firstly, studies concerned with the forces associated with conformational
change [91, 92] demonstrated that when large forces (5–15 pN) are applied
to the DNA molecule, the natural B-DNA structure is converted into a new
overstretched conformation, i.e., S-DNA. Theoretical models and molecular
dynamics simulations have been developed to understand the overstretch-
ing transition, the role of twist stored within the double helix, and stiffness
of DNA [63, 92–99]. For example, it has been found [63] that the oligonu-

Fig. 13 Schematic view of a typical setup of single molecule pulling experiments and an
illustration of the generic free energy potential G(z) [87]. The x-position denominates the
cantilever and the z-position denominates the cantilever tip to which one end of DNA
molecule is attached. Reprinted with permission
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cleotide extends without a significant energy barrier from a length shorter
than of A-DNA to a length 2.4 times the contour length of B-DNA. After
this threshold an energy barrier to strand separation was encountered. The
calculated forces associated with the barrier were 90 ± 30 pN. These AFM
experiments showed that the oligonucleotide strands separate at 2.6 ± 0.8
contour lengths with a force of 130 ± 50 pN. A study [92] of the force–
displacement response of a single duplex DNA found that the force saturates
at a plateau around 70 pN, which ends when the DNA is stretched about
1.7 times its contour length. Based on these results, many models have been
proposed to explain the mechanical properties of DNA molecules [93–98].
These results are produced using the “junction minimisation of nucleic acids”
modelling [96]. A “two-state wormlike chain model” was proposed [93] to de-
scribe the elasticity of the stress-induced B–S transition and to produce an
explicit form of the force–extension relationship. Molecular dynamics simu-
lation [94] and AFM experiments [94, 100] showed that the B-DNA elongation
and separation require a force of 83 ± 11pN to separate the (ACTG)3 helix.
The conformational “domino effect” that accounts for the stretching-induced
phase transition revealed by simulations [95] accounts for approximately 1.6
times the normal extension of B-DNA [91, 93]. However, the conformation
of dsDNA beyond 10 pN tension cannot be explained by the inextensible
wormlike chain model [97, 98]. The simplest model proposing an exten-
sible wormlike chain with twist rigidity (because stretching DNA is coupled
with twisting which perturbs its twist degrees of freedom) offers a better
alternative.

Secondly, AFM experiments can study the unzipping or unbinding pro-
cess of the DNA molecules. The nanomechanical probing of individual λ-
DNA molecules [101, 102] has demonstrated that higher unzipping forces are
needed when the strands have a higher average content of GC and AT in the
zipped segment of the molecule. More sequence-specific experiments [103]
with pure CG and AT strands revealed the sequence-specific base unpairing
forces in dsDNA. In another study [88] it was found that the pulling forces
required for unbinding of DNA duplexes with 10, 20 and 30 bp varied from
20 to 50 pN as a function of the loading rate (in the range 16–4000 pN/s)
and sequence length. The unbinding forces vary with the logarithm of the
loading rate, which suggests a single energy barrier along the mechanical sep-
aration path. Importantly, the distance between the energy barrier and the
minimum energy along the separation path and the logarithm of the thermal
dissociation rate, were proportional to the number of base pairs of the DNA
duplex.

Thirdly, experiments concerned with the whole process of conformational
change and the unzipping process (e.g., [49]) studied the mechanical sta-
bility of individual double-stranded DNA molecules. It was found that the
B–S transition of λ-DNA occurred at 65 pN, followed by a second confor-
mational transition during which the DNA double helix melted into two
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single strands. The melting transition exhibited a pronounced force-loading
rate dependence and a marked hysteresis, which is characteristic of a non-
equilibrium conformational transition—characteristics quite different from
the previous B–S transition. It was found that low ionic strength buffers (less
than 10 mM NaCl) destabilised the DNA double helix significantly, whereas
high ionic strength buffers (1 M NaCl) had the opposite effect. Increasing the
temperature decreased the inherent mechanical energy of the DNA double
helix before the force-induced melting. The mechanical energy can be corre-
lated with the base-pairing free enthalpy DGbp(T) of the DNA. Experiments
with pure poly(dG-dC) and poly(dA-dT) sequences revealed a close corre-
lation between the mechanical energies at which these sequences melt with
DGbp (sequence). While depending on the loading rate, the melting transition
occurs between 65 and 200 pN in λ-phage DNA, the melting transition occurs
at approximately 300 pN and 35 pN, for poly(dG-dC) and poly(dA-dT) DNA,
respectively.

3.4.3
Probing Electrical Properties of DNA Molecules

The motivation for studies to measure the electrical properties of individ-
ual DNA molecules is generated by the necessity to map these properties and
the electrical behaviour of DNA molecules for the design of future molecular
electronic devices, for which DNA would be a promising material.

While ssDNA is an insulator, dsDNA bound to gold nanoparticles behaves
as a wide band gap semiconductor, which passes significant current outside
the 3 eV gap [104]. The electrical behaviour of a single molecule DNA in
a three-terminal device has been demonstrated [105] using a triple-probe
AFM (T-AFM). The T-AFM connects a single DNA molecule with a carbon
nanotube electrode as source, drain, and gate terminals. It has been shown
that as the gate bias voltage is increased, the voltage gap region decreased in
the current–voltage (I–V) curves. Furthermore, clear steps are observed in
the I–V curve at the crossing of the DNA molecule and the carbon nanotube–
gate electrode with the gate biased. The I–V characteristics suggest that the
carbon nanotube is a good electrode material for a DNA nanoelectronic
device.

3.5
Nanofabrication Involving Individual DNA Molecules

Although recombinant DNA technology can “nanofabricate” DNA molecules
by cutting and realigning with enzymes at sequence specific sites, the fabrica-
tion with individual DNA molecules by mechanical means is in its infancy.

In a sense, the mechanical probing of DNA molecules is a form of nanofab-
rication, albeit organised vertically and often reversibly. In a more invasive
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Fig. 14 Two topview AFM images of λ-DNA in AFM tapping mode under ambient condi-
tions a before and b after mechanically cutting a dsDNA strand in the center of the image
(circles) with the AFM cantilever tip [106]. Reprinted with permission

approach than described in the previous section, it has been reported [106]
that a sharp tip on the silicon cantilever can write features laterally and mech-
anically cut a dsDNA strand into two pieces (Fig. 14). This controlled molecu-
lar manipulation was performed by increasing locally the force interaction
between the AFM tip and the DNA molecule and repetitively scanning per-
pendicularly over the molecule at a defined position. Other studies [107, 108]
described the nanomanipulation of a single linear λ-DNA (48.5 kbp) molecule
on APTES-mica using tapping mode in air. Crossed and word structures
(Fig. 15) were fabricated by first aligning the DNA strands along one direction
and subsequently along a second direction by a 2D “molecular combing” pro-
cess [108, 109]. Also, the DNA strands can be folded up by an AFM tip to form
ordered nanostructures such as particles and thick rods [109]. The thresh-
old force to cut DNA was found to vary for different tips between 20 nN and
80 nN.

Fig. 15 Nanofabrication with DNA molecules [108, 109]. a Left: Cross-linking of DNA
strands. Image size is 800× 800 nm. b Combination of three AFM images of characters
formed by nanomanipulation of single DNA molecules with the AFM tip (scan size is
500×500 nm). Reprinted with permission
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4
Atomic Force Microscopy Studies of Self-Assembled DNA Layers

4.1
Long-Range Self-Assembled DNA Layers

This section reviews the AFM-based advancements regarding the imaging,
probing and fabrication of, or involving, long-range DNA self-assemblies. The
long-range self-assemblies are defined, in the context of this review, as assem-
blies of DNA molecules having a molecular organisation that extends laterally
on surfaces on distances several orders of magnitude larger than the size of
the constitutive modules (DNA molecules).

There are multiple advantages of using DNA as a building block in nan-
odevices. Firstly, the design of future nanodevices would be eased by the
fact that the intermolecular interactions that drive the self assembly of the
DNA molecules (i.e., AT and GC pairing) as well as supramolecular struc-
tures (i.e., double helix etc.) are well characterised. Secondly, from the lo-
gistical point of view, the DNA molecules are readily available in a variety
of arbitrary sequences which can be further amplified by PCR. Moreover,
more complex molecular modules based on DNA molecules can be easily ob-
tained via decoration with, e.g., biotin, fluorescent labels etc., and the use
of enzymes such as DNA ligase, restriction endonucleases, kinases and ex-
onucleases. Thirdly, from the fabrication point of view, DNA molecules are
far more robust than other biomolecules that have self-assembly capabilities,
such as some proteins (e.g., actin, S-layers) [110–113]. Finally, from the op-
erational point of view, the information encoded in DNA molecules can be
read by other biomolecules and by using advanced microscopy techniques,
especially AFM (as has been demonstrated in the previous section). For all
these strategic reasons, DNA molecules have been widely perceived as good
candidates for the building blocks of various nanodevices, including DNA-
based computation [63, 114–116], molecular conduction wires [117, 118], and
micro- [119, 120] and nanoarrays [121]. All of these applications will greatly
benefit from the long-range self-assembled DNA layers, but DNA biocompu-
tation by tiling seems to be the most promising development because it is
based on the self-assembly process, rather than being enhanced by it.

The AFM-supported studies of long-range organised DNA nanostructures
on surfaces can progress along two experimental approaches. Firstly, AFM
can be used as an imaging tool, which helps the studies aiming to under-
stand the effect of external (e.g., buffers, surfaces) and internal factors (e.g.,
engineered DNA molecules) on the formation of self-assembled DNA struc-
tures. Alternatively, AFM can be used for the imaging (sometimes along with
TEM) of self-assembled de novo designed DNA nanostructures, especially in
the context of DNA computation by tiling. The latter use of imaging is not
very different regarding the experimental procedures from the former. How-
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ever, its function is—in principle—operational rather than experimental, as
the visualisation stands for the readout or validation of the biocomputation.
Of the triad of possible usages of AFM for the study of biomolecules on sur-
faces, i.e., imaging, probing and fabrication, the latter is stricto senso missing
as the nanofabrication task is taken over by the self-assembly process itself.
However, there are many instances when the nanofabrication involves the
nanostructures used as basal layers, especially when DNA molecules have
been deposited on pre-self-assembled surfaces.

4.2
AFM Imaging of Long-Range Nanostructured DNA Layers

Several AFM studies examined the effect of buffer conditions on the forma-
tion of motifs with DNA molecules. For instance, it has been found that the
multivalent cations induce the condensation of DNA molecules into higher
ordered structures, including toroids and rods [122]. More specifically, Zn2+

and Mg2+ ions induce the formation of DNA kinked and perfect circles, re-
spectively [123] (Fig. 16). Also, higher concentrations of spermidine induce
the formation of complex “flower-shaped” structures with single crossover
points [122] and increased concentrations of ethanol lead to complex and
looped structures [124] (Fig. 17).

Fig. 16 AFM images of 168 base-pair DNA minicircles in a 1 mM MgCl2 and b 1 mM
ZnBr2, showing a fourfold increase in kink density in Zn2+. Selected molecules are dis-
played magnified by a factor of four to the left of each image [123]. Reprinted with
permission
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Fig. 17 Typical AFM images of 3000 bp DNA at different ethanol concentrations [124].
Reprinted with permission

Another line of AFM studies examined the effect of the micro- and
nanostructuring of surfaces on the formation of long-range DNA nanostruc-
tures. At the micro-end of structured surfaces, it has been reported [125]
that stretching DNA molecules between two microlithographically patterned
DNA-sticky lines or by slowly retracting (molecular combing) a DNA-
adsorbing surface results in long DNA wires (Fig. 18). At the nano-end of
structured surfaces, it has been found that freshly prepared mica surfaces

Fig. 18 AFM image showing bacteriophage-λ DNA stretched between patterned poly-
styrene lines. White arrows point to the DNA. The distance between polystyrene lines is
17.5 mm and the height of the lines is 300 nm [125]. Reprinted with permission
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transfer their nanoorganisation through electrostatic interactions to the ad-
sorbed G-DNA molecules (a polymorphic family of four-stranded structures
containing guanine tetrad motifs) leading to the formation long-range (up
to hundreds of microns) G-wires [126, 127] (Fig. 19). Ordered, stretched
DNA layers have also been obtained using the Langmuir–Blodgett depo-
sition of DNA molecules on a monolayer of Zn-arachidate [128]. Another
study [129] demonstrated that the nanostructure of the dsDNA layer, which
was imaged by the AFM, is strong enough to be preserved during enzy-
matic digestion by DNase I (Fig. 20). Even polymeric surfaces that are not
normally expected to induce self-assembly, e.g., chitosan [130] and a PEG-
poly(amidoamine) triblock copolymer [131], induced the nanostructuring of
plasmid DNA in a variety of motifs, such as toroids and rods (Fig. 21). Finally,
the interaction between nanostructured surfaces and DNA molecules can be
explored in a more purposefully-oriented manner. For instance, it has been
observed [131] that the deposition of polybases on self-assembled monolay-
ers (SAMs) followed by hybridisation with complementary polybases leads to
the formation of organised self-assembled molecular rafts.

AFM has been also used to explore the efficiency of several techniques
based on DNA molecular engineering for the fabrication of long-range
self-assembled nanostructures. One possibility is to use “add-on” modules
grafted onto the DNA molecule backbone. For instance, bis-biotinylated ds-
DNA molecules self-assemble in linear structures that are bridged by strep-
tavidin (the best results have been obtained for equimolar ratios) [133]. Still,
by far the most productive and paradigmatic-shifting approach, which gener-
ated the new field of DNA nanotechnology, was triggered by Seeman’s seminal
work on the purposeful de novo design of DNA molecules specifically tailored
to generate new molecular nanostructures [134]. Details of the construction
of many branched motifs made of DNA molecules, e.g., truncated octahe-

Fig. 19 AFM images of G-wires freshly adsorbed onto mica imaged via tapping mode (a).
Same sample imaged by the same tip 24 h later after drying in an oven at 37 ◦C (b). Low
current scanning tunneling microscopy image of G-wires freshly adsorbed on mica (c).
Note the preferential orientation is not a sample preparation artefact, e.g., due to rins-
ing [126]. Reprinted with permission
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Fig. 20 Time-dependent AFM images of oligonucleotide nanostructure during digestion
by DNase I enzyme [129]. Interestingly, the structuring is still visible in the LF image
(right) even when the DNA layer has been digested according to the topographic image
(left). Reprinted with permission

Fig. 21 Image galleries of a toroidal and b rod-like DNA ensembles on chitosan sur-
face [130]. Reprinted with permission
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dron, trefoil, figure-eight shape etc., as well as the topological considerations
regarding DNA self-assembly have been reviewed elsewhere [135]. A break-
through in DNA nanotechnology was achieved in the late 1990s when AFM
was used for the first time [136] to validate the presence of the actual motifs of
DNA long-range assemblies, (chain of triangles, Fig. 22a). Before, the results
could be deduced only from indirect data, e.g., denaturating gel electrophore-
sis. From that moment on, many studies used AFM (and in many instances
TEM as well) to demonstrate the existence of the designed self-assembled
long-range (e.g., several microns) DNA nanostructures on surfaces, e.g., regu-
lar, parallelogram grids using Holliday junctions [137] (Fig. 22b), large crystal

Fig. 22 AFM images of long-range self-assembled DNA nanostructures on surfaces.
a Triangular DNA ligation products (left) and reconstruction of the DNA motif (right)
(edge of the image approximately 150 nm, adapted from [136], reprinted with permis-
sion). b Parallelogram DNA grids (edge of the image 273 nm, adapted from [137],
reprinted with permission). c Large crystal lattices that use DNA double-crossovers (bars
equal 300 nm, adapted from [138] 1998, reprinted with permission). d Self-assembled
nanoribbons and nanogrids (edge of the image on the left and right is 1 µm and 500 nm,
respectively; adapted from [141], reprinted with permission). e Dendritic DNA structures
(scale bars correspond to 100 nm; adapted from [142]. Reprinted with permission)
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lattices that use DNA double-crossovers [138] (Fig. 22c), triple crossover com-
plexes [139], DNA triangles with flexible four-arm DNA junctions [140], 4×4
DNA lattices [141] (Fig. 22d), and dendritic structures [142]. The most recent
of the “Foundations of Nanoscience” conferences [143], which present an-
nual updates of the progress of DNA nanotechnology, occasioned a very good
and concise ad hoc review [144] on this subject. The long-range ordered DNA
nanostructures could be further used as templates for hybrid nanostructures
comprising proteins and nanoparticles, usually via the biotin–streptavidin
route [138, 141, 145, 146].

4.3
AFM Probing of Nanostructured DNA Layers

A dramatic effect on the impact of AFM imaging was triggered by the
bridging between DNA nanotechnology (with developments briefly described
above) and DNA computing that followed Adleman’s seminal work [147]. The
connection between these two fields, which has been named “algorithmic
self-assembly of DNA” [148], has been realised by Winfree who observed that
the double crossover complexes are the physical (and nano-!) embodiment of
Wang’s “tiles” problem [149]. Moreover, Winfree proved that this non-trivial
mathematical problem is computationally universal. It follows that, in princi-
ple, the self-assembly of purposefully designed DNA molecules in nanotiles
can solve any conventional problem that a present computer can solve. More-
over, organising the multilayered structures [150] with a bottom, template
layer that allows subsequent DNA layers to assemble on top in a certain order,
results in a self-assembly computation that is programmed by the bottom
template. This multilayered arrangement can speed up computations by com-
puting in parallel, and along multiple dimensions [144].

Indeed solutions to several practical problems have been demonstrated,
e.g., computation of Pascal’s triangle modulo 2 [151], exclusive or (XOR) cal-
culation using triple crossover [152] or string tiles [151]. Again, the annual
conference “Foundations of Nanoscience” [143] provides a good review of the
status of development of DNA computation by self assembly. Fig. 23 presents
several AFM demonstrations of computation driven by DNA programmed
self-assembly.

From the experimental point of view, the AFM imaging or readout of al-
gorithmically assembled DNA nanostructures is next to trivial: the scanning
is performed in air, not under fluid conditions (which would downgrade
the contrast) or under vacuum (which would require expensive accessories),
on hard and very flat surfaces (fresh mica is mostly used) and the scanned
structures come from simple mixtures of solutions. The combination of ex-
perimental simplicity regarding AFM usage, the elegance, the possibly very
large impact of the proposed computation “devices”, as well as the vital ne-
cessity of AFM (superior to the next competitor, TEM) for readout, conspire
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Fig. 23 AFM images of examples of calculations by DNA self-assembly. a Section of
patterned DNA lattice containing barcode information of 01101; the 1 and 0 bit values
are clearly visible as lighter and darker stripes, respectively (from [151] reprinted with
permission). b Branched tiled DNA nanostructures, mimicking the solution of a Pascal
triangle [152]. Reprinted with permission

to create the highest return of investment for AFM usage for the study of DNA
molecules immobilised on surfaces.

4.4
AFM Nanofabrication Involving Self-Assembled DNA Layers

The self-assembled monolayers, in particular those containing thiol groups,
are commonly used to immobilise DNA molecules. Given the preservation of
the nanostructure of the basal layers, the nanofabrication approaches could
target the layer beneath the DNA layer. For instance, AFM can be used to
plough the SAM molecules, which act as a resist [129, 153], in the presence
of DNA molecules in solution. The method, denominated as nanografting,
is capable of producing lines as narrow as 10–15 nm (Fig. 24). The stretched
conformation of the patterned DNA molecules allow for efficient hybridisa-
tion. A different approach would be to apply the nanofabrication procedures
after immobilisation and, if needed, after hybridisation. The use of AFM to
plough self-assembled DNA layers on ultraflat gold [154] led to the formation
of 3.5 nm and 6 nm deep “nanoholes” for ssDNA and dsDNA layers, respec-
tively.
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Fig. 24 Nanografting of ssDNA on gold surface. Top row: different squares of oligonu-
cleotide nanostructure grafted within a SAM layer. Bottom row: corresponding cursor
profile as indicated above [129]. Reprinted with permission

5
Atomic Force Microscopy Studies of Amorphous DNA Layers

5.1
Amorphous DNA Layers

The amorphous character of DNA layers emerges when several conditions are
met, namely:

• High local molecular density in the film
• Long DNA molecules
• Non-complementarity of the nearby DNA strands
• Lack of organisation of the substrate at the nanolevel [119, 120, 155–161]

These conditions are met in most practical situations, in micro- and even
nanobiodevice applications. For instance, the high density of DNA molecules
is required to increase the sensitivity of the device; long DNA molecules are
commonly (but not exclusively) used as target molecules in e.g., biosensors,
microarrays and microPCR devices; single DNA species used as targets trans-
late in lack of complementarity; and most substrates, (e.g., glass, polymers)
for micro/nanobiodevices are amorphous. The critical difference between
the self-assembled and amorphous DNA layers, which leads to the polymer-
like character of the latter, is the lack of complementarity between adjacent
strands. Still, as with polymers, the DNA chains have to have a consider-
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able length to allow the formation of polymer-like networks. It has been
found [161] that DNA strands which are shorter than 24 bases tend to align
normal to the surface in rod-like configurations (Model I), whereas strands
longer than this approximate threshold behave as flexible chains that aggre-
gate in coiled, polymer-like networks (Model II). The fabrication and opera-
tion of biodevices also contribute to the amorphous character of DNA layers.
With the possible exception of dip-pen nanolithography, the fabrication of
DNA-based devices relies on classical immobilisation techniques, i.e., cova-
lent binding and electrostatic interaction-driven immobilisation [119, 120,
155–159], which dispense the molecules on surfaces in a random manner, and
therefore only amplify the random character of the substrates. Finally, and
again with very few possible exceptions (e.g., microfluidics devices, where the
long probe molecules could be aligned by flow) the operation of DNA-based
devices does not increase the order of the DNA layers on surfaces.

An enormous amount of work, part of which has been recently re-
viewed [28, 29], has been reported regarding the immobilisation of DNA
molecules in high concentration layers, mostly referring to hard surfaces
(e.g., glass or mica) and mainly for practical devices and AFM experiments.
However, the rapid development of, and increasing demand for, DNA-based
microdevices both push for lower cost, easily processable materials, and to-
wards disposable devices. As polymers seem to be the logical choice, the
resulting DNA layers will almost certainly be amorphous.

Despite the ubiquitousness of amorphous DNA layers in practical appli-
cations, AFM has been far less used than for studies dealing with single
DNA molecules and even self-assembled DNA layers. This lack of interest
can be partially explained by the experimental difficulties related to the
amorphous layers, e.g., uneven topography and heterogenous chemistry of
surfaces, and the difficulty in interpreting the AFM data. However, poly-
mer science benefitted from in-depth AFM studies as early as the mid-1990s,
e.g., the demonstration of superior imaging and more information-rich data
provided by AFM than SEM [18], and extensive and conceptually accurate
reviews [25]. The similar nature of amorphous DNA layers and poly-
mers, the long history of AFM-based studies of polymer surfaces and the
increased interest in cost-effective polymer-based biodevices suggest that
AFM will become a major experimental tool for the study of DNA immo-
bilised on surfaces in the form of amorphous layers.

5.2
AFM Imaging of DNA Amorphous Layers

One of the challenges of practical DNA devices is to find the right balance
between a high surface density of DNA molecules, which is expected to
increase the number of molecular recognition events per unit area of the
device, and a loose molecular network, which is expected to increase the
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efficiency of molecular recognition per target molecule. Fortunately, the
amorphous layers are in principle well positioned regarding the latter
desideratum, but complications arise from the mesoscale character of DNA
layers, i.e., the presence of aggregates of oligomers on surfaces, instead of
continuous “blanket” layers.

AFM imaging helped the quantification, and in some cases the
understanding, of the relationship between DNA layer structure and the
processing conditions. For instance, the immobilisation of short (16 bases)
oligonucleotides on a hard, flat surface (covalent binding of thiol-terminated
DNA on self-assembled monolayer-coated silicon wafer, [119]) resulted in
a layer with an average thickness of approximately 6 nm (measured by el-
lipsometry). However, AFM analysis revealed that the ssDNA aggregates in
lumps of approximately 90 nm2 (9.5 nm in height, assuming, for simplicity,
a semispherical shape of the aggregates). After hybridisation the dsDNA ag-
gregates (Fig. 25) reached an average size of 360 nm2 (approximately 19 nm
in height). A study [162] focusing on the adsorption of poly(A) (200 bp) on
gold and subsequent hybridisation with poly(T) observed that the ssDNA ag-
gregates are approximately 20 nm in diameter and the dsDNA aggregates are
approximately 50 nm in diameter, with very little lateral growth occurring.

The immobilisation by electrostatic interactions of longer, 26 bp ss-
DNA strands on hard, poly(lysine)-coated glass resulted in aggregates of
63 nm (Fig. 26) [163]. Finally, when DNA molecules of the same length
(26 bp) were covalently immobilised on the surface of plasma-induced, NHS-

Fig. 25 AFM images of silicon chip surfaces: a cleaned, rehydroxylated silicon surface,
b self-assembled MPTS layer on silicon, c immobilised oligonucleotide probe, d surface
after hybridisation to a complementary target [119]. Reprinted with permission
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Fig. 26 AFM topography (top) and LF (bottom) images of a layer of 26 bp oligonu-
cleotide immobilised on poly-l-lysine coated surface. The nanodefects on poly-l-lysine
film are indicated with a solid line and the immobilised ssDNAs are indicated in dotted
circles [163]. Reprinted with permission

functionalised model polymers, i.e., polycarbonate and cyclo-olefine copoly-
mer, the dimension of the DNA aggregates was very much dependent on the
level of polymer surface crosslinking. The surface coverage with DNA aggre-
gates on the crosslinked harder polycarbonate surface reached approximately
17% compared with more than 40% on the non-crosslinked surface of cyclo-
olefin copolymer. Also the 26 bp ssDNA aggregates are around 30 nm and
60 nm on polycarbonate and cyclo-olefin copolymer, respectively, compared
to the less than 10 nm for 16 bp ssDNA aggregates on silicon surface [119].
The most striking fact, however, is that essentially the hybridisation does
not occur within detectable levels on polycarbonate, but it does occur at
high levels on cyclo-olefin copolymer, where the dsDNA aggregates reach
190 nm in height (compared with 19 nm for dsDNA on silicon, [119]). This
opposite behaviour, which illustrates inter alia both the challenges and op-
portunities of using polymers for DNA immobilisation, is likely to be caused
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by the “sinking in” of ssDNA chains in the crosslinked polycarbonate poly-
mer network and subsequent lack of hybridisation, and the “opening up”
of the ssDNA-decorated cyclo-olefin copolymer polymeric chains during
hybridisation. Finally, statistical analysis of the topographic data of DNA
aggregates before and after hybridisation can reveal the extent of hybridi-
sation [163]. Furthermore, 2D fractal analysis of the DNA aggregates can
reveal the effectiveness of rough surfaces with respect to DNA immobilisa-
tion [163].

5.3
AFM Probing of DNA Amorphous Layers

AFM can operate in a multitude of modes and can extract physical informa-
tion beyond topography, in particular through lateral force analysis (LFA). As
mentioned in Sect. 12, the apparent LF is modulated by a combination of fac-
tors, i.e., (i) topography; (ii) chemistry, which translates in a particular level
of surface hydrophobicity; and (iii) stiffness of the scanned material. While
the impact of the topography can be factored out by image processing, the
interplay between chemistry/hydrophobicity and substrate stiffness, the lat-
ter particularly important for soft (e.g., polymer) samples, is more difficult to
handle. The separate recording and analysis of the lateral and normal forces
resolves most of the problems regarding this overlap of influences.

In principle, there are two methods for the AFM probing of amorphous
layers, namely (i) an active probing, which probes the surface chemistry, and
(ii) a passive probing, which probes the surface physics. The active AFM
probing, which is essentially an extension of the AFM-based single molecule
studies, relies on the measurement of LF by an AFM tip that is functionalised
with molecular recognition-active molecules (e.g., a potentially complemen-
tary DNA).

The active probing of DNA amorphous layers has been used [164] to
probe the mechanics of molecular recognition between short segments of
ssDNA. First patterned arrays of different DNA strands have been fabricated
by upgraded microlithography techniques. A strong friction interaction was
measured between the DNA-functionalised latex bead mounted on an AFM
tip and patterns functionalised with complementary DNA, as opposed to
a low friction for patterns with non-complementary DNA strands (Fig. 27).
This result is consistent with the formation of a greater number of hydrogen
bonds for the complementary sequence, suggesting that the friction arises
from the hybridisation of the DNA-on-the-tip and the surface-bound DNA.
More recently, AFM has been used [165] to monitor the molecular interac-
tions between an AFM tip functionalised with molecular beacons, which are
fluorescence probes containing an ss-oligonucleotide with a probe sequence
embedded in complementary sequences that form a hairpin stem, and DNA
molecules covalently bound on surfaces. The interaction force between a lin-
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Fig. 27 LF AFM image of a dual-probe array containing stripes of the complement
(10 µm) and control (5 µm) oligonucleotides. The length scale is 50 µm and the vertical
scale is 250 mV [164]. Reprinted with permission

ear DNA probe and the target DNA was also detected and compared to that
between molecular beacons and target DNA molecules.

Passive probing has been demonstrated recently [166] for the surface hy-
drophobicity modulated by DNA immobilisation and hybridisation. LFA has
been performed with normal nitride tips probing the amorphous ssDNA and
hybridised DNA layers immobilised on two model polymers (polycarbon-
ate and cyclo-olefin copolymer). The most striking feature is the reversal of
the LF image from ssDNA layers (hydrophobic aggregates on both polymers)
to dsDNA layers (hydrophilic aggregates, only on cyclo-olefin copolymer)
(Fig. 28). The likely explanation is that the orientation of the free side groups
on the oligonucleotide (i.e., hydrophobic bases for ssDNA layers) leads to ap-
parent hydrophobic aggregates, whereas hybridisation preferentially blocks
the bases and the surface of the dsDNA aggregates preferentially present the
hydrophilic phosphate groups. This “image reversal” of hybridised oligonu-
cleotide aggregates compared with ssDNA ones could be used for the read-
out of DNA micro- and nanoarrays. Also, the surface charging modulated
by DNA immobilisation and hybridisation has been investigated by AFM
force measurements [167]. The force measurements between a negatively
charged silica tip and the substrates comprising immobilised DNA immersed
in dilute electrolyte indicate that hybridisation increased the surface charge
and surface potential of the substrates through exposure of the phosphate
groups.

From the point of view of the operation of DNA-based nanodevices, AFM
imaging and probing can be used as a readout method for micro/nanoarrays.
The first possibility is to expand on the variation of heights of DNA aggregates
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Fig. 28 Bivariate histograms of ssDNA-polymer aggregates on polycarbonate (PC) and
cyclo-olefine copolymer (COC) -top left cluster; COC ssDNA-polymer aggregates (mid-
dle left cluster); and COC hybridized surfaces (bottom, unhybridised ssDNA aggregates
on the subcluster on left and dsDNA aggregates on the subcluster on right). The clus-
ters represent the colour-coded frequency of LF-topography pairs (highest frequency =
purple; lowest = red; no data = white). The insets represent AFM images for topography
(left) and LF (right). The tone reversal in LF images is evident when comparing the far
left images of the middle and bottom insets, respectively. Reprinted with permission.

as a function of their lengths, an approach which has been demonstrated
recently [121] (Fig. 29). A somewhat similar approach has been taken for
the detection of protein: dsDNA interactions in a microarray format [168,
169]. Essentially, dsDNA strands with asymmetrical disulfide bonds contain-
ing a recognition sequence specific to a given restriction enzyme are self-
assembled on a gold surface. When site-specific enzymatic cleavage occurs,
the change in topography is easily detectable by AFM.

One promising strategy for detecting analyte binding to nanoarrays is the
use of labelled nanoparticle probes, using the striking properties of nanopar-
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Fig. 29 Epi-fluorescent (left) and AFM topography (right) images of two different sizes of
DNA-modified gold nanoparticles [121]. The image in the middle represents an AFM scan
of a line between the two arrows in the right image. Reprinted with permission

ticles [119, 170]. This approach has been recently used in conjunction with
topographical AFM to detect the selective binding of different sized DNA-
modified nanoparticles to two component nanoarrays [119, 170].

5.4
AFM Fabrication Involving DNA Amorphous Layers

Perhaps the most important recent development in the field of nanofabrica-
tion techniques for biodevices is the dip pen nanolithography (DPN) tech-
nique reported by Mirkin and coworkers [171–178], which has been recently
reviewed [179]. In a typical DPN experiment, an AFM tip is coated with an
“ink” by dipping the tip in a solution of the biomolecule (e.g., DNA) to be
patterned. The subsequent contact of the tip with the surface releases the
molecules via a water meniscus that condenses at the tip–substrate contact
(Fig. 30). This diffusion-based process allows modulation of the patterned di-
mensions, i.e., longer tip–substrate dwell times lead to larger pattern spot
areas [171, 175]. The general direct deposition nature of the DPN process
allows the patterning of essentially any (bio)molecule and even nanopar-
ticles [119, 171, 176–178] and on any substrate (e.g., metals, insulators and
semiconductors). It could be conceived that, in principle, DPN can be used
for the alignment of molecules if the tip is dragged on the surface, but at
present the method is used largely for the fabrication of dot-pattered surfaces
as nanoarrays. The diffusion-controlled deposition process suggests that the
DNA molecules are not structured within the DNA aggregate. It has been
demonstrated [119] that DNA patterning via DPN is highly controllable in
terms of pattern size/shape, and that the immobilised DNA is functional
and accessible to specific binding of labelled targets. Initial studies of dir-
ect transfer of DNA from an AFM tip to both metal and insulator substrates
identified several key components that promote DNA patterning, including
precise control of the ambient humidity and careful functionalisation and
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Fig. 30 Principle of operation of dip pen lithography [179]. Reprinted with permission

inking of the AFM tips and a judicious choice of ink–substrate combina-
tion. For example, hexanethiol-modified oligonucleotides were directly pat-
terned on gold with features ranging from 50 nm (i.e., 10 000 times denser
than those in conventional microarrays) to several micrometers; acrylamide-
modified oligonucleotides were deposited onto activated (mercapto-propyl-
trimethoxylsilane) oxidised silicon wafers, with the size of DNA spots over
a range of several orders of magnitude [171]. The selectivity of the pat-
terned oligonucleotides was verified by hybridisation with fluorescently la-
belled DNA probes but also through the variations of the AFM-measured
topography of DNA spots as a function of the length of the probed DNA
molecule (Fig. 29).

The demonstrated resolution of DPN indicates that arrays with 100 000
oligonucleotide spots can be generated in a typical AFM scanning area (100×
100 µm), making it conceivable that nanoarrays are a viable alternative to mi-
croarrays due to the possible use of scanned probe methods for array readout.
However, the most significant barrier to using a scanned probe technique is
the low overall speed, largely due to the serial or “single pen” nature. Address-
ing this limitation, parallel scanning has been demonstrated for a passive
probe array, i.e., with DPN pens not actuated independently but simultan-
eously brought into contact with the surface and scanned together, thus allow-
ing the multiplication of spots [172]. While the independent control of pens
is much more challenging for both information processing (multiplication of
control loops) and also for microfluidic logistics (delivery of different inks on
different pens), but it has been also demonstrated [180].
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6
Conclusions

The overview of more than a decade of work on the application of AFM
to the study of DNA molecules immobilised on surfaces suggests that the
field is close to the point of passing the “teenager stage”. Many things
have been learnt about the fundamentals of biomolecular interactions of
DNA molecules, and many more lessons are still to be learnt. Importantly,
AFM studies of DNA immobilised on surfaces are increasingly applications-
oriented in relative numbers, but there are no signs that the fundamental
studies are decreasing in absolute terms—quite the contrary.

The rapid enlargement of the field has translated in an increased diver-
sity of classes of equipment. Firstly, AFM is today, as opposed to just 5 years
ago, not “just another microscope”. The AFMs that fill this sector are robust,
cost-effective and operation-friendly. Fortunately, the DNA molecules are ro-
bust enough to allow studies performed by even the most cost-effective AFM.
There are areas, such as long-range self-assembly of DNA for biocomputation
or more industrially oriented studies of amorphous layers of DNA for lab-on-
a-chip devices, where low-end AFMs could fulfil the requirements. Secondly,
the initial high-end AFM equipment will also continue to evolve strongly, es-
pecially for the probing of single molecules. An important factor would be the
development of technical solutions for extremely fast scanning of molecules
on surfaces. More advances are expected in the manipulation of, and “fabri-
cation” with, single DNA molecules for applications as diverse as genomics
and molecular electronics. AFM will be increasingly integrated in complex
imaging and nanomanipulation machines comprising, e.g., a confocal micro-
scope and/or SNOM. Thirdly, in recent years a new breed of AFM equipment
has emerged that is specifically focused on industrial nanotechnology ap-
plications, with dip pen lithography being the front runner. This trend is
expected to continue, especially if robust technical solutions are found for
the parallelisation of writing. Another welcome and expected development
would be a dual, write–read AFM machine, or even a more complex write–
read–erase–write–etc. machine. The development of DNA-oriented industrial
nanotechnology infrastructure is strategically important as genomics ma-
tures and will possibly enter a stage of “mass production” of gene chips for
personalised medicine. In conclusion, all the signs point to a strong and di-
verse development of the application of AFM to the imaging and probing of,
and fabrication with, DNA molecules on surfaces.
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Abstract Immobilization strategies for the attachment of nucleotide probes to both mi-
croarrays and microfabricated interdigitated electrodes differ to address the specific
requirements for optical and electrochemical detection, respectively. The DNA immo-
bilization chemistry dictates how the probe molecule is presented to its complement
during hybridization and thereby contributes significantly to the final detection signal.
This chapter introduces the relevant immobilization strategies for DNA probes on both
microarrays and microfabricated interdigitated microsensor electrode arrays. Specifically,
we examine immobilization via electrostatic attraction and covalent coupling. The im-
mobilization of DNA presents many challenges because of the need to promote efficient
hybridization while minimizing or eliminating nonspecific adsorption to exposed areas
of the device substrate. The immobilization strategies also present challenges because of
the various materials and surface chemistries that may be involved, the flow characteris-
tics during detection, and the need to perform hybridizations under specific buffer and
temperature cycling conditions. This paper provides a rationale for the move towards
low-density genosensors using electrochemical detection with focused example applica-
tions in human health care. Specifically, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is
introduced and discussed as an advantageous method for DNA hybridization detection.
The various immobilization strategies are discussed in reference to EIS detection. In con-
clusion, the advantages of impedance detection are addressed with critical assessments
for the advancement of impedance detection for DNA hybridization.
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Abbreviations
A adenine
Ag/AgCl silver/silver chloride
AC alternating current
AFM atomic force microscopy
APS 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane
BSA bovine serum albumin
C cytosine
C capacitance
CEPs conducting electroactive polymers
CLIA Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments
CE counter electrode
Cy3 cyanine 3
Cy5 cyanine 5
DSG disuccinimidylglutarate
DNA deoxyribose nucleic acid
dsDNA double-strand DNA
EIS electrical impedance spectroscopy
ATR-FTIR attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
G guanine
GPS glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane
i AC current response signal
im Maximum AC current response signal
IME interdigitated microsensor electrode
MPS 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane
PAMAM polyamidoamine
PDITC phenylenediisothiocyanate
PDITC phenylenediisothiocyanate
p-t-p peak-to-peak
R resistance
RE reference electrode
RNA ribonucleic acid
Ro equivalent circuit resistance
Rs solution resistance
SA succinic anhydride
ssDNA single-strand DNA
SMPB succinimidyl 4-[malemidophenyl] butyrate
t time
T thymine
QCM quartz crystal microbalance
V voltage
Vm maximum voltage
WE working electrode
X reactance
Z impedance
Z′ imaginary component of impedance
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Z′′ real component of impedance
|Z| magnitude of impedance
θ phase shift
τp time constant
ω radial frequency

1
Introduction

The surface chemistry and immobilization strategy for DNA on an analyt-
ical device play an important role in the quality of detection, regardless of
the specific detection platform employed. Immobilized DNA is important in
such technologies as DNA microarrays, genosensors, and various blotting
methods. The effect of the DNA immobilization strategy is significant regard-
less of the type of probe, be it cDNA or oligonucleotides, which is immobi-
lized to the device surface. The immobilization of DNA dictates how the probe
is presented to its complement during hybridization and thereby affects the
final detection signal. The immobilization strategy also strongly influences
the surface chemistry that is presented to the target environment in non-
probe bearing regions and so governs nonspecific background adsorption.
The plurality of surface types employed for DNA hybridization detection dic-
tates the appropriate method or chemistry used for immobilization. Among
these surface types are oxidized silicon, glass, metals such as gold and plat-
inum, plastics such as cellulose acetate, and hydrogels. The objective of all
immobilization strategies, regardless of the specific chemistry and substrate
employed, is (i) high density coverage of the single-stranded or cDNA probes;
(ii) improved hybridization kinetics; (iii) minimal background and nonspe-
cific adsorption to the support or substrate; (iv) improved sensitivity; and (v)
long-term stability of the DNA probe.

Currently, the most widely used method for high throughput screening
of the complete genome of an organism is the DNA microarray. Microarray
technology utilizes thousands of gene probes immobilized in a 2-D array on
a glass slide [1], or microporous support including nitrocellulose, polyacry-
lamide gel, and agarose films [2–4]. Microarrays depend upon differential
detection of cDNA targets obtained from sample and reference sources. Both
the sample and reference cDNA are labeled using two different fluorescent
dyes, typically Cy5 (red, reference) and Cy3 (green, sample). The intensi-
ties of emissions from the sample are compared to that of the reference. An
ideal reference would be a source capable of producing cDNA that would
equally highlight all features on the microarray. Under these conditions, flu-
orescence intensity correlates to greater amounts of reference or sample DNA
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hybridized to the microarray. The intensity profiles generated, therefore, in-
dicate gene expression for the sample as compared to the reference.

DNA microarray technology has fundamentally revolutionized biological
assay techniques allowing the parallel assessment of multiple gene expression
levels. A consequence of this rapid screening approach is the development of
a diagnostic biochip that would allow more targeted and individually focused
therapeutic regimens dependent on the unique genetic profile of the diseased
state [5]. Future developments in gene expression technology offer the poten-
tial for improved capabilities over traditional medical diagnosis, prognosis,
and treatment. The continued identification of genes associated with par-
ticular disease states is steadily rising. Furthermore, classification of diseases
based on their unique genetic expression profiles is increasingly being studied
as compared to more traditional methods of disease classification.

However, the current DNA microarray technology presents an impracti-
cal solution for the development of a rapid-performance DNA biochip for
the diagnosis of disease states. Sample size requirements are too large and
sample preparation is too time-consuming for the DNA microarray platform
to achieve real-time detection of DNA hybridization [6] and classification.
Additionally, data analysis for large microarray data sets requires significant
statistical processing leading to the familiar “paralysis by analysis”. Finally,
the technology must be made clinically “hardened”, that is, made robust and
quantitative with the ability to withstand the scrutiny of the Clinical Labo-
ratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) of 1998. The key limiting issues,
therefore, are speed, analytical fidelity, and clinical hardening.

An alternative implementation of the current microarray approach is the
development of a DNA biochip that uses electrochemical impedance for de-
tection of the DNA hybridization related to a select number of disease-specific
genes. Other detection modalities are possible and practical. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a radio frequency technique that is widely
used for the characterization of electrified interfaces and ionic solutions.
The technique uses a sinusoidally varying, nonperturbating but interrogating
voltage (typically 20–50 mV p-t-p) applied between a pair of opposing work-
ing and counter electrodes. The inclusion of a third or reference electrode
and an appropriate potentiostat allows the sine wave to be superimposed
on the quiescent potential of the working electrode. Under these circum-
stances the ensuing current informs on both the coupled mass transport and
charge transfer kinetics of electrochemically dischargeable species and of the
movement of ions under the influence of the oscillating electric field. When
potentials are selected that do not electrochemically discharge redox active
moieties of DNA (such as guanine), and a single frequency is used for in-
terrogation, the technique of electrochemical impedance (EI) then measures
the ability of DNA to support ionic mobility and has been demonstrated as
an effective analytical technique for understanding the way in which charge
migration is impeded or facilitated through an interface that is decorated
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with oligonucleotides, particularly before and after its hybridization with its
complement. The most convenient format for the delivery of the interrogat-
ing voltage is via a pair of co-planar interdigitated microsensor electrodes
(IMEs). Co-planar interdigitated electrodes may be fabricated using state of
the industry microlithography techniques; these devices create a well-defined
electric field, and may be readily decorated with oligonucleoptides or cDNA
using established noncontact microarraying techniques. Microfabricated de-
vices create potential for mass production with a high degree of reproducibil-
ity at modest to low cost. These microdevices are, therefore, based on bio-
electronic detection and are part of the family of microdevices that connect
the chemical and electrical domains allowing chemical potential energy to be
transduced into a proportionate electrical signal.

Electrochemical impedance is most useful when applied to a limited suite
of genes and is not practical for a complete genome given that a set of inter-
digitated electrode structures must be nano- or micro-fabricated to support
each probe set and interrogating electronics must be designed to indepen-
dently address each pair of electrodes. Gene expression that is linked to
particular disease states permits profiling using a limited number of genes
and is therefore well suited for analysis by EI. Detection devices based on
an EI system represents the possibility for mass production of sensing de-
vices through microlithographic production of IME chips and the decorating
of these with oligonucleotides via noncontact printing techniques such as
ink-jet. Moreover, the overall cost of equipment for an EI implementation is
likely smaller than that of optical techniques. Finally, its implementation will
likely support a much smaller laboratory footprint and reduced overall equip-
ment cost. Direct measurements of DNA hybridization by electrochemical
detection have shown much greater sensitivity to smaller sample quantities
compared to optical methods [7].

Electrochemical methods for DNA biosensors, so called genosensors, have
been demonstrated using the principles of photoelectrochemistry [8], poten-
tiometry [9–13] and amperometry applied to DNA-modified electrodes [14–
16]. Oligonucleotide probes that were oriented parallel to the electrode re-
sulted in decreased conductance compared to oligonucleotides that were ori-
ented perpendicular to the electrode [17]. The increase in conductance is
associated with increased current and hence lowered detection limits. The
density of the surface coverage also affects the final detection signal. Inves-
tigation of the effect of DNA probe length for thiol-terminated linkers that
comprised ethyl hexyl or phenyl to a deoxyribose or thymine residue found
that high surface coverage of the DNA prevented the sample DNA from ac-
cessing the target while too low surface coverage resulted in nondetectable
signal differences upon hybridization [18].

Immobilization strategies for electrochemical detection may involve physi-
cal adsorption, thiol-linking chemistries to gold electrodes, and organosilane
linking chemistries to oxidized silicon or glass substrates. Immobilization
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strategies may also be used to improve the detection signals by providing
for electrocatalysis, redox mediation, or conduction at the surface as demon-
strated by immobilization of DNA using conducting electroactive polymers.

2
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

2.1
Basic Principles

Electrochemical impedance (EI) detection occurs through the combined
measurement of current, voltage, and phase angle [19]. EI is traditionally con-
ducted as a three-electrode system arrangement of a working electrode (WE),
reference electrode (RE), and counter electrode (CE). A function generation
applies a sinusoidally varying and interrogating potential to the CE via a po-
tentiostat. The potentiostat allows the applied potential to be referenced to
the RE potential. The ensuing AC current is measured at the working elec-
trode and the transfer function allows a measure of impedance. The applied
EIS excitation voltage is sinusoidal and given by the equation

V = Vm sin ωt (1)

in which ω is the radial frequency, Vm is the maximum voltage at the peak, V
is the voltage at any given instant. The AC response signal (i), is characterized
by both its maximum amplitude (im) and its phase shift (θ) with respect to the
applied ac voltage, as shown below.

i = im sin(ωt + θ) (2)

The ratio of the amplitudes of the applied and the response signal (Vm/im)
and the phase shift between these signals (θ) can be used to determine
the impedance, which can be represented as a complex number. The real
component of impedance is known as the resistance, R, and the imaginary
component, given by X, is known as the reactance [19].

Z = R + jX (3)

The reactance describes the part of the system that behaves as a capacitor
or inductor while the resistance term describes the part of the system that
behaves as a resistor. The magnitude of the impedance is determined by the
square root of the sum of the squares for the resistance and reactance [19]:

|Z| =
√

R2 + X2 (4)

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) profiles, measured as a func-
tion of the interrogating frequency, can be represented on both Bode and
Nyquist plots. The two-component Bode plot presents a comprehensive and
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detailed representation of the frequency dependence of the impedance and
presents the magnitude of the impedance, |Z|, and the phase shift, θ, in re-
lation to the interrogating frequency. Specific regions of the spectrum can
be linked to characteristic frequency ranges [20]. The Nyquist plot shows
the relationship of the imaginary component of impedance, Z′′, to the real
component of the impedance, Z′. Representative Bode and Nyquist plots are
shown in Fig. 1.

EIS data is generally interpreted based on defining an appropriate equiva-
lent circuit model that best fits the acquired data. The elements of the circuit
model involve a specific arrangement of resistors, capacitors, and inductors
that tacitly represent the physicochemical reality of the device under test.
Under these circumstances the numerical value for chemical properties of the
system can be extracted by fitting the data to the equivalent circuit model.
Impedance measurements are typically described by one of two models:

Fig. 1 Representative a Nyquist and b Bode plots from electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy measurements (Hubrecht J (1998) Metals as Biomaterials, Helsen J, Breme H
(eds) © John Wiley & Sons Limited. Reproduced with permission)
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a combination of a resistor and a capacitor in series or parallel. The most fre-
quently used equivalent circuit models are shown in Fig. 2. The physicochem-
ical significance of the resulting equivalent circuit model can be understood
by examination of the components of the specific electrochemical cell. Solu-
tion resistance has a profound impact on the impedance measurements. The
electrolytic solution will affect the resistance based on the ionic concentra-
tion, type of ion, solution temperature, and geometry of the electrodes. For
dilute solutions, impedance decreases as the ionic concentration is increased,
facilitating ion transfer in the medium. Charge transfer is also affected by the
development of a capacitative double layer between the electrode and the sur-
rounding electrolyte solution. When a metal working electrode (WE) is inert
with respect to the solution it contacts, as is the case for noble metals such
as platinum, palladium, and gold, the system behaves purely capacitively due
to the presence of the electrochemical double layer at the interface [20]. The
complex expression for the impedance, Z, for such a simple capacitor model
is:

Z = Rs +
1

jωC
(5)

where Rs is the resistance of the electrolyte layer between the working and
reference electrodes, and C is the capacitance of the electrochemical double
layer [20]. The change in impedance based on the linear properties can be

Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit models (Hubrecht J (1998) Metals as Biomaterials, Helsen J,
Breme H (eds) © John Wiley & Sons Limited. Reproduced with permission)
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described by the complex Cole equation:

Z(ω) = Rs +
R0 – Rs

1 + ( jωτρ)1–m 0 < m < 1 (6)

where R0 is the value of the equivalent circuit resistance and Rinf � R0, solu-
tion resistance as ω, τp is the time constant, and m is a dimensionless number
between 0 and 1.

Diffusive effects on impedance have led to a specific impedance profile
known as the Warburg-impedance. This impedance is dependent upon the
frequency of perturbation. For high frequencies, the Warburg impedance is
small due to the limited distance that reactants must diffuse. The distance of
travel for reactants at low frequencies is much greater, thereby increasing the
Warburg-impedance. The Warburg impedance on a Nyquist plot would ap-
pear as a diagonal line with a slope of 45◦ and demonstrate a phase shift of
45◦ on a Bode plot.

2.2
Microfabricated Devices

For clinical diagnostics applications, microsensor devices based upon an ar-
ray of interdigitated electrodes may be fabricated using microlithography
techniques. Each element of the array consists of a pair of opposing platinized
platinum electrodes of 1 mm to 3 mm digit length and of digit width and sep-
aration that may be 100 nm to 10 microns. These dimensions serve to define
the serpentine length (width of the channel), the inter digit space (length of
the channel) and the overall area of interdigitation. The metallization is typic-
ally 10 nm of magnetron sputter deposited titanium/tungsten (Ti/W), which
serves as an adhesion-promoting layer (chromium is entirely inappropriate
for the electrolytic environment), followed by 100 nm of e-gun deposited
platinum. The substrate may be oxidized silicon with a minimum 100 nm
of thermally grown oxide or may be a highly polished, electronics-grade,
borosilicate glass. These independently addressable interdigitated elements
are accompanied by a large area counter electrode of area 100 to 1000 times
that of the area of each region of interdigitation. Such a counter electrode
supports the electrochemical oxidation or reduction of electroconductive
polymers that are cast or grown on each region of interdigitation. Finally,
a reference electrode of silver/silver chloride accompanies each microsen-
sor device. This reference electrode provides the reference potential for the
electrochemical impedance determination of each multiplexed element of the
array. This reference electrode, one on each chip, may be fabricated of plat-
inum and subsequently electroplated with silver. The subtractive steps in the
microlithography that serve to define the conductor pattern may be ion bean
milling or lift off. Figure 3 shows the multi-element interdigitated array of
the VCU Center for Bioelectronics, Biosensors and Biochips fondly referred to
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Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of a microfabricated multi-element array; A comprising
32 interdigitated microsensor electrodes, and B comprising 64 independently address-
able microdisc voltametric electrodes. Each device shows the large area counter electrode
(middle) and the reference electrode as a band around the counter electrode

as the “be64 Biochip”. This impedimetric genosensor array comprises 32 in-
terdigitated sensing elements. Single-stranded DNA probes are noncontact
spotted and covalently coupled to each region of interdigitation. Hybridiza-
tion measurements are taken using a multiplexing impedance analyzer to
determine the change in impedance for each of the interdigitated areas be-
fore, during, and following DNA hybridization.

3
DNA Hybridization

DNA hybridization is the joining of two strands of DNA via the Watson–
Crick principle of complimentary bases to form a double helix. Since any
two strands of DNA will contain complementary elements (A–T, C–G), the
fidelity with which the complete strands bind and the discrimination of
strands that possess a single base miss-match is of great analytical signifi-
cance. For detection in an electrochemical impedance platform of co-planar
metallic electrodes fabricated on insulating borosilicate glass or oxidized sil-
icon, a complete double helix would represent a single strand of probe DNA
immobilized on the surface hybridizing with a single strand of target DNA.
The single-stranded DNA probe may be immobilized to the surface via chem-
ical modification of the silica surface. The immobilized single-stranded probe
DNA is negatively charged and associated with counter cations that sup-
port ionic conductivity. The sample DNA is introduced into the hybridization
chamber and transported to the surface with immobilized single-stranded
targets by diffusive mass transfer. Upon hybridization with the target, the
density of counter-cations is reduced resulting in a decrease in the overall
ionic conductivity and hence an increase in the impedance in the proximal
space between the electrodes. The equivalent circuit model for EIS measure-
ments suggest that the solution resistive component and the charge transfer
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Fig. 4 A schematic illustration of the cross-sectional representation of the DNA hybridiza-
tion reaction occurring between a pair of electrode digits

component of the impedance are primarily influenced by the hybridization
reaction [21]. A schematic of the hybridization event is depicted in Fig. 4.

Hybridization conditions play a crucial role in ensuring an effective re-
action. A challenge in detection mechanisms based on hybridization is the
confounding influence of nonspecific interactions. Nonspecific interactions
are contributed when a noncomplementary strand of target DNA binds or as-
sociates with the probe of interest. Nonspecific interactions are likely to occur
for nucleotide sequences that share a high degree of similarity or hybridiza-
tion conditions with low stringency. Altering the chemical composition of
the buffer solution by adding chemicals that lower the melting temperature
of hybrids [22] or increasing the ionic strength of the hybridization wash
buffer [23] can control the stringency of a hybridization reaction.

Hybridization kinetics is also affected by the nature of the immobilization
of probe DNA to the surface. However, immobilized DNA can result in a rate
of reaction that is comparable to the reaction rate of complementary strands
that are free in solution [24]. The Brownian motion and translational degrees
of freedom are reduced upon immobilization. The length of the immobilized
DNA strand has also been shown to have a much greater effect than the effect
of immobilization on a two- or three-dimensional surface for DNA strands
with lengths greater than 100 bases [25]. The hybridization rate was shown
to decrease with linker lengths greater than 712 bases. In comparison, sig-
nal intensities based on optical detection continued to increase with increased
length of the DNA probe [25].

3.1
Electrochemical Properties of DNA

Although the hybridization of single-stranded DNA to its complement results
in detectable changes in electrochemical properties, particularly in support of
non-Faradaic current, the DNA bases may also demonstrate redox behavior
that gives rise to Faradaic currents. The electrochemical behavior of DNA has
been studied over the past few decades. Differential pulse voltammograms
show clearly defined peaks for the reduction of cytosine and adenosine. Elec-
trochemical characterization of guanine by cyclic voltammetry has shown
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that guanine produces an anodic peak on or near the point of hydrogen evo-
lution at an oxidation potential of 1.07 V vs. a standard Ag/AgCl reference
electrode. Guanine has the lowest oxidation potential of all of the nucleic
acids, and the direct oxidation of guanine moieties has been explored as a po-
tential detection method [26]. For some conditions, it is possible that the
electrochemical behavior of the bases could present a confounding influence
on the analytical measurement of DNA hybridization. For electrochemical
impedance measurements, however, the applied potential is generally not suf-
ficient to oxidize or reduce the bases of DNA that would cause any additional
background in the detection signal.

4
Immobilization Strategies

Examples of the various methods of DNA immobilization are shown in
Fig. 5. Amongst these are physical adsorption and covalent immobilization.
The covalent immobilization is best exemplified by the use of organo-silane
chemistries and alkanethiol chemistries.

Fig. 5 Depictions of DNA immobilization by a covalent immobilization and b physical
adsorption
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4.1
Physical Absorption

The most straightforward method of DNA immobilization is adsorption onto
a chemically modified surface. DNA adsorption is based upon dispersion and
hydrogen-bonding interactions of the macromolecule with the surface but
is greatly enhanced by electrostatic attractive forces between charged enti-
ties on the surface and the single-stranded DNA probe. Surfaces that have
been chemically modified with an overall positive charge provide for electro-
static interactions of the negatively-charged, single-stranded DNA molecule
with the surface. Specifically, surfaces modified to provide terminal amines
result in electrostatic attractive forces between the positively charged amine
and the negatively charged phosphate groups of the nucleic acid. The DNA
strands are oriented parallel to the surface in alignment with the phosphate
backbone of the probe. This orientation significantly limits the mobility of
the molecule, decreasing the hybridization kinetics and overall efficiency of
the reaction [27]. Immobilization of single-stranded DNA to the surface via
such approaches represents a nonspecific interaction. The immobilization of
the DNA is highly dependent on the density and homogeneity of charges on
the surface of the substrate [28]. This lack of specificity for binding DNA
has a greater potential to create interference with the binding of the single-
stranded probe to its complement [1]. In addition, physical adsorption of the
single-stranded DNA probe to the surface represents a modulatable type of
surface attachment that may be influenced by temperature, pH, and the ionic
strength (electrolytic concentration) of the medium. Electrolytic concentra-
tion has been shown to affect the degree of DNA adsorption, providing a pos-
sible mechanism for the control and optimization of probe thickness [27].
The thickness of the adsorbed layer of DNA has been shown to decrease as
the salt concentration is increased [27]. DNA adsorption represents a rela-
tively simple mechanism for the attachment of single-stranded probes to the
surface. Dendrimers such as polyamidoamine (PAMAM) with a high dens-
ity of terminal amino groups may be used to increase the surface coverage of
physically adsorbed DNA to the surface [29].

The phosphate backbone of DNA molecules often results in undesirable
electrostatic interactions with the substrate. Although the electrostatic in-
teractions of DNA can be utilized for physical adsorption of DNA to the
surface, this process can also lead to the nonspecific physical adsorption of
target DNA on the surface. Rather than sample DNA hybridizing to the probe,
it can adsorb to the surface and lead to interferences with the final detec-
tion call. Nonspecific adsorption effects have primarily been examined by the
microarray community. Blocking strategies have been developed to prevent
these nonspecific interactions. Succinic anhydride (SA) and bovine serum al-
bumin (BSA) are two common methods to prevent nonspecific adsorption on
amine modified surfaces. Blocking strategies are desired to react with or pas-
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sively cover the region of the microarray surface not containing immobilized
probe to create surface chemistries that have low affinity for DNA and prevent
DNA adsorption. Blocking strategies were shown not to affect the raw spot in-
tensity but BSA resulted in lower background intensities for amine-modified
surfaces [29].

Carbon electrodes are advantageous for electrochemical analysis due to
the wide potential range, low residual current, lack of chemical reactivity, and
reduced cost [30]. The most common types of carbon electrodes are glassy
carbon and carbon paste electrodes. Carbon paste electrodes are formed by
mixing glassy carbon micro particles with an organic pasting liquid. Car-
bon paste electrodes have been shown to have more desirable electrochemical
properties compared to glassy carbon electrodes [30]. DNA immobilization
on glassy carbon electrodes results from electrostatic attractive forces and
produces a thick film of approximately 0.1 mm that can be conditioned in an
acetate buffer [31]. Wang et al. demonstrated DNA adsorption onto carbon
paste electrodes with anodic polarization at + 1.7 V for several minutes as
a pretreatment [32]. Surfactants have also been used to enhance DNA immo-
bilization to carbon paste electrodes [33].

Electrochemical impedance measurements of the physical adsorption of
ssDNA and dsDNA yields useful information about the kinetics and mobility
of the adsorption process. Physical adsorption of DNA is a simple and inex-
pensive method of immobilization. The ability to detect differences between
ssDNA and dsDNA by impedance could be applicable to DNA biosensor
technology. EIS measurements were made of the electrical double layer of
a hanging drop mercury electrode for both ssDNA and dsDNA [34]. The
impedance profiles were modeled by the Debye equivalent circuit for the ad-
sorption and desorption of both ssDNA and dsDNA. Desorption of denatured
ssDNA demonstrated greater dielectric loss than desorption of dsDNA. The
greater flexibility of the ssDNA compared to dsDNA was proposed to account
for this difference.

Electrochemical impedance measurements using carbon electrodes have
been used to study the physical immobilization of DNA by adsorption. Ad-
sorption of DNA onto glassy carbon electrodes with an additional condition-
ing step of acetate buffer treatment has led to the development of a gel-like
DNA layer. Impedance profiles were performed at applied potentials of 0.3,
1.0, and 1.4 V that correspond to the oxidation potential of guanine, between
guanine and adenine, and after the potential for the oxidation of adenine, re-
spectively. The EI data were modeled using two capacitors in parallel with
the physical interpretation that capacitance was represented by both the cap-
acitance at the interface without interaction from the ssDNA and from the
interaction of the ssDNA at the interface. The interfacial capacity was similar
for both the 0.3 V and 1.0 V impedance measurements, but showed a signifi-
cant decrease at + 1.4 V, possibly as a result of solvent decomposition. As the
number of scans increased, the interfacial capacity also increased, suggest-
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ing that adsorption of molecules from the solution as well as changes in the
configuration of molecules on the surface had occurred. The substrate surface
was demonstrated to be a strong conductor as evidenced by the slight increase
in the ohmic resistance of the system with the presence of the modified ss-
DNA probe layer. Electrochemical characterization of DNA immobilized on
carbon paste electrodes showed enhanced charge transfer rates when modi-
fied with the surfactant, cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide. The exchange
current was increased by approximately two-fold. The EIS spectrum revealed
electron transfer limitations at higher frequencies indicated by a semi-circle
plot and diffusive limitations at lower frequencies indicated by a linear rela-
tionship as shown on a Nyquist plot.

4.2
Organosilane Chemistry

Covalent attachment of single-stranded DNA probes to a surface allows
greater control over the orientation of the immobilized probe. Well esta-
blished silane chemistry has been effectively used for the immobiliza-
tion of DNA probes modified with terminal amine groups. The reactive
functional groups that are suitable for the covalent attachment of DNA
include: amino- [35–38], mercapto- [39–41], and epoxy-groups [42–47].
Common silanizing agents include: 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APS),
3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS), and 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxy-
silane (GPS) as shown in Fig. 6. These bifunctional agents create a surface
layer with chemically available amino, mercapto, and epoxy functionalities,
respectively and have been proven to provide linkages that are chemically
stable and sufficient in length to eliminate interferences due to steric hin-
drance [44, 45]. These silanizing agents have been shown to be soluble in
aqueous solutions and not contribute appreciably to nonspecific interac-
tions [40].

The oligonucleotide probes must be chemically modified, usually dur-
ing synthesis, to provide a functional group with the capacity to covalently

Fig. 6 Common silanizing agents to promote covalent DNA immobilization: a 3-amino-
propyltrimethoxysilane (APS) b 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS) c 3-glycidoxy-
propyltrimethoxysilane (GPS)
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react with the terminal functional group of the silanized surface. Amine-
terminated oligonucleotides possessing suitable hydrocarbon spacers (C5, C6,
or C7) have been covalently coupled to either epoxy- [42–45, 47] or amino-
derivatized supports [38]. The reaction between the epoxy moiety of GPS with
the 5′-amino-ssDNA probe is based on the standard nucleophilic ring open-
ing of an epoxide by an amine, as depicted in Fig. 7. In this reaction, the
nonbonded electron pair of the nitrogen on the primary amine initially at-
tacks the acidic carbon atom of the epoxy ring (i), prompting the electrons of
the C – O bond to migrate preferentially to the oxygen, thus opening the ring
as represented in step (ii). The excess of negative charge on the oxygen atom
attracts the nearby hydrogen atom, once bonded to nitrogen, to from a hy-
droxy group (iii), permitting electronic rearrangement (iv) and producing the
final, neutral product [48].

When linking amino-modified probes with amino-derivatized surfaces,
homobifunctional crosslinking agents such as disuccinimidylglutarate (DSG)
or 1,4 phenylenediisothiocyanate (PDITC) are usually employed [35, 49]. Fig-
ure 8 depicts the reaction mechanism for the covalent attachment of amine-
terminated oligonucleotides to amino-modified (APS) supports via a PDITC
linker. Excess PDITC is used to convert the surface-bound primary amines
to amine-reactive phenylisothiocyanate groups [38]. The subsequent immo-
bilization of 5′ amine-modified DNA probes to the PDITC groups result in
the covalent attachment of the oligonucleotides. Confirmation of the covalent
coupling of the amine-modified single-stranded DNA probe to the epoxy-
derivatized silane surface was verified using attenuated total reflectance-
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) [21].

Fig. 7 Reaction of glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane with a 5′-amino-terminated single-
strand DNA probe
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Fig. 8 Covalent attachment of amine-terminated oligonucleotides to amino-modified
(APS) supports via a PDITC linker

The silanized method of DNA immobilization has shown probe spac-
ing varies for 3-glycidoxypropyl-trimethoxysilane from one ssDNA probe
per nm2 on platinum-driving electrodes [21] to two ssDNA probes per
nm2 for gold-driving electrodes [50] based on quartz crystal microbalance
studies (QCM). Radiolabeling studies have indicated lower coverage of ss-
DNA probe on the surface with approximately 1011 strands/cm2 with 36%
of these strands undergoing hybridization [51]. Polyamidoamine (PAMAM)
dendrimers present a high density of terminal amino groups and have
been demonstrated as an effective surface derivatizing agent for improv-
ing the stability and coverage of cDNA probes [36] and may be covalently
coupled to epoxy-modified surfaces for the subsequent attachment of DNA
oligomers [29].

DNA immobilized by organosilane chemistries has proven to be an ef-
fective method for measuring impedance changes upon hybridization using
both gold and platinum electrodes [21, 50]. The effect of different silane
chemistries creates differences in the hydrophobicity and hydration levels
of the modified surface. The organosilane treatment along with the ssDNA
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immobilization to the surface contribute to the capacitative component of
the overall impedance network. Differences in silane chemistry alter the
overall impedance network. A comparison of silanization of the interdigit
space with octadecyl-trichlorosilane and 3-glycidoxypropyl-trimethoxysilane
demonstrated a larger overall impedance network of the former [50]. The
observed differences in impedance were likely the result of the exclusion of
water molecules from the region proximal to the device surface and also
within the region of highest electric field strength. Similarly, hybridization af-
fects the density of ions surrounding the immobilized ssDNA, resulting in an
overall increase in the impedance network. Upon DNA hybridization, gold-
driving electrodes have shown significant changes in the impedance value
for both the real and imaginary components with an 11% increase at 120 Hz
and a 0.004% decrease in resonant frequency values [50]. Platinum-driving
electrodes demonstrated a 0.012% decrease in resonant frequency values and
35.4% and 42.1% increase in impedance magnitude upon hybridization [21].
For both platinum and gold electrodes the effects of nonspecific interactions
have been shown to result in minimal changes to the resonant frequency and
impedance. Silanization chemistry is an effective method of DNA immobi-
lization to measure electrochemical impedance changes.

4.3
Thiol Chemistry

Thiol terminated oligonucleotides can also be used for covalent coupling
to a glass surface [37] but are more often used for direct attachment
to gold electrodes. Heterobifunctional cross linkers such as succinimidyl
4-[malemidophenyl] butyrate (SMPB) can be used to covalently couple
thiol-modified ssDNA probes [52] to amine bearing surfaces. However, ho-
mobifunctional cross-linkers such as 1,4-phenylenediisothiocyanate have
demonstrated improvement in hybridization efficiency at reduced cost [37].
Figure 9 depicts the chemistry used to covalently attach thiol-modified DNA
oligomers to amino-silane derivatized supports. In this particular reaction,
an APS-modified substrate is treated with SMPB, whose succinimide ester
moiety reacts with the primary amine of APS. The thiol-ssDNA subsequently
interacts with the maleimide group of the SMPB crosslinking agent to yield
the covalently immobilized oligonucleotide.

An alternative to the covalent immobilization of ssDNA to surfaces is
found in the thiol/disulfide exchange reaction between disulfide-modified
oligonucleotides and mercapto-modified substrates [39], as illustrated in
Fig. 10. The disulfide groups on the 5′-end of the ssDNA probe reacts with
the thiol functional groups of the MPS layer on the surface. Under alkaline
conditions, the alcohol-based leaving group promotes the thiol to disulfide
exchange reaction. This method of covalent attachment does not require an
additional reduction step to generate a reactive but unstable thiol intermedi-
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Fig. 9 Covalent attachment of thiol-modified DNA oligomers to amino-silane derivatized
supports

Fig. 10 Covalent immobilization of ssDNA by thiol/disulfide exchange reaction between
disulfide-modified oligonucleotides and mercapto-modified substrates

ate, rather, the modified probe binds directly. Side reactions are significantly
reduced as a result of the high degree of reaction specificity [39].
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Thiol chemistry has also been used for DNA immobilization involving gold
and silver nanoparticles immobilized onto a gold substrate electrode [53, 54].
DNA can be immobilized directly onto the gold without significant effect on
the overall activity of the molecule. Gold nanoparticles improve the elec-
trochemical signal by forming a set of closely packed conducting surfaces,
thereby dramatically increasing the effective surface area of the electrode.
Also, oligonucleotides modified with nanoparticles demonstrated denatura-
tion properties that varied significantly with salt concentration resulting in
the removal of mismatched targets following a wash with a buffer solution
of the appropriate ionic concentration [55]. The gold electrode is silanized
with 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS) and cross-linked by treatment
with sodium hydroxide. The one-dimensional monolayer was then combined
with a sol-gel network. The sol-gel matrix allowed a second silane layer to be
formed having the effect of increasing the overall network impedance. The
second silane layer was formed to expose the terminal thiol functionalities for
binding with gold nanoparticles by chemisorption [53]. These modified elec-
trodes showed strong stability as measured by continuous monitoring using
cyclic voltammetry and reproducibility based on minimal impact on the peak
currents after storage for one month [53]. A Randel’s equivalent circuit model
was chosen to fit the results. Based on modeling of the equivalent circuit, it
was shown that gold nanoparticles reduced the electron transfer resistance.
The system examined impedance detection before and after hybridization of
different sample concentrations. Calibration curves indicated the logarith-
mic impedance to be linear within a concentration range of 1.0×10–6 M to
1.0×10–8 M and to possess a detection limit of 5.0×10–9 M. The level of sen-
sitivity was attributed to the silanized layer remaining on the metallic digits
and interdigitated space. Colloidal silver nanoparticles were also immobilized
in the sol-gel matrix following a similar procedure. The silver nanoparticle
system demonstrated similar properties of stability and reproducibility as
that shown for gold nanoparticles [54]. Silver nanoparticles [54] showed an
electron transfer resistance with a linear response in the range 8.0×10–9 M
to 1.0×10–6 M and a detection limit of 4.0×10–9 M. Samples introduced
into the chamber with noncomplementary sequences did not result in a de-
tectable difference of the electron transfer resistance. Both the silver and gold
nanoparticles increase the surface area of the electrode and thereby increase
the difference in the impedance signal before and after hybridization.

4.4
Electropolymerized Electroactive Polymers

Electropolymerizable monomers that give rise to conducting electroactive
polymers (CEPs) or insulating polymer thin films provide a convenient ap-
proach for the immobilization of DNA. More importantly, this method pro-
vides an easy means to achieve spatial separation of the ssDNA sequence
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based on the application of a suitable electrode potential to a pattern of mi-
crofabricated conductors on the substrate. CEPs, particularly polypyrrole,
have been explored for the immobilization of DNA. Pyrrole monomer may
be electrochemically oxidized to produce a highly conjugated and electron-
ically conductive polymer film in which dopant anions are incorporated to
neutralize the positive bi-polaronic states of the oxidized form of the polymer
backbone. The polymer film is grown on, and largely limited to, the surface
of the electrode. The thickness of the film and its morphology may each be
controlled by the amount of charge passed and by the conditions of the elec-
trosynthesis. In one approach, single-stranded DNA can be associated with
an electroconductive polymer thin film; first by conjugation of the ssDNA
to a pyrrole monomer followed by electropolymerization [56]. In another
approach, DNA polypyrrole blends have also been formed by direct incorpo-
ration of the negatively charged ssDNA into the polypyrrole backbone during
electropolymerization [57]. Under these circumstances the negative charges
associated with the phosphate groups of the ssDNA backbone allows DNA to
be used as the single dopant macromolecular counteranion. The possibility to
create DNA polypyrrole blends with both ssDNA and dsDNA has also been
demonstrated [57].

Electropolymerization for specific site selection has been demonstrated
using two different spotting techniques. The first method known as the elec-
trified quill uses an electrified stainless steel pin that becomes the counter-
electrode and the substrate the corresponding working electrode in a two-
electrode electrochemical cell. The monomer solution, in the form of a 10 nl
drop at the tip of the electrified quill, was contacted with the substrate and
a voltage applied between the pin and substrate during the drop contact. The
polymer film was grown in the drop contact area. A second method to direct
site specificity for electropolymerization aspirates the monomer solution into
a microcapillary. A drop of the monomer solution hanging from the tip of the
capillary makes contact with the chip substrate. Again, during the drop con-
tact, a voltage is applied and the electropolymerization occurs in the region of
the drop contact. Polypyrrole films can be further augmented, with the spe-
cific aim of improving the detection signal upon hybridization, by doping the
nucleic acid probes with carbon nanotubes. The carbon nanotubes confine
the target and enhance hybridization [58].

Polypyrrole has the potential to provide an effective method for reagent-
less transduction by immobilization of the ssDNA probe within the polymer
matrix. Significant differences in the impedance profile of ssDNA and ds-
DNA have been demonstrated [59]. The differences in the impedance profile
are purportedly based on intercalation differences of the polymer with ss-
DNA compared to dsDNA. The exact mechanism for impedimetric change
resulting from conducting polymer films has not been identified, although
it is likely linked, much like the impedimetric response of pure DNA, to the
change in ion density that accompanies the double strand compared to the
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single strand. However, a decrease in the current response of polypyrrole
films has been demonstrated due to the rigid structure of the polymer [60].

Polypyrrole films have also been studied in combination with carbon
nanotube-modified electrodes using metallization of the DNA following hy-
bridization [58]. The polymer film was grown using the oligonucleotide as the
counteranion. The carbon nanotubes are suggested to improve charge trans-
fer to the surface. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis of the carbon
nanotubes revealed a random orientation and irregular length with an aver-
age length of 180 nm. The metallization of the DNA helix was proposed to
improve charge transfer and increase the capacitive charging on the double-
layer surrounding the electrode. The metallization procedure was shown to
not only enhance the limit of detection, but also to improve the ability of
impedance detection to distinguish differences in mismatched probes.

5
Applications to Human Health

In medical applications, the primary focus for development of genosensors
involves the enhanced classification of disease. Microarrays are currently be-
ing utilized to study gene expression profiles and improve class prediction for
an array of different cancers including the colon [61], lung [62, 63], esopha-
gus [64], and breast [65, 66]. Various statistical methods for improved class
prediction have emerged [67–70]. Another possibility for improved medical
diagnostics is the development of a brain tumor biochip. This project is be-
ing pursued by the Center for Bioelectronics, Biosensors and Biochips (C3B)
to improve diagnostics and treatment of brain tumor patients. The brain tu-
mor biochip aims to identify a targeted suite of genes that may be used to
delineate the grade and stage of astrocytomas. The goal of this work would
be to provide diagnostic and prognostic information to the clinician using
a more rapid and objective method based on impedimetric measurements as
compared to current histopathology techniques.

Although DNA-chip systems have the potential to be applied to a variety of
analytically relevant questions, the potential for these technology platforms
to be commercially developed and applied in clinical medicine as an aid to
human health requires many new engineering solutions as well as consider-
able technological improvements. A complete lab-on-a-chip system not only
requires a robust detection platform for DNA hybridization but the ability
to perform cell sorting, DNA or RNA extraction and purification, reverse
transcription of extracted RNA, and possibly include amplification of specific
sequences using polymerase chain reaction. Cell sorting methods have largely
relied on exploiting specific differences in cell types for the specific applica-
tion of interest. Blood and bacteria components have been separated based on
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application of dielectrophoresis [71]. Purification of nucleic acid products has
been demonstrated by preferentially adsorbing DNA onto silica beads immo-
bilized in a sol-gel network with a single channel configuration [72]. Proteins
and other products released from the cell lysis are washed and the DNA is
released from the sol-gel network using a low-ionic strength buffer. A var-
iety of methods from improving amplication of DNA products by polymerase
chain reaction have been developed. Traditional methods use a Peltier heat-
ing element below a microfabricated PCR chamber for cycling temperatures
and time [73]. A more rapid method for polymerase chain reaction has been
demonstrated using a continuous channel with specific temperature zones for
denaturation, annealing, and extension reactions [74]. The number of cycles
is determined by the number of passes of the channel over each of the heating
zones. For genomic sensors to have practical utility, complete integration of
each of the laboratory operations on the microfabricated device is necessary.

Integration of these components could be advantageous, from the per-
spective of efficiency, by coupling energy intensive processes. However, inte-
gration is a complicated process that requires additional fluidic controls for
transportation of the sample as well as greater stringency to prevent sample
contamination. A completely integrated genosensor based on electrochemical
DNA hybridization detection has been developed by Motorola Sciences [75].
This microfluidic device contains all necessary pre-processing steps of sam-
ple preparation, mixing, and detection with dimensions of 60×100×2 mm in
size. The system is completely self-contained and includes thermally actuated
microvalves for flow regulation with electrochemical and thermopneumatic
pumps for solution transport.

Analytical fidelity and sensitivity are also issues that require further im-
provement before a clinically applicable device can be realized. The low level
of signal generated from the DNA hybridization reaction often results in
a high signal-to-background ratio. An additional engineering challenge is the
development of microfabrication techniques for chemical systems; mechani-
cal and electrical engineers pioneered the majority of current microfabrica-
tion techniques. The aqueous environment for many chemical and biological
reactions requires new materials and new fabrication techniques. Finally, the
necessary trade-off to improve the time-to-market, meet market demands,
and address regulatory requirements must be determined [76].
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